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Abstract

Preservation theorems are amongst the earliest areas of study in classical model theory. One

of the first preservation theorems to be proven is the Łoś-Tarski theorem that provides over ar-

bitrary structures and for arbitrary finite vocabularies, semantic characterizations of the ∀∗ and

∃∗ prefix classes of first order logic (FO) sentences, via the properties of preservation under

substructures and preservation under extensions respectively. In the classical model theory part

of this thesis, we present new parameterized preservation properties that provide for each natu-

ral number k, semantic characterizations of the ∃k∀∗ and ∀k∃∗ prefix classes of FO sentences,

over the class of all structures and for arbitrary finite vocabularies. These properties, that we

call preservation under substructures modulo k-cruxes and preservation under k-ary covered

extensions respectively, correspond exactly to the properties of preservation under substructures

and preservation under extensions, when k equals 0. As a consequence, we get a parameterized

generalization of the Łoś-Tarski theorem for sentences, in both its substructural and extensional

forms. We call our characterizations collectively the generalized Łoś-Tarski theorem for sen-

tences at level k, abbreviated GLT(k). To the best of our knowledge, GLT(k) is the first to relate

counts of quantifiers appearing in the sentences of the Σ0
2 and Π0

2 prefix classes of FO, to natural

quantitative properties of models, and hence provides new semantic characterizations of these

sentences. We generalize GLT(k) to theories, by showing that theories that are preserved under

k-ary covered extensions are characterized by theories of ∀k∃∗ sentences, and theories that are

preserved under substructures modulo k-cruxes, are equivalent, under a well-motivated model-

theoretic hypothesis, to theories of ∃k∀∗ sentences. We also present natural variants of our

preservation properties in which, instead of natural numbers k, we consider infinite cardinals λ,

and show that these variants provide new semantic characterizations of Σ0
2 and Π0

2 theories.

In contrast to existing preservation properties in the literature that characterize Σ0
2 and Π0

2 sen-

tences, our preservation properties are combinatorial and finitary in nature, and stay non-trivial

over finite structures as well. Hence, in the finite model theory part of the thesis, we investigate
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GLT(k) over finite structures. Like most preservation theorems, GLT(k) fails over the class of

all finite structures. To “recover” GLT(k), we identify a new logic based combinatorial prop-

erty of classes S of finite structures, that we call the L-equivalent bounded substructure prop-

erty, abbreviated L-EBSP(S, k), where L is either FO or MSO. We show that L-EBSP(S, k)

entails GLT(k), and even an effective version of the latter, under suitable “computability” as-

sumptions. A variety of classes of finite structures of interest in computer science turn out to

satisfy L-EBSP(S, k), and the just mentioned computability assumptions as well, whereby all

of these classes satisfy an effective version of GLT(k). Examples include the classes of words,

trees (unordered, ordered or ranked), nested words, cographs, graph classes of bounded tree-

depth, graph classes of bounded shrub-depth and n-partite cographs. These classes were earlier

not known to even satisfy the Łoś-Tarski theorem. All of the aforesaid classes have received

significant attention due to their excellent logical and algorithmic properties, and moreover,

many of these are recently defined (in the last 10 years). We go further to give ways to con-

struct new classes of structures satisfying L-EBSP(·, ·) by showing the closure of the latter

under set-theoretic operations and special kinds of translation schemes. As a consequence, we

get that L-EBSP(·, k) is closed under unary operations like complementation, transpose and

the line-graph operation, and binary “sum-like” operations like disjoint union and join, while

FO-EBSP(·, ·) is additionally closed under “product-like” operations like the cartesian, tensor,

lexicographic and strong products. On studying the L-EBSP(·, k) property further, it turns out

that any class of structures that is well-quasi-ordered under embedding satisfies L-EBSP(·, 0),

that L-EBSP(·, k) classes, under the aforementioned computability assumptions, admit decid-

ability of the satisfiability problem for L, and that L-EBSP(·, k) entails the homomorphism

preservation theorem. Finally, we find it worth mentioning that L-EBSP(S, k) has a remark-

ably close resemblance to the classical downward Löwenheim-Skolem property, and can very

well be regarded as a finitary analogue of the latter. It is pleasantly surprising that while the

downward Löwenheim-Skolem property is by itself meaningless over finite structures, a natural

finitary analogue of it is satisfied by a wide spectrum of classes of finite structures, that are of

interest and importance in computer science.

In summary, the properties introduced in this thesis are interesting in both the classical and finite

model theory contexts, and yield in both these contexts, a new parameterized generalization of

the Łoś-Tarski preservation theorem.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Classical model theory is a subject within mathematical logic, that studies the relationship be-

tween a formal language and its interpretations, also called structures or models [12, 40]. The

most well-studied formal language in classical model theory is first order logic (henceforth

called FO), a language that is built up from predicates, functions and constant symbols us-

ing boolean connectives, and existential and universal quantifications. Classical model theory

largely studies the correspondence between the syntax of a description in FO with the semantics

of the description, where the latter is the class of all structures that satisfy the description [82].

Amongst the earliest areas of study in classical model theory, is a class of results called preser-

vation theorems. A preservation theorem identifies syntactic features that capture a preservation

property, which is a special kind of semantics that defines classes of arbitrary structures (that

is, structures that could be finite or infinite) that are closed or preserved under some model-

theoretic operation. For instance, the class of all cliques (graphs in which any two vertices are

adjacent) is preserved under the operation of taking substructures (which are induced subgraphs

in this context). The class of all cliques is defined by the FO sentence that says “for all (vertices)

x and forall all (vertices) y, (there is an) edge between x and y”. The latter is a description in

FO having the special syntactic feature that it contains only universal quantifications and no

existential quantifications. One of the earliest preservation theorems of classical model theory,

the Łoś-Tarski theorem, proven by Jerzy Łoś and Alfred Tarski in 1954-55 [40], says that the

aforementioned syntactic feature is indeed expressively complete for the semantics of preser-

vation under substructures. In other words, a class of arbitrary structures that is defined by an

FO sentence, is preserved under substructures if, and only if, it is definable by a universal sen-

tence, the latter being an FO sentence in which only universal quantifications appear (Theorem
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Chapter 1 Introduction

3.2.2 in [12]). In “dual” form, the Łoś-Tarski theorem states that a class of arbitrary structures

that is defined by an FO sentence, is preserved under extensions if, and only if, it is definable

by an existential sentence which is an FO sentence that uses only existential quantifications.

The theorem extends to theories (sets of sentences) as well: a class of arbitrary structures that

is defined by an FO theory, is preserved under substructures (respectively, extensions) if, and

only if, it is definable by a theory of universal (respectively, existential) sentences. Historically

speaking, the study of preservation theorems began with Marczewski asking in 1951, which

FO definable classes of structures are preserved under surjective homomorphisms [41]. This

question triggered off an extensive study of preservation theorems in which a variety of model-

theoretic operations like substructures, extensions, homomorphisms, unions of chains, direct

products, reduced products, etc. were taken up and preservation theorems for these operations

were proven.

The Łoś-Tarski theorem holds a special place amongst preservation theorems, for its signifi-

cance from at least two points of view: historical and technical. From the historical point of

view, the theorem was amongst the earliest applications of the compactness theorem (Gödel

1930, Mal’tsev 1936) [40], a result that is now regarded as one of the pillars of classical model

theory. Further, the method of proof of the Łoś-Tarski theorem lent itself to adaptations that

enabled proving the various other preservation theorems mentioned above. This extensive re-

search into preservation theorems from the ’50s to the ’70s (indeed these theorems were sub-

sequently also proven for extensions of FO, like infinitary logics [47]) contributed much to the

development of classical model theory [41]. From the technical point of view, the property of

preservation under substructures that the Łoś-Tarski theorem characterizes, has been studied

substantially in the literature of various mathematical disciplines, under the name of hereditari-

ness. A property is hereditary if for any structure satisfying the property, any substructure of it

also satisfies the property. Hereditary properties or their variants have been of significant inter-

est in topology, set theory, graph theory and poset theory, to name a few areas. In more detail,

in topology, the notions of second countability and metrisability are hereditary, while those of

sequentiality and Hausdorff compactness are what are called weakly hereditary [48]. In set the-

ory, the notions of hereditary sets, hereditarily finite sets and hereditarily countable sets are all

hereditary properties [51]. Various classes of graphs of interest in graph theory are hereditary;

examples include cliques, forests, n-partite graphs, planar graphs, graphs of bounded degree,

graphs that exclude any fixed finite set of graphs as subgraphs or induced subgraphs [19]. In

2



Chapter 1 Introduction

poset theory, a landmark result in the sub-area of well-quasi-orders [59], namely the Robertson-

Seymour theorem [65], characterizes a variant of hereditariness, called minor-hereditariness.

The Łoś-Tarski theorem studies hereditariness from the point of view of logic, and specifically,

provides a syntactic characterization of hereditary classes of structures that are FO definable.

While a preservation theorem can be seen as providing a syntactic characterization of a preser-

vation property, the same theorem, flipped around, can also be seen as providing a semantic

characterization (and furthermore, via a preservation property) of a syntactic class of FO theo-

ries. Thus, the Łoś-Tarski theorem provides semantic characterizations of existential and uni-

versal theories, in terms of preservation under extensions and preservation under substructures

respectively. Existential and universal theories are equivalent respectively to what are known

in the literature as Σ0
1 and Π0

1 theories. For n ≥ 1, a Σ0
n theory is a set of Σ0

n sentences, where

a Σ0
n sentence is a prenex FO sentence in which from left to right, there is a quantifier prefix

consisting of n blocks of quantifiers (equivalently, n − 1 alternations of quantifiers) beginning

with a block of existential quantifiers, followed by a quantifier-free formula. Likewise a Π0
n

theory is a set of Π0
n sentences, where a Π0

n sentence is a prenex FO sentence in which from left

to right, there is a quantifier prefix consisting of n blocks of quantifiers beginning with a block

of universal quantifiers, followed by a quantifier-free formula. The Łoś-Tarski theorem pro-

vides semantic characterizations of Σ0
1 and Π0

1 theories. For Σ0
n sentences and Π0

n theories for

n ≥ 2, semantic characterizations were proven using preservation properties defined in terms

of ascending chains and descending chains (Theorem 5.2.8 in [12]). Finally in 1960, Keisler

proved the n-sandwich theorem [45] that provides a characterization of Σ0
n and Π0

n sentences

and theories, for each n ≥ 1, using preservation properties defined uniformly in terms of the

notion of n-sandwiches. It is important to note that all of the characterizations mentioned above

are over arbitrary structures, and make important use of the presence of infinite structures.

In 1973, Fagin proved a remarkable syntax-semantics correspondence over finite structures.

He showed that an isomorphism-closed class of finite structures has the (algorithmic) semantic

property of being in the complexity class NP (Non-deterministic Polynomial time) if, and only

if, it is definable in an extension of FO called existential second order logic (Theorem 3.2.4

in [34]). This result gave birth to the area of finite model theory, whose aims are similar to

classical model theory (i.e. study of the expressive power of formal languages) but now the

structures under consideration are only finite. Finite model theory [34, 54] is closely connected

with computer science since many disciplines within the latter use formal languages, such as

3



Chapter 1 Introduction

programming languages, database query languages or specification languages, and further the

structures that arise in these disciplines are often finite, such as data structures, databases or

program models respectively. It is natural to ask if the results and techniques of classical model

theory can be carried over to the finite. Unfortunately, it turns out that many important results

and methods of classical model theory fail in the context of finite structures. The most stark fail-

ure is that of the compactness theorem, whereby, all proofs based on the compactness theorem

– indeed this includes the proofs of almost every preservation theorem – fail when restricted

to only finite structures. But worse still, the statements of most preservation theorems fail too.

The Łoś-Tarski theorem fails in the finite; Tait [81] showed there is an FO sentence that is pre-

served under substructures over the class of all finite structures, but that is not equivalent over

this class, to any universal sentence. The other preservation theorems from the classical model

theory literature mentioned earlier, namely those characterizing Σ0
n and Π0

n sentences/theories

for n ≥ 2, fail in the finite too; this is simply because the characterizing notions become trivial

over finite structures. Two rare theorems that survive passage into the finite are the modal char-

acterization theorem and the homomorphism preservation theorem – the former was shown by

Rosen [67], and the latter was a striking result due to Rossman [70], that settled a long standing

open problem in finite model theory concerning the status of this theorem in the finite. But

then, these results are exceptions. (See [1, 2, 3, 33, 37, 66, 69, 80] for more on the investiga-

tions of results from classical model theory in the context of all finite structures. See [68] for

an excellent survey of these.)

To “recover” classical preservation theorems in the finite model theory setting, recent research [6,

7, 15, 16, 21, 38] in the last ten years, has focussed attention on studying these theorems over

“well-behaved” classes of finite structures. In particular, Atserias, Dawar and Grohe showed

in [7] that under suitable closure assumptions, classes of structures that are acyclic or of bounded

degree admit the Łoś-Tarski theorem for sentences. Likewise, the class of all structures of tree-

width at most k also admits the Łoś-Tarski theorem, for each natural number k. These classes of

structures are well-behaved in the sense that they have proved especially important in modern

graph structure theory as also from an algorithmic point of view [20]. A classic result from

graph structure theory states that a minor-hereditary class of graphs has bounded treewidth if,

and only if, the class has a finite set of forbidden minors that includes a planar graph [64]. From

an algorithmic point of view, many computational problems that are otherwise intractable (such

as 3-colorability), become tractable when restricted to structures of bounded treewidth [14].
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Section 1.1 Our results

Likewise, over structures of bounded degree, many problems that are polynomial time solvable

in general (such as checking if a graph is triangle-free) become solvable in linear time [77].

Atserias, Dawar and Kolatis showed that the homomorphism preservation theorem also holds

over the aforesaid classes of structures [6]. (Note that this theorem being true over all finite

structures does not imply that it would be true over subclasses of finite structures; restricting

attention to a subclass weakens both the hypothesis and the consequent of the statement of

the theorem). Subsequently, Harwath, Heimberg and Schweikardt [38] studied the bounds for

an effective version of the Łoś-Tarski theorem and the homomorphism preservation theorem

over bounded degree structures. In [21], Duris showed that the Łoś-Tarski theorem holds for

structures that are acyclic in a more general sense. All of the classes of structures mentioned

above are thus “well-behaved” from the model-theoretic point of view as well (in that, these

classes admit theorems from classical model theory). The investigation of such model-theoretic

well-behavedness is a current and active area of research in finite model theory.

1.1 Our results

The properties in the classical model theory literature that characterize Σ0
n and Π0

n sentences

or theories, characterize these syntactic classes “as a whole”. None of these characterize Σ0
n

and Π0
n sentences/theories in which for some given block, the number of quantifiers in that

block is fixed to a given natural number k. Further, all of these properties are in terms of

notions that are “infinitary”, i.e. notions that are non-trivial only when arbitrary (i.e. finite

and infinite) structures are considered, and that become trivial when restricted to only finite

structures. Given the active interest in preservation theorems in the finite model theory context,

none of the properties mentioned above can be used to characterize Σ0
n and Π0

n sentences in

the finite, for n ≥ 2. Further, the preservation theorems that have been investigated over well-

behaved classes in the finite model theory literature, namely the Łoś-Tarski theorem and the

homomorphism preservation theorem, are those that characterize only Σ0
1 or Π0

1 sentences, or

subclasses of these.

The observations above raise the following two natural questions:

Q1. Are there properties that semantically characterize, over arbitrary structures, Σ0
n and Π0

n

sentences/theories in which the number of quantifiers appearing in a given block(s) is

fixed to a given natural number(s)?

5
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Q2. Are there properties that semantically characterize, over classes of finite structures, Σ0
n

and Π0
n sentences in which the number of quantifiers appearing in a given block(s) is

fixed to a given natural number(s)? If so, what are these classes?

In this thesis, we consider the case when n = 2, and present our partial results towards ad-

dressing the above questions. Specifically, for the case of Σ0
2 and Π0

2 sentences, in which the

number of quantifiers in the leading block is fixed to a given natural number, we identify preser-

vation properties that uniformly answer both Q1 and (the first part of) Q2 in the affirmative. In

other words, we present quantitative dual parameterized preservation properties that are finitary

and combinatorial, and that characterize over arbitrary structures and over a variety of interest-

ing classes of finite structures, Σ0
2 and Π0

2 sentences whose quantifier prefixes are respectively

of the form ∃k∀∗ or ∀k∃∗ (i.e. k quantifiers in the first quantifier block followed by zero or

more quantifiers in the second quantifier block). Our properties, that we call preservation un-

der substructures modulo k-cruxes and preservation under k-ary covered extensions are exactly

the classical properties of preservation under substructures and preservation under extensions

for the case of k = 0. Whereby, our characterizations of ∃k∀∗ and ∀k∃∗ sentences yield the

Łoś-Tarski theorem for sentences for the case of k = 0. We hence call our characterizations

collectively as the generalized Łoś-Tarski theorem for sentences at level k, and denote it as

GLT(k). To the best of our knowledge, our characterizations are the first to relate natural quan-

titative properties of models of sentences in a semantic class to counts of leading quantifiers in

equivalent Σ0
2 or Π0

2 sentences. Before we present our results in more detail and provide our

answer to the second part of Q2, we briefly describe the importance of the Σ0
2 and Π0

2 classes of

sentences.

After Hilbert posed the Entscheidungsproblem in 1928, namely the problem of deciding if a

given FO sentence is satisfiable, abbreviated the SAT problem, one of the first classes of FO

sentences for which SAT was shown to be decidable, was the Σ0
2 class. This was shown by

Bernays and Schönfinkel for Σ0
2 sentences without equality, and later extended to full Σ0

2 by

Ramsey [63] (on a historical note: it was in showing this result that Ramsey proved the famous

Ramsey’s theorem). In a subsequent extensive research of about 70 years on the SAT problem

for prefix classes, it was shown [10] that Σ0
2 is indeed one of the maximal prefix classes for

which the SAT problem is decidable. Interestingly, on the other hand, various subclasses of

Π0
2 class turn out to be minimal prefix classes for which the SAT problem is undecidable; for

instance, the class of Π0
2 sentences with only two universal quantifiers and over a vocabulary
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Section 1.1 Our results

containing just one binary relation symbol, is undecidable for SAT, when equality is allowed.

With the growth of parameterized complexity theory [20], it became interesting to study the

computational complexity of the satisfiability problem for the Σ0
2 class, in terms of counts of

quantifiers as parameters. As shown in [10], satisfiability for the Σ0
2 class is in NTIME((n·km)c),

where n is the length of the input sentence, k and m are the number of existential and universal

quantifiers respectively in the sentence, and c is a suitable constant. In recent years, there has

been significant interest in the Σ0
2 class from the program verification and program synthesis

communities as well [25, 36, 62, 79]. Here, the Σ0
2 class is also referred to as effectively propo-

sitional logic. For the Π0
2 class on the other hand, the database community has shown a lot of

active interest in this class in the context of data exchange, data integration and data interoper-

ability [11, 26, 49, 53], and much more recently, in the context of query answering over RDF

and OWL knowledge [43, 44].

In the remainder of this section, we describe our preservation properties, and our main results

and techniques. All of these in the classical model theory setting are described in Section 1.1.1,

and these in the finite model theory setting are described in Section 1.1.2. The latter section

also contains our answer to the second part of Q2 raised above. The results that we present here

contain, and generalize significantly, the results in [73, 75, 76].

1.1.1 Results in the classical model theory context

Our property of preservation under substructures modulo k-cruxes (PSC(k)), is a natural pa-

rameterized generalization of preservation under substructures, as can be seen from its defini-

tion (Definition 3.1.1): A sentence φ is PSC(k) if every model A of φ contains a set C of at

most k elements such that any substructure of A, that contains C, satisfies φ. It is evident that

preservation under substructures is a special case of PSC(k) when k equals 0. The property

of preservation under k-ary covered extensions (PCE(k)) is defined as the dual of PSC(k),

whereby it generalizes the property of preservation under extensions (Definition 3.2.4). The

generalized Los-Tarski theorem for sentences at level k (GLT(k)) gives syntactic characteriza-

tions of PSC(k) and PCE(k) as follows (Theorem 4.1.1): (i) an FO sentence is PSC(k) if,

and only if, it is equivalent to an ∃k∀∗ sentence, and (ii) an FO sentence is PCE(k) if, and only

if, it is equivalent to a ∀k∃∗ sentence. We call the former the substructural version of GLT(k),

and the latter the extensional version of GLT(k). The Łoś-Tarski theorem for sentences is indeed

a special case of GLT(k) when k equals 0.

7
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Towards extending GLT(k) to the case of theories (sets of sentences), we first extend the notions

of PSC(k) and PCE(k) to theories, and consider separately the substructural and extensional

versions of GLT(k). The extensional version of GLT(k) lifts naturally: a theory is PCE(k)

if, and only if, it is equivalent to a theory of ∀k∃∗ sentences (Theorem 5.1.1(1)). The sub-

structural version of GLT(k) however does not lift to theories, as is witnessed by an intriguing

counterexample that shows that there is a theory of ∃∀∗ sentences, i.e. Σ0
2 sentences with just

one existential quantifier, that is not PSC(k) for any k. Nevertheless, we show that PSC(k)

theories are always equivalent to Σ0
2 theories, and as a (conditional) refinement of this result, we

show that under a well-motivated model-theoretic hypothesis, PSC(k) theories are equivalent

to theories of ∃k∀∗ sentences (Theorems 5.2.1(2) and 5.2.3).

The above results give new semantic characterizations of the classes of Σ0
2 and Π0

2 sentences:

the properties of “is PSC(k) for some k” and “is PCE(k) for some k” respectively character-

ize these sentences. The situation however becomes different when these characterizations are

considered in the context of theories: Π0
2 theories turn out to be more general than PCE(k) the-

ories for any k, and Σ0
2 theories, indeed even ∃∀∗ theories, turn out to be, as mentioned earlier,

more general than PSC(k) theories for any k. To get a characterization of Σ0
2 and Π0

2 theo-

ries by staying within the ambit of the flavour of our preservation properties, we introduce the

properties of PSC(λ) and PCE(λ) as natural “infinitary” extensions of PSC(k) and PCE(k)

respectively, in which the sizes of cruxes and arities of covers are now less than λ, for an in-

finite cardinal λ. Indeed, these extensions characterize Σ0
2 and Π0

2 theories (Theorems 5.1.1(2)

and 5.2.1(1)), thereby giving new characterizations of the latter. We apply these characteriza-

tions to give new and simple proofs of well-known inexpressibility results in FO such as the

inexpressibility of acyclicity, connectedness, bipartiteness, etc.

This completes the description of our results in the classical model theory context. We present

various directions for future work, and sketch how natural generalizations of the properties of

PSC(k) and PCE(k) can be used to get finer characterizations of Σ0
n and Π0

n sentences/theories

for n > 2, analogous to the finer characterizations of Σ0
2 and Π0

2 sentences/theories by PSC(k)

and PCE(k).

We conclude this subsection by briefly describing the techniques we use in proving our results

described above. For GLT(k), we give two proofs, one via a special class of structures called

λ-saturated structures, and the other via ascending chains of structures (a similar proof works

for the characterization of PCE(k) and PCE(λ) theories). To very quickly describe the for-
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mer, we first show GLT(k) over the class of λ-saturated structures, and then using the fact that

any arbitrary structure has an “FO-similar” structure (i.e. a structure that satisfies the same FO

sentences) that is λ-saturated, we “transfer” the truth of GLT(k) over the class of λ-saturated

structures, to that over the class of all structures. To show that PSC(k) and PSC(λ) the-

ories are equivalent to Σ0
2 theories, we use Keisler’s characterization of Σ0

2 theories in terms

of a preservation property defined in terms of 1-sandwiches, and show that any theory that is

PSC(k) or PSC(λ) satisfies this preservation property. The proof of our result showing that

under the well-motivated model-theoretic hypothesis alluded to earlier, a PSC(k) theory is

equivalent to an ∃k∀∗ theory, is the most involved of all our proofs. It introduces a novel tech-

nique of getting a syntactically defined FO theory equivalent to a given FO theory satisfying a

semantic property, by going outside of FO. Specifically, for the case of PSC(k) theories, un-

der the aforementiond model-theoretic hypothesis, we first “go up” into an infinitary logic and

show that a PSC(k) theory can be characterized by syntactically defined sentences of this logic

(Lemma 5.2.15). We then “come down” back to FO by providing a translation of the aforesaid

infinitary sentences, to their equivalent FO theories, whenever these sentences are known to

be equivalent to FO theories (Proposition 5.2.16). The FO theories are obtained from suitable

finite approximations of the infinitary sentences, and turn out to be theories of ∃k∀∗ sentences.

The “coming down” process can be seen as a “compilation” process (in the sense of compilers

used in computer science) in which a “high level” description – via infinitary sentences that are

known to be equivalent to FO theories – is translated into an equivalent “low level” description

– via FO theories. We believe this technique of accessing the descriptive power of an infini-

tary logic followed by accessing the translation power of “compiler results” of the kind just

mentioned, may have other applications as well.

1.1.2 Results in the finite model theory context

While the failure of the Łoś-Tarski theorem in the finite shows that universal sentences cannot

capture in the finite, the property of preservation under substructures, we show a stronger result:

that for any k ≥ 0, the class of ∃k∀∗ also cannot capture in the finite, the property of preservation

under substructures, and hence (not capture) PSC(l) for any l ≥ 0 (Proposition 8.1.1). This

therefore shows the failure of GLT(k) over all finite structures, for all k ≥ 0. What happens to

GLT(k) over the well-behaved classes that have been identified by Atserias, Dawar and Grohe

to admit the Łoś-Tarski theorem? It unfortunately turns out that none of the above classes,

9
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in general, admits GLT(k) for any k ≥ 2. We show that the existence of induced paths of

unbounded length in a class is, under reasonable assumptions on the class, the reason for the

failure of GLT(k) over the class (Theorem 8.2.2). Since these assumptions are satisfied by the

aforesaid well-behaved classes and the latter allow unbounded induced path lengths in general,

GLT(k) fails over these classes in general.

To “recover” GLT(k) in the face of the above failures, we define a new logic based combinato-

rial property of classes of finite structures, that we call the L-equivalent bounded substructure

property, denoted L-EBSP(S, k), where L is either FO or an extension of FO, called monadic

second order logic (MSO), S is a class of finite structures, and k is a natural number (Defini-

tion 9.1). Intuitively, this property says that any structure A in S contains a small substructure

B that is in S and that is “logically similar” to A. More precisely, B is “(m,L)-similar” to A,

in that B and A agree on all L sentences of quantifier rank m, where m is a given number. The

bound on the size of B depends only on m (if S and k are fixed). Further, such a small and

(m,L)-similar substructure can always be found “around” any given set of at most k elements

of A.

We show that L-EBSP(S, k) indeed entails GLT(k). Interestingly, it also entails the homomor-

phism preservation theorem (HPT). (In fact, more general versions of GLT(k) and HPT are en-

tailed by L-EBSP(S, k); see Theorem 9.1.2 and Theorem 11.3.7.) Furthermore, if L-EBSP(S, k)

holds with “computable bounds”, i.e. if the bound on the size of the small substructure as re-

ferred to in the L-EBSP definition, is computable , then effective versions of the GLT(k) and

HPT are entailed by L-EBSP(S, k).

It turns out that a variety of classes of finite structures, that are of interest in computer science

and finite model theory, satisfy L-EBSP(·, k), and moreover, with computable bounds. The

classes that we consider are broadly of two kinds: special kinds of labeled posets and spe-

cial kinds of graphs. For the case of labeled posets, we show L-EBSP(·, k) for the cases of

words, trees (of various kinds such as unordered, ordered and ranked), and nested words over

a finite alphabet, and regular subclasses of these (Theorem 10.2.2). While words and trees

have had a long history of studies in the literature, nested words are much more recent [5],

and have attracted a lot of attention as they admit a seamless generalization of the theory of

regular languages and are also closely connected with visibly pushdown languages [4]. For

the case of graphs, we show L-EBSP(·, k) holds for a very general, and again very recently

defined, class of graphs called n-partite cographs, and all hereditary subclasses of this class
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(Theorem 10.3.1). This class of graphs, introduced in [31], jointly generalizes the classes of

cographs, graph classes of bounded tree-depth and those of bounded shrub-depth. The latter

graph classes have various interesting finiteness properties, and have become very prominent

in the context of fixed parameter tractability of MSO model checking, and in the context of

investigating when FO equals MSO in its expressive power [24, 28, 29, 52]. Being hereditary

subclasses of the class of n-partite cographs, all these graph classes satisfy L-EBSP(·, k).

We go further to give many methods to construct new classes of structures satisfying L-EBSP(·, ·)

(with computable bounds) from classes known to satisfy L-EBSP(·, ·) (with computable bounds).

We show that L-EBSP(·, ·) is closed under taking subclasses that are hereditary or L-definable,

and is also closed under finite intersections and finite unions (Lemma 10.4.1). We show that

L-EBSP(·, ·) remains preserved under various operations on structures, that have been well-

studied in the literature: unary operations like complementation, transpose and the line graph

operation, binary “sum-like” operations [57] such as disjoint union and join, and binary “product-

like” operations that include various kinds of products like cartesian, tensor, lexicographic and

strong products. All of these are examples of operations that can be implemented using what

are called quantifier-free translation schemes [35, 57]. We show that FO-EBSP(·, ·) is always

closed under such operations, and MSO-EBSP(·, k) is closed under such operations, provided

that they are unary or sum-like. It follows that finite unions of classes obtained by finite compo-

sitions of the aforesaid operations also satisfies L-EBSP(·, ·). However, many interesting classes

of structures can be obtained only by taking infinite unions of the kind just described, a notable

example being the class of hamming graphs of the n-clique [42]. We show that if the aforemen-

tioned infinite unions are “regular”, in a sense we make precise, then L-EBSP(·, 0) is preserved

under these unions, under reasonable assumptions on the operations (Theorem 10.4.11). As

applications of this result, we get that the class of hamming graphs of the n-clique satisfies

FO-EBSP(·, 0), as does the class of p-dimensional grid posets, where p belongs to any MSO

definable (using a linear order) class of natural numbers (like, even numbers).

The proofs of the above results rely on tree-representations of structures, and proceed by per-

forming appropriate “prunings” of, and “graftings” within, these trees, in a manner that pre-

serves the substructure and “(m,L)-similarity” relations between the structures represented by

these trees. The process eventually yields small subtrees that represent bounded structures that

are substructures of, and are (m,L)-similar to, the original structures. Two key technical ele-

ments that are employed to perform the aforementioned prunings and graftings are the finiteness
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of the index of the “(m,L)-similarity” relation (which is an equivalence relation) and the type-

transfer property of the tree-representations. The latter means that the (m,L)-similarity type

of the structure represented by a tree t is determined by the multi-set of the (m,L)-similarity

types of the structures represented by the subtrees rooted at the children of the root of t, and

further, determined only by a threshold number of appearances of each (m,L)-similarity type

in the multi-set, with the threshold depending solely on m. (Thus any change in the multi-set

with respect to the (m,L)-similarity types in it that appear less than threshold number of times,

gets “transferred” to the (m,L)-similarity type of the structure represented by the (changed)

tree t.) These techniques have been incorporated into a single abstract result concerning tree

representations, (Theorem 10.1.1), which we believe might be of independent interest.

Finally, we present three additional findings about the L-EBSP(·, k) property. We show that the

L-SAT problem (the problem of deciding if a given L sentence is satisfiable) is decidable over

any class satisfying L-EBSP(·, k) with computable bounds (Lemma 11.1.1). We next show

that any class of structures that is well-quasi-ordered under the embedding relation satisfies

L-EBSP(·, 0) (Theorem 11.2.2). The notion of well-quasi-orders is very well-studied in the lit-

erature [39, 50, 59] and has great algorithmic implications. For instance, checking membership

in any hereditary subclass of a well-quasi-ordered class can be done efficiently (i.e. in poly-

nomial time). Our result above not only gives a technique to show the L-EBSP(·, 0) property

for a class (by showing the class to be well-quasi-ordered) but also, flipped around, gives a

“logic-based” tool to show that a class of structures is not w.q.o. under embedding (by showing

that the class does not satisfy L-EBSP(·, 0)). Finally, we show that L-EBSP(·, k) can very well

be seen to be a finitary analogue of the model-theoretic property that the classical downward

Löwenheim-Skolem theorem (one the first results of classical model theory and a widely used

tool in the subject, along with the compactness theorem) states of FO and arbitrary structures.

This theorem says that an infinite structure A over a countable vocabulary always contains a

countable substructure B that is “FO-similar” to A, in that B and A agree on all FO sentences.

Further such a countable and FO-similar substructure can always be found “around” any given

countable set of elements of A. The importance of the downward Löwenheim-Skolem theo-

rem in classical model theory can be gauged from the fact that this theorem, along with the

compactness theorem, characterizes FO [55]. It indeed is pleasantly surprising that while the

downward Löwenheim-Skolem theorem is by itself meaningless over finite structures, a natural

finitary analogue of the model-theoretic property that this theorem talks about, is satisfied by
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a wide spectrum of classes of finite structures, that are of interest and importance in computer

science and finite model theory.

This answers the second part of Q2 raised at the outset of Section 1.1.

We conclude this part of the thesis with several directions for future work, two of which we high-

light here. The first asks for an investigation of a structural characterization of L-EBSP(·, k)

motivated by the observation that any hereditary class of graphs satisfying L-EBSP(·, k) has

bounded induced path lengths. The second of these is a conjecture. Though the failure of

GLT(k) over the class of all finite structures shows that PSC(k) sentences are more expressive

than ∃k∀∗ sentences over this class, it is still possible that all PSC(k) sentences for all k ≥ 0,

taken together, are just as expressive as Σ0
2 sentences, over all finite structures. We conjecture

that this is indeed the case.

In summary, the properties and notions introduced in this thesis are interesting in both the

classical and finite model theory contexts, and yield in both these contexts, a new, natural and

parameterized generalization of the Łoś-Tarski preservation theorem.

1.2 Organization of the thesis

The thesis is in two parts: the first concerning classical model theory, and the second concerning

finite model theory. We describe the organization within each of these parts below. For (the

statements of) our results in the classical model theory part of the thesis (that are contained in

Chapters 4, 5 and 6), we assume arbitrary finite vocabularies, unless explicitly stated otherwise

(though the proofs of these results may resort to infinite vocabularies). In the finite model theory

part of the thesis, we always consider finite relational vocabularies, unless we explicitly state

otherwise.

Part I: Classical model theory

Chapter 2: We recall relevant notions and notation from classical model theory literature. We

also recall the Łoś-Tarski theorem, and other results that we use in the subsequent chapters.

Chapter 3: We define the properties of PSC(k) and PCE(k), and formally show their duality.

Chapter 4: We characterize our properties and their variants for the case of sentences. We

present GLT(k), and provide two proofs of it using λ-saturated structures and ascending chains

of structures (Section 4.1). We define the properties of PSC(λ) and PCE(λ) for infinite car-
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dinals λ, provide characterizations of these properties, and present applications of these charac-

terizations in getting new proofs of known inexpressibility results in FO (Section 4.2). We make

further observations about our results so far, and prove an uncomputability result in connection

with PSC(k) (Section 4.3).

Chapter 5: We characterize all the properties introduced thus far, for the case of theories.

Chapter 6: We present directions for future work (in the classical model theory context).

Part II: Finite model theory

Chapter 7: We recall basic notions, notation, and results from the finite model theory literature.

Chapter 8: We discuss the need to investigate new classes of finite structures for GLT(k).

Chapter 9: We define the property L-EBSP(·, k), show that it entails GLT(k) (Section 9.1) and

show precisely, its connections with the downward Löwenheim-Skolem property (Section 9.2).

Chapter 10: We show that various classes of structures satisfy L-EBSP(·, k). We first prove an

abstract result concerning tree representations (Section 10.1), and then demonstrate its appli-

cations in showing the L-EBSP(·, k) property for classes of words, trees (unordered, ordered,

ranked) and nested words (Section 10.2), and the class of n-partite cographs and its various

important subclasses (Section 10.3). We then give ways of constructing new classes satisfying

L-EBSP(·, ·), by presenting various closure properties of the latter (Section 10.4).

Chapter 11: We present additional studies on L-EBSP(·, k). We show the decidability of the

L-satisfiability problem over classes satisfying L-EBSP(·, k) with computable bounds (Sec-

tion 11.1), and the connections of L-EBSP(·, k) with well-quasi-orders (Section 11.2). We also

show that L-EBSP(·, k) entails a parameterized generalization of the homomorphism preserva-

tion theorem (Section 11.3).

Chapter 12: We present directions for future work (in the finite model theory context).

Chapter 13: We summarize the contributions of this thesis on both fronts, of classical model

theory and finite model theory.
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Chapter 2

Background and preliminaries

In this part of the thesis, we shall be concerned with arbitrary structures (i.e. structures that are

finite or infinite), and with the logic FO. The forthcoming sections of this chapter introduce the

notation and terminology that we use throughout this part of the thesis. We also recall relevant

results from the literature that we use in our proofs in the subsequent chapters. The classic

references for all of the background that we set up in this chapter are [12, 40, 54].

We denote ordinals and cardinals using the letters λ, µ, κ or η. We let N denote the set of

natural numbers (zero included), and typically denote the elements of N by the letters i, j etc.

The cardinality of a set A is denoted as |A|; likewise the length of a tuple ā is denoted as |ā|.

We denote |N| by either ω or ℵ0. We abbreviate in the standard way, some English phrases that

commonly appear in mathematical literature. Specifically, ‘w.l.o.g’ stands for ‘without loss of

generality’, ‘iff’ stands for ‘if and only if’, ‘w.r.t.’ stands for ‘with respect to’ and ‘resp.’ stands

for ‘respectively’.

2.1 Syntax and semantics of FO

Syntax: A vocabulary, denoted by τ or σ, is a (possibly infinite) set of predicate, function and

constant symbols. We denote variables by x, y, z, etc., possibly with numbers as subscripts. We

denote a sequence of variables by x̄, ȳ, z̄, etc., again possibly with numbers as subscripts. We

define below the notions of term, atomic formula and FO formula over τ .

1. A term over τ , or simply term if τ is clear from context, denoted using the letter ‘t’ typically

along with numbers as subscripts, is defined inductively as follows:

(a) A constant (of τ ) and a variable are terms each.
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(b) If t1, . . . , tn are terms over τ , then f(t1, . . . , tn) is also a term over τ where f is an n-ary

function symbol of τ .

2. An atomic formula over τ is one of the following:

(a) The formula t1 = t2 where t1 and t2 are terms over τ and ‘=’ is a special predicate

symbol not a part of τ which is interpreted always as the equality relation.

(b) The formula R(t1, . . . , tn) where R is an n-ary relation symbol of τ , and t1, . . . , tn are

terms over τ .

3. An FO formula over τ , also called an FO(τ) formula, or simply formula if τ is clear from

context, is defined inductively as follows:

(a) An atomic formula over τ is an FO(τ) formula.

(b) If ϕ1 and ϕ2 are FO(τ) formulae, then each of ϕ1∧ϕ2, ϕ1∨ϕ2 and ¬ϕ1 are also FO(τ)

formulae. Here, the symbols ∧,∨ and ¬ denote the usual boolean connectives ‘and’,

‘or’ and ‘not’ respectively.

(c) If ϕ1 is an FO(τ) formula, then ∃xϕ1 and ∀xϕ1 are also FO(τ) formulae. Here the

symbols ∃ and ∀ denote respectively, the existential and universal quantifiers.

In addition to the letter ϕ, we use other Greek letters like φ, ψ, χ, ξ, γ, α and β to denote for-

mulae. A formula without any quantifiers is called quantifier-free. We abbreviate a block of

quantifiers of the form Qx1 . . . Qxk by Qkx̄ or Qx̄ (depending on what is better suited for the

context), where Q ∈ {∀, ∃} and k ∈ N. By Q∗, we mean a block of k Q quantifiers, for some

k ∈ N.

We now define the notion of free variables of a term or a formula. The term x, where x is a

variable, has only one free variable, which is x itself. A term that is a constant has no free vari-

ables. The set of free variables of the term f(t1, . . . , tn) is the union of the sets of free variables

of t1, . . . , tn. The latter is also the set of free variables of the atomic formula R(t1, . . . , tn).

Any free variable of the atomic formula t1 = t2 is a free variable of either t1 or t2. The set

of free variables of the formula ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, and of the formula ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2, is the union of the sets

of free variables of ϕ1 and ϕ2. Negation preserves the free variables of a formula. Finally, the

free variables of ∃xϕ and ∀xϕ are the free variables of ϕ except for x. We let t(x̄), resp. ϕ(x̄),

denote a term t, resp. formula ϕ, whose free variables are among x̄. A formula with no free

variables is called a sentence.

Semantics: Let τ = τC ⊔ τR ⊔ τF where τC , τR and τF are respectively the set of constant,

relation and function symbols of τ . A τ -structure A = (UA, (c
A)c∈τC , (R

A)R∈τR , (f
A)f∈τF )
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consists of a set UA x called the universe or the domain of A, along with interpretations cA, RA

and fA of each of the symbols c, R and f of τC , τR and τF respectively, such that

• the constant symbol c is interpreted as an element cA ∈ UA

• the n-ary relation symbol R is interpreted as a set RA of n-tuples of A, i.e. RA ⊆ (UA)
n

• the n-ary function symbol f is interpreted as a function fA : (UA)
n → UA

When τ is clear from context, we refer to a τ -structure as simply a structure. We denote struc-

tures by A,B etc.

Towards the semantics of FO, we first define, for a given structure A and a term t(x1, . . . , xn),

the value in A, of t(x1, . . . , xn) for a given assignment a1, . . . , an of elements of A, to the

variables x1, . . . , xn. We denote this value as tA(ā) where ā = (a1, . . . , an).

• If t is a constant symbol, then tA(ā) = cA.

• If t is the variable xi, then tA(ā) = ai.

• If t = f(t1, . . . , tn), then tA(ā) = fA(tA1 (ā), . . . , t
A
n(ā)).

We now define, for a given structure A and formula ϕ(x̄), the notion of the truth of ϕ(x̄) in A

given an assignment ā of elements of A, to the variables x̄. We denote by (A, ā) |= ϕ(x̄), that

ϕ(x̄) is true in A for the assignment ā to x̄. We then call (A, ā) a model of ϕ(x̄).

• If ϕ(x̄) is the formula t1 = t2, then (A, ā) |= ϕ(x̄) iff tA1 (ā) = tA2 (ā).

• If ϕ(x̄) is the formula R(t1, . . . , tn), then (A, ā) |= ϕ(x̄) iff (tA1 (ā), . . . , t
A
n(ā)) ∈ RA.

• If ϕ(x̄) is the formula ϕ1(x̄) ∧ ϕ2(x̄), then (A, ā) |= ϕ(x̄) iff (A, ā) |= ϕ1(x̄) and

(A, ā) |= ϕ2(x̄).

• If ϕ(x̄) is the formula ϕ1(x̄) ∨ ϕ2(x̄), then (A, ā) |= ϕ(x̄) iff (A, ā) |= ϕ1(x̄) or

(A, ā) |= ϕ2(x̄).

• If ϕ(x̄) is the formula ¬ϕ1(x̄), then (A, ā) |= ϕ(x̄) iff it is not the case that

(A, ā) |= ϕ1(x̄).

• If ϕ(x̄) is the formula ∃yϕ1(x̄, y), then (A, ā) |= ϕ(x̄) iff there exists an element b ∈ UA

such that (A, ā, b) |= ϕ1(x̄, y).

• If ϕ(x̄) is the formula ∀yϕ1(x̄, y), then (A, ā) |= ϕ(x̄) iff for all elements b ∈ UA,

(A, ā, b) |= ϕ1(x̄, y).

If ϕ is a sentence, we denote the truth of ϕ in A simply as A |= ϕ, and call A a model of ϕ.

Given an FO(τ) formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) and distinct constants c1, . . . , cn not appearing in τ , let

ϕ′ be the FO sentence over the vocabulary τ ∪ {c1, . . . , cn}, obtained by substituting ci for the

free occurrences of xi in ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The following lemma connects
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the notions of truth of ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) in a model and the truth of ϕ′ in a model.

Lemma 2.1.1. (A, a1, . . . , an) |= ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) iff (A, a1, . . . , an) |= ϕ′.

Note the distinction between the two occurrences of “(A, a1, . . . , an)” in the lemma above. The

occurrence on the left denotes that a1, . . . , an is an assignment to x1, . . . , xn in the τ -structure

A, whereas the occurrence on the right denotes a τn-structure.

Extending syntax and semantics to theories: In classical model theory, one frequently talks

about FO theories. We define the syntax and semantics of these now. A theory, resp. FO(τ)

theory, is simply a set of sentences, resp. a set of FO(τ) sentences. An FO(τ) theory is also

referred to as a theory over τ . We typically denote theories using capital letters like T, V, Y, Z,

possibly with numbers as subscripts. A theory, resp. FO(τ) theory, whose free variables are

among x̄, is a set of formulae, resp. FO(τ) formulae, all of whose free variables are among x̄.

We denote such theories as T (x̄), V (x̄) etc. Given a theory T (x̄), a structure A, and a tuple ā

from A such that |ā| = |x̄|, we denote by (A, ā) |= T (x̄) that (A, ā) |= ϕ(x̄) for each formula

ϕ(x̄) ∈ T (x̄). In such a case, we say T (x̄) is true in A for the assignment ā to x̄, and that (A, ā)

is a model of T (x̄). If T has no free variables, then we denote the truth of T in A as A |= T ,

and say that A is a model of T . Observe that if T is empty, then trivially, every structure A is a

model of T .

Given an FO(τ) theory T (x1, . . . , xn) and distinct constants c1, . . . , cn not appearing in τ , let T ′

be the FO theory without free variables over the vocabulary τ ∪ {c1, . . . , cn}, obtained by sub-

stituting ci for the free occurrences of xi in T (x1, . . . , xn) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Analogous

to Lemma 2.1.1, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1.2. (A, a1, . . . , an) |= T (x1, . . . , xn) iff (A, a1, . . . , an) |= T ′.

Consistency, validity, entailment and equivalence: Let T (x̄) be a given theory and ϕ(x̄)

be a given formula. We say T (x̄) is consistent or satisfiable 1 if it has a model, i.e. if there

exists a structure A and tuple ā of A such that |ā| = |x̄| and (A, ā) |= T (x̄). If T (x̄) is not

consistent, then we say it is inconsistent or unsatisfiable. We say T (x̄) is valid if (A, ā) |= T (x̄)

for every structure A and every tuple ā of A such that |ā| = |x̄|. The notions above have

natural adaptations to formulae. We say ϕ(x̄) is satisfiable, unsatisfiable, or valid if {ϕ(x̄)} is

1In the literature, consistency has a proof-theoretic definition. However Gödel’s completeness theorem shows

that for FO, consistency is the same as satisfiability, the latter meaning the existence of a model. Hence, we do not

make a distinction between consistency and satisfiability in this thesis.
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satisfiable, unsatisfiable, or valid, respectively. It is easy to see that ϕ(x̄) is valid iff ¬ϕ(x̄) is

unsatisfiable, and that ϕ(x̄) and ¬ϕ(x̄) can both be satisfiable.

We say T (x̄) entails ϕ(x̄), denoted T (x̄) ⊢ ϕ(x̄), if every model (A, ā) of T (x̄) is also a model

of ϕ(x̄). For a formula ψ(x̄), we denote by ψ(x̄) → ϕ(x̄), that the theory {ψ(x̄)} entails ϕ(x̄).

It is easy to verify that ψ(x̄) → ϕ(x̄) iff ¬ψ(x̄) ∨ ϕ(x̄) is valid. Given a theory Y (x̄), we say

T (x̄) is equivalent to Y (x̄) if T (x̄) entails every formula of Y (x̄), and vice-versa. We denote

by ψ(x̄) ↔ ϕ(x̄) that {ψ(x̄)} is equivalent to {ϕ(x̄)}.

We now adapt all the notions above to versions of these modulo theories. Given a consistent

theory V , we say T (x̄) is consistent or satisfiable modulo V if (V ∪ T (x̄)) is consistent, and

say T (x̄) is inconsistent or unsatisfiable modulo V if (V ∪ T (x̄)) is inconsistent. We say T (x̄)

entails ϕ(x̄) modulo V if (V ∪ T (x̄)) ⊢ ϕ(x̄), and say T (x̄) and Y (x̄) are equivalent modulo

V if (V ∪ T (x̄)) is equivalent to (V ∪ Y (x̄)). This last notion is particularly relevant for this

part of the thesis, and stated in other words, it says that for every model A of V , and for every

tuple ā from A such that |ā| = |x̄|, it is the case that (A, ā) |= T (x̄) iff (A, ā) |= Y (x̄). One can

define all the notions just mentioned, for formulae, analogously as in the previous paragraphs.

2.2 Σ0
n and Π0

n formulae

An FO formula in which all quantifiers appear first (from left to right) followed by a quantifier-

free formula, is said to be in prenex normal form. For such a formula, the sequence of quantifiers

is called the quantifier prefix, and the quantifier-free part is called the matrix of the formula. For

every non-zero n ∈ N, we denote by Σ0
n, resp. Π0

n, the class of all FO formulae in prenex

normal form, whose quantifier prefix begins with ∃, resp. ∀, and consists of n − 1 alternations

of quantifiers. We call Σ0
1 formulae existential and Π0

1 formulae universal. We call Σ0
2 formulae

having k existential quantifiers ∃k∀∗ formulae, and Π0
2 formulae having k universal quantifiers

∀k∃∗ formulae. The aforementioned notions for formulae, have natural liftings to theories: A

Σ0
n theory, resp. Π0

n theory, is a theory all of whose formulae are Σ0
n, resp. Π0

n; an existential

theory, resp. universal theory, is a Σ0
1 theory, resp. Π0

1 theory; an ∃k∀∗ theory, resp. ∀k∃∗ theory,

is a theory all of whose formulae are ∃k∀∗, resp. ∀k∃∗. We now have the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2.1. Every FO formula is equivalent to an FO formula in prenex normal form. By

extension, every FO theory is equivalent to a theory of FO formulae, all of which are in prenex

normal form.
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2.3 Notions concerning structures

The size (or power) of a structure A is the cardinality of UA. A structure is called finite if its size

is finite, else it is called infinite. A substructure of A induced by a subsetB of UA is a structure B

such that (i) UB = {tA(ā) | t(x1, . . . , xn) is a term over τ, ā is an n-tuple from B} (ii) cB = cA

for each constant symbol c ∈ τ , (iii) RB = RA ∩ (UB)
n for each n-ary relation symbol R ∈ τ ,

and (iv) fB is the restriction of fA to UB, for each n-ary function symbol f ∈ τ . A substructure

B of A, denoted B ⊆ A, is a substructure of A induced by some subset of UA. If B ⊆ A, we

say A is an extension of B. It is easy to see that if B ⊆ A, then for all quantifier-free formulae

ϕ(x̄) and all n-tuples ā from B where n = |x̄|, we have that (B, ā) |= ϕ(x̄) iff (A, ā) |= ϕ(x̄).

If (B, ā) and (A, ā) agree on all FO formulae ϕ(x̄) (instead of only quantifier-free formulae)

for all n-tuples ā from B where n = |x̄|, then we say B is an elementary substructure of A, or

A is an elementary extension of B, and denote it as B � A. A notion related to the notion of

elementary substructure is that of elementary equivalence: We say two structures A and C are

elementarily equivalent, denoted A ≡ C, if they agree on all FO sentences.

Given τ -structures A and B, an isomorphism from A to B, denoted h : A → B, is a bijection

h : UA → UB such that (i) cB = h(cA) for every constant symbol c ∈ τ (ii) (a1, . . . , an) ∈ RA iff

(h(a1), . . . , h(an)) ∈ RB for every n-ary relation symbol R ∈ τ , and (iii) fA(a1, . . . , an) = a

iff fB(h(a1), . . . , h(an)) = h(a) for every n-ary function symbol f ∈ τ . If an isomorphism

from A to B exists, then so does an isomorphism from B to A (namely, the inverse of the

former isomorphism), and we say A and B are isomorphic, and denote it as A ∼= B. We say

A is (isomorphically) embeddable in B, or simply embeddable in B, denoted as A →֒ B, if

there exists a substructure C of B such that there is an isomorphism h : A → C. In such a

case, we say h is an (isomorphic) embedding, or simply an embedding, of A in B. We say A is

elementarily embeddable in B if there exists an elementary substructure C of B such that there

is an isomorphism h : A → C. In such a case, we say h is an elementary embedding of A in B.

Given vocabularies τ, τ ′, we say τ ′ is an expansion of τ if τ ⊆ τ ′. Given a τ -structure A and

a τ ′-structure A′, we say A′ is a τ ’-expansion of A, or simply an expansion of A (if τ ′ is clear

from context), if the universe of A′ and the interpretations in A′, of the constant, predicate and

function symbols of τ are exactly the same as those in A respectively. In such a case, we also

say that A is a τ -reduct of A′. In this thesis, we will mostly consider expansions τ ′ of τ in which

all the symbols of τ ′ \ τ are constants. Given a cardinal λ, we denote by τλ, a fixed expansion of
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τ such that τλ \ τ consists only of the constants c1, . . . cλ that are distinct and do not appear in τ ,

and say that τλ is an expansion of τ with constants c1, . . . cλ. Given a τ -structure A and a λ-tuple

(i.e. a tuple of length λ) ā = (a1, . . . , aλ) of elements of A, we denote by (A, ā) the τλ-structure

whose τ -reduct is A, and in which ci is interpreted as ai, for each i < λ. Given a τ -structure

A and a subset X of UA, we denote by τX , the expansion of τ with |X| many fresh and distinct

constants, one constant per element of X . We denote by (A, (a)a∈X) the τX-expansion of A

in which the constant in τX \ τ corresponding to an element a of X , is interpreted as a itself.

Given a τ -structure B such that B ⊆ A, if X = UB, then we denote τX as τB, and the structure

(A, (a)a∈X) as AB. The diagram of A, denoted Diag(A), is the set of all quantifier-free FO(τA)

sentences that are true in AA. The elementary diagram of A, denoted El-diag(A), is the set of

all FO(τA) sentences that are true in AA. The following lemma connects the notions described

in the previous and current paragraphs.

Lemma 2.3.1. Let A and B be given τ -structures. Then the following are true.

1. A ∼= B implies A ≡ B.

2. A � B implies A ≡ B.

3. A � B iff AA ≡ BA.

4. A is embeddable in B iff for some τA-expansion B′ of B, it is the case that B′ |=

Diag(A).

5. A is elementarily embeddable in B iff for some τA-expansion B′ of B, it is the case that

B′ |= El-diag(A).

6. If A is finite and A ≡ B, then A ∼= B.

A class of structures is said to be elementary if it is the class of models of an FO theory. It is

easy to see that an elementary class of structures is closed under elementary equivalence, and

hence under isomorphisms.

We conclude this section by recalling some important results from the literature [12]. The first

two of these below are arguably the most important theorems2 of classical model theory (see

Theorem 1.3.22 in [12] and Corollary 3.1.4 in [40]).

Theorem 2.3.2 (Compactness theorem, Gödel 1930, Mal’tsev 1936). A theory T (x̄) is consis-

tent iff every finite subset of it is consistent.

2As an aside, by a celebrated result of Lindström [55], FO is the only logic having certain well-defined and

reasonable closure properties, that satisfies Theorem 2.3.2 and Theorem 2.3.3.
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Theorem 2.3.3 (Downward Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, Löwenheim 1915, Skolem 1920s,

Mal’tsev 1936). Let A be a structure over a countable vocabulary and W be a set of at most λ

elements of A, where λ is an infinite cardinal. Then there exists an elementary substructure B

of A, that contains W and that has size at most λ.

An easy but important corollary of the compactness theorem is the following.

Lemma 2.3.4 (Corollary 5.4.2, ref. [40]). Let A and B be structures such that every existential

sentence that is true in B is true in A. Then B is embeddable in an elementary extension of A.

To state the final result that we recall here from literature, we need some terminology. Given a

cardinal λ, an ascending chain, or simply chain, (Aη)η<λ of structures is a sequence A0,A1, . . .

of structures such that A0 ⊆ A1 ⊆ . . .. The union of the chain (Aη)η<λ is a structure A defined

as follows: (i) UA =
⋃

η<λ UAη (ii) cA = cAη for every constant symbol c ∈ τ and every η < λ

(observe that cA is well-defined) (iii) RA =
⋃

η<λR
Aη for every relation symbol R ∈ τ (iv)

fA =
⋃

η<λ f
Aη for every function symbol f ∈ τ (here, in taking the union of functions, we

view an n-ary function as its corresponding (n + 1)-ary relation). It is clear that A is well-

defined. We denote A as
⋃

η<λAη. A chain (Aη)η<λ with the property that A0 � A1 � . . . is

said to be an elementary chain. We now have the following result (Theorem 3.1.9 of [12]).

Theorem 2.3.5 (Elementary chain theorem, Tarski-Vaught). Let (Aη)η<λ be an elementary

chain of structures. Then
⋃

η<λAη is an elementary extension of Aη for each η < λ.

2.4 Types and µ-saturation

Given a vocabulary τ , a set Γ(x1, . . . , xk) of FO(τ) formulae, all of whose free variables are

among x1, . . . , xk, is said to be an FO-type of τ , or simply a type of τ , if it is maximally

consistent, i.e. if it is consistent and for any FO(τ) formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xk), exactly one of

ϕ(x1, . . . , xk) and ¬ϕ(x1, . . . , xk) belongs to Γ(x1, . . . , xk). Given a τ -structure A and a k-

tuple ā of A, we let tpA,ā(x1, . . . , xk) denote the type of ā in A, i.e. the set of all FO(τ) formulae

ϕ(x1, . . . , xk) such that (A, ā) |= ϕ(x1, . . . , xk). It is clear that tpA,ā(x1, . . . , xk) is a type of τ .

The converse is clear too: if Γ(x1, . . . , xk) is a type of τ , then for some τ -structure A and some

k-tuple ā of A, it is the case that Γ(x1, . . . , xk) is the type of ā in A. In such a case, we say that

A realizes Γ(x1, . . . , xk), and that ā satisfies, or realizes, Γ(x1, . . . , xk) in A. It is easy to see for

given structures A and B, and given k-tuples ā and b̄ from A and B resp., that tpA,ā(x1, . . . , xk)
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= tpA,ā(x1, . . . , xk) iff (A, ā) ≡ (B, b̄). By tpΠ,A,ā(x1, . . . , xk), we denote the Π0
1-type of ā in

A, i.e. the subset of tpA,ā(x1, . . . , xk) that consists of all Π0
1 formulae of the latter. We denote

by Th(A), the theory of A, i.e. the set of all FO(τ) sentences that are true in A.

We now recall the important notion of µ-saturated structures from the literature.

Definition 2.4.1 (Chp. 5, ref. [12]). Let µ be a cardinal. A τ -structure A is said to be µ-saturated

if for every subset X of UA, of cardinality less than µ, if A′ is the τX-expansion (A, (a)a∈X) of

A, then A′ realizes every type Γ(x) of the vocabulary τX , that is consistent modulo Th(A′).

Following are some results in connection with µ-saturated structures, that we crucially use in

many proofs in the forthcoming chapters.

Proposition 2.4.2. The following are true for any vocabulary τ and any τ -structure A.

1. [Proposition 5.1.1, ref. [12]] A is µ-saturated if and only if for every ordinal η < µ and

every η-tuple ā of A, the expansion (A, ā) is µ-saturated.

2. [Proposition 5.1.2, ref. [12]] A is finite if and only if A is µ-saturated for all cardinals µ.

3. [Lemma 5.1.4, ref. [12]] There exists a µ-saturated elementary extension of A, for some

cardinal µ ≥ |τ |.

4. [Lemma 5.1.10, ref. [12]] If A is µ-saturated, A ≡ B and b̄ is an η-tuple of B where

η < µ, then there exists an η-tuple ā of A such that (A, ā) ≡ (B, b̄).

5. [Lemma 5.2.1, ref. [12]] Suppose every existential sentence that holds in A also holds in

B, where B is µ-saturated for µ ≥ |A|. Then A is embeddable in B.

2.5 Two classical preservation properties

We first recall the classical dual notions of preservation under substructures and preservation

under extensions. We fix a finite vocabulary τ in our discussion below.

Definition 2.5.1. Let S be a class of structures.

1. A subclass U of S is said to be preserved under substructures over S , abbreviated as U is

PS over S , if for each structure A ∈ U , if B ⊆ A and B ∈ S , then B ∈ U .

2. A subclass U of S is said to be preserved under extensions over S , abbreviated as U is

PE over S , if for each structure A ∈ U , if A ⊆ B and B ∈ S , then B ∈ U .
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If V and T are theories, then we say T is PS modulo V (resp. T is PE modulo V ) if the class

of models of T ∪ V is PS (resp. PE) over the class of models of V . For a sentence φ, we say

φ is PS modulo V (resp. φ is PE modulo V ) if the theory {φ} is PS (resp. PE) modulo V .

As an example, let τ = {E} be the vocabulary consisting of a single relation symbol E that is

binary, and let S be the class of all τ -structures in which E is interpreted as a symmetric binary

relation. The class S can be seen as the class of all undirected graphs. Let U1 be the subclass of S

consisting of all undirected graphs that are acyclic. Let U2 be the subclass of S consisting of all

undirected graphs that contain a triangle as a subgraph. It is easy to see that U1 is PS over S , and

U2 is PE over S . Observe that S is defined by the theory V = {∀x∀y (E(x, y) → E(y, x))}.

Let ψn be the universal sentence that asserts the absence of a cycle of length n as a subgraph.

Then U1 is exactly the class of models in S , of the theory T = {ψn | n ≥ 3}, and U2 is exactly

the class of models in S , of the sentence φ = ¬ψ3. Whereby, T is PS modulo V , and φ is PE

modulo V .

The following lemma establishes the duality between PS and PE.

Lemma 2.5.2 (PS-PE duality). Let S be a class of structures, U be a subclass of S and U

be the complement of U in S . Then U is PS over S iff U is PE over S . In particular, if S is

defined by a theory V , then a sentence φ is PS modulo V iff ¬φ is PE modulo V .

The notion of a theory being PS modulo V or PE modulo V can be extended to theories with

free variables in a natural manner. Given n ∈ N, recall from Section 2.3 that τn is the vocabulary

obtained by expanding τ with n fresh and distinct constants symbols c1, . . . , cn. Let T (x̄) be

an FO(τ) theory with free variables among x̄ = (x1, . . . , xn), and let T ′ be the FO(τn) theory

obtained by substituting ci for the free occurrences of xi in T (x̄), for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Given a theory V , we say T (x̄) is PS modulo V if T ′ is PS modulo V , where V is treated as

an FO(τn) theory. The notion T (x̄) is PE modulo V is defined similarly.

2.5.1 The Łoś-Tarski preservation theorem

In the mid 1950s, Jerzy Łoś and Alfred Tarski provided syntactic characterizations of theo-

ries that are PS and theories that are PE via the following preservation theorem. This result

(Theorem 3.2.2. in Chapter 3 of [12]) and its proof set the trend for various other preservation

theorems to follow.
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Theorem 2.5.3 (Łoś-Tarski, 1954-55). Let T (x̄) be a theory whose free variables are among x̄.

Given a theory V , each of the following is true.

1. T (x̄) is PS modulo V iff T (x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a theory Y (x̄) of universal

formulae, all of whose free variables are among x̄. If T (x̄) is a singleton, then so is Y (x̄).

2. T (x̄) is PE modulo V iff T (x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a theory Y (x̄) of existential

formulae, all of whose free variables are among x̄. If T (x̄) is a singleton, then so is Y (x̄).

In the remainder of the thesis, if S , as mentioned in the definitions above, is clear from con-

text, then we skip mentioning its associated qualifier, namely, ‘over S’. Likewise, we skip

mentioning ‘modulo V ’ when V is clear from context.
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New parameterized preservation

properties

We fix a finite vocabulary τ in our discussion in this and in all the subsequent chapters of this

part of the thesis. By formula, theory, and structure, we always mean respectively an FO(τ)

formula, an FO(τ) theory and a τ -structure, unless explicitly stated otherwise.

3.1 Preservation under substructures modulo k-cruxes

Definition 3.1.1. Let S be a class of structures and k ∈ N. A subclass U of S is said to be

preserved under substructures modulo k-cruxes over S , abbreviated as U is PSC(k) over S , if

for every structure A ∈ U , there exists a subset C of the universe of A, of size at most k, such

that if B ⊆ A, B contains C and B ∈ S , then B ∈ U . The set C is called a k-crux of A w.r.t.

U over S . Any substructure B of A, that contains C is called a substructure of A modulo the

k-crux C. Given theories V and T , we say T is PSC(k) modulo V , if the class of models of

T ∪V is PSC(k) over the class of models of V . For a sentence φ, we say φ is PSC(k) modulo

V if the theory {φ} is PSC(k) modulo V .

Let U ,S,A, C, V, T and φ be as above. If S is defined by V and U is defined by T over S , then

we say C is a k-crux of A w.r.t. T modulo V . If U is defined by φ over S , then we say C is a

k-crux of A w.r.t. φ modulo V . In many occasions in this thesis, the set C is the set of elements

of a tuple ā of elements of A. Hence, we use the phrase ā is a k-crux of A w.r.t. T modulo V or

ā is a k-crux of A w.r.t. φ modulo V to mean the corresponding statements with C in place of

ā. As in Section 2.5, if any of U ,S, T, V or φ is clear from context, then we skip mentioning its
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associated qualifier (viz., ‘w.r.t. U ’, ‘over S’, ‘w.r.t. T ’, ‘modulo V ’ and ‘w.r.t. φ’ respectively)

in the definitions above.

Remark 3.1.2. Definition 3.1.1 is an adapted version of related definitions in [73] and [72]. The

notion of ‘core’ in Definition 1 of [73] is exactly the notion of ‘crux’ defined above, where the

underlying class U in the definition above, is the class of all structures. We avoid using the word

‘core’ for a crux to prevent confusion with existing notions of cores in the literature [6, 70].

Given an FO(τ) theory T (x̄) and an FO(τ) formula φ(x̄) each of whose free variables are

among x̄ = (x1, . . . , xn), we can define the notion of T (x̄), resp. φ(x̄), being PSC(k) modulo

a theory V analogously to the notion of T (x̄), resp. φ(x̄), being PS modulo V as defined in

Section 2.5. Specifically, let c1, . . . , cn be the distinct constant symbols of τn \ τ , and let T ′ be

the FO(τn) theory obtained by substituting ci for the free occurrences of xi in T (x̄), for each

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then we say T (x̄) is PSC(k) modulo V if T ′ is PSC(k) modulo V , where V

is treated as an FO(τn) theory. The notion φ(x̄) is PSC(k) modulo V is defined similarly.

Example 3.1.3. Let S be the class of all undirected graphs. Given k ∈ N, consider the class Uk

of all graphs of S containing a cycle of length k as a subgraph. Clearly, for any graph G in Uk,

the vertices of any cycle of length k in G form a k-crux of G w.r.t. Uk. Hence Uk is PSC(k). It

is easy to see that Uk is definable by an FO sentence, call it φ, whereby φ is PSC(k).

Fix a class S of structures. For properties P1 and P2 of subclasses of S , we denote by P1 ⇒ P2

that any subclass of S satisfying P1 also satisfies P2. We denote by P1 ⇔ P2 that P1 ⇒ P2 and

P2 ⇒ P1. It is now easy to check the following facts concerning the PSC(k) subclasses of S:

(i) PSC(0) coincides with the property of preservation under substructures, so PSC(0) ⇔ PS

(ii) PSC(l) ⇒ PSC(k) for l ≤ k. If S is any substructure-closed class of structures over a

purely relational vocabulary (a vocabulary that contains only relation symbols), that contains

infinitely many finite structures, then for each l, there exists k > l and a PSC(k) subclass U of

S such that U is not PSC(l) over S . This is seen as follows. Given l, let k > l be such that

there is some structure of size k in S , and let φk be the sentence asserting that there are at least

k elements in any model. Clearly φk is PSC(k) over S but not PSC(l) over S .

Define the property PSC of subclasses of S as follows: A subclass U of S is PSC over S if it

is PSC(k) over S for some k ∈ N. Notationally, PSC ⇔
∨

k≥0 PSC(k). If S is defined by

a theory V , then the notions of ‘a sentence is PSC modulo V ’ and ‘a theory is PSC modulo

V ’ are defined similarly as in Definition 3.1.1, and these notions are extended to formulae and
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theories with free variables similarly as done above for PSC(k). The implications mentioned

in the previous paragraph show that PSC generalizes PS. If S is any substructure-closed

class of purely relational structures, that contains infinitely many finite structures, then the strict

implications mentioned above show a strictly infinite hierarchy within PSC; whence PSC

provides a strict generalization of PS.

Suppose that S is defined by a theory V . Given a Σ0
2 sentence φ = ∃x1 . . . ∃xk ∀ȳ ϕ(x1, . . . , xk, ȳ)

and a structure A of S such that A |= φ, any set of witnesses in A of the existential quantifiers

of φ, forms a k-crux of A. In particular, if a1, . . . , ak are witnesses in A, of the quantifiers asso-

ciated with x1, . . . , xk (whence A |= ∀ȳ ϕ(a1, a2, . . . , ak, ȳ)), then given any substructure B of

A containing a1, . . . , ak, the latter elements can again be chosen as witnesses in B, to make φ

true in B. Therefore, φ is PSC(k) (modulo V ). It follows that Σ0
2 formulae with k existential

quantifiers are also PSC(k) (modulo V ).

Remark 3.1.4. Contrary to intuition, witnesses and k-cruxes cannot always be equated! Con-

sider the sentence φ = ∃x∀yE(x, y) and the structure A = (N,≤), i.e. the natural numbers with

the usual ordering. Let S be the class of all structures. Clearly, φ is PSC(1), A |= φ and the

only witness of the existential quantifier of φ in A is the minimum element 0 ∈ N. In contrast,

every singleton subset of N is a 1-crux of A, since each substructure of A contains a minimum

element under the induced order; this in turn is due to N being well-ordered by ≤. This example

shows that there can be models having many more (even infinitely more) cruxes than witnesses.

Since Σ0
1 and Π0

1 formulae are also Σ0
2 formulae and the latter are PSC, the former are also

PSC. However, Π0
2 formulae are not necessarily PSC. Consider φ = ∀x∃yE(x, y) and con-

sider the model A of φ given by A = (N, EA = {(i, i+ 1) | i ∈ N}). It is easy to check that no

finite substructure of A models φ; then A does not have any k-crux for any k ∈ N, whence φ is

not PSC(k) for any k, and hence is not PSC.

3.2 Preservation under k-ary covered extensions

The classical notion of “extension of a structure” has a natural generalization to

the notion of extension of a collection of structures as follows. A structure A is said to be

an extension of a collection R of structures if for each B ∈ R, we have B ⊆ A. We now define

a special kind of extensions of a collection of structures.
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Definition 3.2.1. For k ∈ N, a structure A is said to be a k-ary covered extension of a non-

empty collection R of structures if (i) A is an extension of R, and (ii) for every subset C of the

universe of A, of size at most k, there is a structure in R that contains C. We call R a k-ary

cover of A.

Example 3.2.2. Let A be a graph on n vertices and let R be the collection of all r sized induced

subgraphs of A, where 1 ≤ r ≤ n. Then A is a k-ary covered extension of R for every k in

{0, . . . , r}.

Remark 3.2.3. Note that a 0-ary covered extension ofR is simply an extension ofR. For k > 0,

the universe of a k-ary covered extension of R is necessarily the union of the universes of the

structures inR. However, different k-ary covered extensions ofR can differ in the interpretation

of predicates (if any) of arity greater than k. Note also that a k-ary covered extension of R is an

l-ary covered extension of R for every l ∈ {0, . . . , k}.

Definition 3.2.4. Let S be a class of structures and k ∈ N. A subclass U of S is said to be

preserved under k-ary covered extensions over S , abbreviated as U is PCE(k) over S , if for

every collection R of structures of U , if A is a k-ary covered extension of R and A ∈ S , then

A ∈ U . Given theories V and T , we say T is PCE(k) modulo V if the class of models of T ∪V

is PCE(k) over the class of models of V . For a sentence φ, we say φ is PCE(k) modulo V if

the theory {φ} is PCE(k) modulo V .

As in the previous subsection, if any of S or V is clear from context, then we skip mentioning

its associated qualifier. Again as in the previous section, given a theory T (x̄) and a formula

φ(x̄) each of whose free variables is among x̄, we can define the notions of ‘T (x̄) is PCE(k)

modulo V ’ and ‘φ(x̄) is PCE(k) modulo V ’ analogously to the corresponding notions in the

context of PSC(k).

The following lemma establishes the duality between PSC(k) and PCE(k), generalizing the

duality between PS and PE given by Lemma 2.5.2.

Lemma 3.2.5 (PSC(k)-PCE(k) duality). Let S be a class of structures, U be a subclass of S

and U be the complement of U in S . Then U is PSC(k) over S iff U is PCE(k) over S , for

each k ∈ N. In particular, if S is defined by a theory V , then a sentence φ is PSC(k) modulo

V iff ¬φ is PCE(k) modulo V .
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Proof. If: Suppose U is PCE(k) over S but U is not PSC(k) over S . Then there exists

A ∈ U such that for every set C of at most k elements of A, there is a substructure BC

of A that (i) contains C, and (ii) belongs to S \ U , i.e. belongs to U . Then R = {BC |

C is a subset of A, of size at most k} is a k-ary cover of A. Since U is PCE(k) over S , it

follows that A ∈ U – a contradiction.

Only If: Suppose U is PSC(k) over S but U is not PCE(k) over S . Then there exists A ∈ U

and a k-ary cover R of A such that every structure B of R belongs to U . Since U is PSC(k)

over S , there exists a k-crux C of A w.r.t. U over S . Consider the structure BC ∈ R that

contains C – this exists since R is a k-ary cover of A. Then BC ∈ U since C is a k-crux of A –

a contradiction.

Fix a class S of structures. Analogous to the notion of PSC, we define the notion of PCE as

PCE ⇔
∨

k≥0 PCE(k). The notions of a class, a sentence, a formula, a theory (without free

variables) and a theory with free variables being PCE are defined analogously to correspond-

ing notions for PSC. Then from the discussion in Section 3.1, and from Remark 3.2.3 and

Lemma 3.2.5 above, we see that (i) PCE(0) ⇔ PE, (ii) PCE(l) ⇒ PCE(k) for l ≤ k, and

(iii) a subclass U of S is PSC over S iff the complement U of U in S , is PCE over S . Further,

if S is defined by a theory V , then all Π0
2 formulae having at most k universal quantifiers are

PCE(k) (modulo V ) and hence PCE, whereby all Σ0
1 and Π0

1 formulae are PCE as well.

However Σ0
2 formulae, in general, are not PCE since, as seen towards the end of Section 3.1,

Π0
2 formulae are, in general, not PSC.

In the next two chapters, we present characterizations of the PSC(k) and PCE(k) properties,

and some natural variants of these. Our results and methods of proof are in general very different

in the case of sentences vis-á-vis the case of theories. Hence, we deal with the two cases

separately.
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Chapter 4

Characterizations: the case of sentences

4.1 The generalized Łoś-Tarski theorem for sentences – GLT(k)

The central result of this section is as follows. This result, for the case of sentences, is called the

generalized Łoś-Tarski theorem for sentences at level k, or simply the generalized Łoś-Tarski

theorem for sentences, and is denoted as GLT(k). Observe that for k = 0 below, we get exactly

the Łoś-Tarski theorem for sentences.

Theorem 4.1.1. Given a theory V , the following are true for each k ∈ N.

1. A formula φ(x̄) is PSC(k) modulo V iff φ(x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a Σ0
2 formula

whose free variables are among x̄, and that has k existential quantifiers.

2. A formula φ(x̄) is PCE(k) modulo V iff φ(x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a Π0
2 formula

whose free variables are among x̄, and that has k universal quantifiers.

Recall that PSC ⇔
∨

k≥0 PSC(k) and PCE ⇔
∨

k≥0 PCE(k). We then have the following

corollary.

Corollary 4.1.2. Given a theory V , the following are true.

1. A formula φ(x̄) is PSC modulo V iff φ(x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a Σ0
2 formula whose

free variables are among x̄.

2. A formula φ(x̄) is PCE modulo V iff φ(x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a Π0
2 formula whose

free variables are among x̄.

The rest of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 4.1.1. We present two proofs of this

result, one that uses λ-saturated structures (Section 4.1.1), and the other that uses ascending

chains of structures (Section 4.1.2).
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4.1.1 Proof of GLT(k) using λ-saturated structures

Given theories T and V , we say that Γ is the set of ∀k∃∗ consequences of T modulo V if

Γ = {ϕ | ϕ is a ∀k∃∗ sentence, and T entails ϕ modulo V }. The following lemma is key to the

proof.

Lemma 4.1.3. Let V and T be consistent theories, and k ∈ N. Let Γ be the set of ∀k∃∗

consequences of T modulo V . Then for all infinite cardinals µ, for every µ-saturated struc-

ture A that models V , we have that A |= Γ iff there exists a k-ary cover R of A such that

B |= (V ∪ T ) for every B ∈ R.

Proof. The ‘If’ direction is easy: for each B ∈ R, since B |= (V ∪ T ), we have B |= ϕ for

each ϕ ∈ Γ. From the discussion towards the end of Section 3.2, any ∀k∃∗ sentence is PCE(k)

modulo V . Then since R is a k-ary cover of A, we have A |= ϕ for each ϕ ∈ Γ.

For the ‘Only If’ direction, let the vocabulary of V and T be τ . We show that for every k-tuple

ā of A, there is a substructure Aā of A containing (the elements of) ā such that Aā |= (V ∪ T ).

Then the set R = {Aā | ā is a k-tuple of A} forms the desired k-ary cover of A. To show the

existence of Aā, it suffices to show that there exists a τ -structure B such that (i) |B| ≤ µ, (ii)

B |= (V ∪ T ), and (iii) the Π0
1-type of ā in A, i.e. tpΠ,A,ā(x1, . . . , xk), is realized in B by some

k-tuple, say b̄. Then every Σ0
1 sentence of FO(τk) true in (B, b̄) is also true in (A, ā). Since A is

µ-saturated, we have by Proposition 2.4.2(1), that (A, ā) is also µ-saturated. There exists then,

an isomorphic embedding f : (B, b̄) → (A, ā) by Proposition 2.4.2(5). Whereby the τ -reduct

of the image of (B, b̄) under f can serve as Aā. The proof is therefore completed by showing

the existence of B with the above properties.

Suppose Z(x1, . . . , xk) = V ∪ T ∪ tpΠ,A,ā(x1, . . . , xk) is inconsistent. By the compactness the-

orem, there is a finite subset of Z(x1, . . . , xk) that is inconsistent. Since tpΠ,A,ā(x1, . . . , xk) is

closed under taking finite conjunctions and since each of tpΠ,A,ā(x1, . . . , xk), V and T is consis-

tent, there is a formula ψ(x1, . . . , xk) in tpΠ,A,ā(x1, . . . , xk) such that V ∪T ∪{ψ(x1, . . . , xk)} is

inconsistent. In other words, (V ∪T ) ⊢ ¬ψ(x1, . . . , xk). By ∀-introduction, we have (V ∪T ) ⊢

ϕ, where ϕ = ∀x1 . . . ∀xk¬ψ(x1, . . . , xk). Observe that ϕ is a ∀k∃∗ sentence; then by the defi-

nition of Γ, we have ϕ ∈ Γ, and hence A |= ϕ. Instantiating the k-tuple (x1, . . . , xk) as ā, we

have (A, ā) |= ¬ψ(x1, . . . , xk), contradicting the fact that ψ(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ tpΠ,A,ā(x1, . . . , xk).

Then Z(x1, . . . , xk) must be consistent. By the downward Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, there

is a model (B, b̄) of Z(x1, . . . , xk) of power at most µ; then B is as desired.
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Proof of Theorem 4.1.1. We prove part (2) of Theorem 4.1.1. Part (1) of Theorem 4.1.1 follows

from the duality of PSC(k) and PCE(k) given by Lemma 3.2.5. Also, we prove part (2) of

Theorem 4.1.1 for the case of sentences; the result for formulae follows from definitions.

Suppose φ is equivalent modulo V to a ∀k∃∗ sentence ϕ. That ϕ is PCE(k) modulo V follows

from the discussion towards the end of Chapter 3. Whereby φ is PCE(k) modulo V .

In the converse direction, suppose φ is PCE(k) modulo V . If V ∪ {φ} is unsatisfiable, we

are trivially done. Otherwise, let Γ be the set of ∀k∃∗ consequences of {φ} modulo V . Then

(V ∪ {φ}) ⊢ Γ. We show below that (V ∪ Γ) ⊢ φ, thereby showing that φ is equivalent to Γ

modulo V. Then by the compactness theorem, we have φ is equivalent to a finite subset of Γ

modulo V . Since a finite conjunction of ∀k∃∗ sentences is equivalent to a single ∀k∃∗ sentence,

it follows that φ is equivalent to a ∀k∃∗ sentence, completing the proof.

Suppose A |= (V ∪ Γ). Consider a µ-saturated elementary extension A+ of A, for some µ ≥ ω

(A+ exists by Proposition 2.4.2(3)). Then A+ |= (V ∪Γ). By Lemma 4.1.3, there exists a k-ary

cover R of A+ such that B |= (V ∪ {φ}) for every B ∈ R. Since φ is PCE(k) modulo V , it

follows that A+ |= φ. Then since A � A+, we have A |= φ.

4.1.2 Proof of GLT(k) using ascending chains of structures

We first define the notion of a k-ary cover of a structure A in an elementary extension of A.

This notion generalizes the notion of k-ary cover seen earlier in Definition 3.2.1 – the latter

corresponds to the notion in Definition 4.1.4 below, with A+ being the same as A.

Definition 4.1.4. Let A be a structure and A+ be an elementary extension of A. A non-empty

collection R of substructures of A+ is said to be a k-ary cover of A in A+ if for every k-tuple ā

of elements of A, there exists a structure in R containing ā.

The following lemma is key to the proof.

Lemma 4.1.5. Let V and T be consistent theories and k ∈ N. Let Γ be the set of ∀k∃∗ con-

sequences of T modulo V . Then for every structure A that models V , we have that A |= Γ

iff there exists an elementary extension A+ of A and a k-ary cover R of A in A+ such that

B |= (V ∪ T ) for every B ∈ R.

Proof. If: We show that A |= ϕ for each sentence ϕ of Γ. Let ϕ = ∀kx̄ψ(x̄) for a Σ0
1 formula

ψ(x̄). Let ā be a k-tuple of A. Since R is a k-ary cover of A in A+, there exists Bā ∈ R
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such that Bā contains ā. Since Bā |= (V ∪ T ), we have Bā |= Γ. Then Bā |= ϕ and hence

(Bā, ā) |= ψ(x̄). Since ψ(x̄) is a Σ0
1 formula and Bā ⊆ A+, we have (A+, ā) |= ψ(x̄), whence

(A, ā) |= ψ(x̄) since A � A+. Since ā is arbitrary, A |= ϕ.

Only If: We have two cases here depending on whether A is finite or infinite. Before considering

these cases, we present the following observation, call it †. Let the vocabulary of A be τ .

(†) Given an elementary extension A′ of A and a k-tuple ā of A, there exist an elementary

extension A′′ of A′ and a substructure B of A′′ such that (i) B contains ā and (ii) B |= (V ∪T ).

This is seen as follows. Let Z(x̄) be the theory given by Z(x̄) = V ∪ T ∪ tpΠ,A,ā(x̄). We

can show that Z(x̄) is satisfiable by following the same argument as in the last paragraph of

the proof of Lemma 4.1.3. Whereby if (D, d̄) |= Z(x̄), then every existential sentence that is

true in (D, d̄) is also true in (A, ā), and hence in (A′, ā). Then by Lemma 2.3.4, there is an

isomorphic embedding f of (D, d̄) in an elementary extension (A′′, ā) of (A, ā). Taking B to

be the τ -reduct of the image of (D, d̄) under f , we see that B and A′′ are indeed as desired.

We now consider the two cases mentioned above.

(1) A is finite: Given a k-tuple ā of A, by (†), there exists an elementary extension A′′ of A and

a substructure Bā of A′′ such that (i) Bā contains ā and (ii) Bā |= (V ∪ T ). Since A is finite, it

follows from Lemma 2.3.1, that A′′ = A. Whereby, taking A+ = A and R = {Bā | ā ∈ UkA},

we see that A+ and R are respectively indeed the desired elementary extension of A and k-ary

cover of A in A+.

(2) A is infinite: The proof for this case is along the lines of the proof of the characterization

of Π0
2 sentences in terms of the property of preservation under unions of chains (see proof

of Theorem 3.2.3 in Chapter 3 of [12]). Let λ be the successor cardinal of |A| and (āκ)κ<λ

be an enumeration of the k-tuples of A. For η ≤ λ, given sequences (Eκ)κ<η and (Fκ)κ<η

of structures, we say that P((Eκ)κ<η, (Fκ)κ<η) is true iff (Eκ)κ<η is an ascending elementary

chain and A � E0, and for each κ < η, we have (i) Fκ ⊆ Eκ (ii) Fκ contains āκ and (iii)

Fκ |= (V ∪ T ). We then show the existence of sequences (Aκ)κ<λ and (Bκ)κ<λ of structures

such that P((Aκ)κ<λ, (Bκ)κ<λ) is true. Then by Theorem 2.3.5, taking A+ =
⋃

κ<λAκ and

R = {Bκ | κ < λ}, we see that A+ and R are respectively indeed the desired elementary

extension of A and k-ary cover of A in A+.

We construct the sequences (Aκ)κ<λ and (Bκ)κ<λ by constructing for each η ≤ λ, the partial

(initial) sequences (Aκ)κ<η and (Bκ)κ<η and showing that P((Aκ)κ<η, (Bκ)κ<η) is true. We

do this by (transfinite) induction on η. For the base case of η = 1, we see by (†) above that if
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A′ = A, then there exists an elementary extension A′′ of A and a substructure B of A′′ such

that (i) B contains ā0 and (ii) B |= (V ∪ T ). Then taking A0 = A′′ and B0 = B, we see that

P((A0), (B0)) is true. As the induction hypothesis, assume that we have constructed sequences

(Aκ)κ<η and (Bκ)κ<η such that P((Aκ)κ<η, (Bκ)κ<η) is true. Then by Theorem 2.3.5, the

structure A′ =
⋃

κ<η Aκ is such that A � A′. Then for the tuple āη of A, by (†), there exists

an elementary extension C of A′ and a substructure D of C such that (i) D contains āη and (ii)

D |= (V ∪ T ). Then taking Aη = C and Bη = D, and letting µ be the successor ordinal of η,

we see that P((Aκ)κ<µ, (Bκ)κ<µ) is indeed true, completing the induction.

Proof of Theorem 4.1.1. We prove part (2) of Theorem 4.1.1. Part (1) of Theorem 4.1.1 follows

from the duality of PSC(k) and PCE(k) given by Lemma 3.2.5. We prove part (2) of Theo-

rem 4.1.1 for the case of sentences; the result for formulae follows. The ‘If’ direction of part (2)

of Theorem 4.1.1 is proved exactly as the proof of this part of Theorem 4.1.1, as presented in

the Section 4.1.1. We hence prove the ‘Only if’ direction below.

Suppose φ is PCE(k) modulo V . If V ∪ {φ} is unsatisfiable, we are trivially done. Otherwise,

let Γ be the set of ∀k∃∗ consequences of {φ} modulo V . Then (V ∪ {φ}) ⊢ Γ. We show below

that (V ∪ Γ) ⊢ φ, thereby showing that φ is equivalent to Γ modulo V. Suppose A |= (V ∪ Γ).

Consider the sequence (Ai)i≥0 of structures and the sequence (Ri)i≥0 of collections of structures

with the following properties.

1. (Ai)i≥0 is an ascending elementary chain such that A � A0 (whereby Ai |= (V ∪ Γ)

for each i ≥ 0) and for each i ≥ 0, Ai+1 is the elementary extension of Ai as given by

Lemma 4.1.5.

2. For each i ≥ 0, Ri is the k-ary cover of Ai in Ai+1 as given by Lemma 4.1.5.

Consider the structure A+ =
⋃

i≥0 Ai. Consider any k-tuple ā of A+; it is clear that there must

exist j ≥ 0 such ā is contained in Aj . Then there exists a structure Bā ∈ Rj such that (i) Bā

contains ā and (ii) Bā |= (V ∪{φ}). Since Bā ∈ Rj , we have Bā ⊆ Aj+1 and since Aj+1 � A+

(by Theorem 2.3.5), we have Bā ⊆ A+. Then R = {Bā | ā is a k-tuple from A+} is a k-ary

cover of A+ (or equivalently, a k-ary cover of A+ in A+) such that B |= (V ∪ {φ}) for each

B ∈ R. Since φ is PCE(k) modulo V , it follows that A+ |= φ. Then since A � A+, we have

that A |= φ, completing the proof.
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4.2 Variants of our properties and their characterizations

In this section, we present natural generalizations of the PSC(k) and PCE(k) properties in

which, rather than insisting on bounded sized cruxes and bounded arity covers, we allow cruxes

of sizes, and covers of arities, less than λ, where λ is an infinite cardinal. We first define the

notion of λ-ary covered extensions.

Definition 4.2.1. Given an infinite cardinal λ, a structure A is called a λ-ary covered extension

of a collection R of structures if (i) A is an extension of R (ii) for each subset C of the universe

of A, of size less than λ, there is a structure in R containing C. We call R a λ-ary cover of A.

Observe that in the definition above, A must be unique such since all relation symbols and

function symbols have finite arity.

Definition 4.2.2. Let S be a class of structures and U be a subclass of S .

1. We say U is preserved under substructures modulo λ-cruxes over S , abbreviated U is

PSC(λ) over S , if for each structure A ∈ U , there is a subset C of the universe of A, of

size less than λ, such that, if B ⊆ A, B contains C and B ∈ S , then B ∈ U . The set C

is called an λ-crux of A w.r.t. U over S .

2. We say U is preserved under λ-ary covered extensions over S , abbreviated U is PCE(λ)

over S , if for every collection R of structures of U , if A is an λ-ary covered extension of

R and A ∈ S , then A ∈ U .

It is easy to see that given classes U and S , and infinite cardinals λ and µ such that λ ≤ µ, if U

is PSC(λ) (resp. PCE(λ)) over S , then U is PSC(µ) (resp. PCE(µ)) over S .

If φ(x̄) and T (x̄) are respectively a formula and a theory with free variables x̄, then given a the-

ory V , the notions of ‘φ(x̄) is PSC(λ) (PCE(λ)) modulo V ’ and ‘T (x̄) is PSC(λ) (PCE(λ))

modulo V ’ are defined similarly as the corresponding notions for PSC(k) and PCE(k).

Analogous to Lemma 3.2.5, Lemma 4.1.3, Lemma 4.1.5 and Theorem 4.1.1, we have the fol-

lowing results for PSC(λ) and PCE(λ). The proofs are similar to the corresponding results

for PSC(k) and PCE(k) and are hence skipped.

Lemma 4.2.3 (PSC(λ)-PCE(λ) duality). Let S be a class of structures, U be a subclass of

S and U be the complement of U in S . Then U is PSC(λ) over S iff U is PCE(λ) over S .

In particular, if S is defined by a theory V , then a sentence φ is PSC(λ) modulo V iff ¬φ is

PCE(λ) modulo V .
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Lemma 4.2.4. Let V and T be consistent theories, and let Γ be the set of Π0
2 consequences of

T modulo V . Then for all infinite cardinals λ and µ, and for every µ-saturated structure A that

models V , we have that A |= Γ iff there exists a λ-ary cover R of A such that B |= (V ∪ T ) for

every B ∈ R.

Lemma 4.2.5. Let V and T be consistent theories, and let Γ be the set of Π0
2 consequences of T

modulo V . Then for all infinite cardinals λ, and for every structure A that models V , we have

that A |= Γ iff there exists an elementary extension A+ of A and a λ-ary cover R of A in A+

such that B |= (V ∪ T ) for every B ∈ R.

Theorem 4.2.6. Given a theory V , the following hold for each infinite cardinal λ.

1. A formula φ(x̄) is PSC(λ) modulo V iff φ(x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a Σ0
2 formula

having free variables x̄.

2. A formula φ(x̄) is PCE(λ) modulo V iff φ(x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a Π0
2 formula

having free variables x̄.

The above theorem implies the following result that is not obvious from the definitions of the

properties concerned.

Corollary 4.2.7. For every infinite cardinal λ, a sentence is PSC(λ) (resp. PCE(λ)) modulo

a theory V iff it is PSC (resp. PCE) modulo V .

The above characterizations, along with the characterizations in Section 4.1, are depicted picto-

rially below.
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Figure 4.1: Characterizations of PSC(k), PCE(k), PSC(λ) and PCE(λ) sentences
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4.2.1 Applications: new proofs of inexpressibility results in FO

Typical proofs of inexpressibility results in FO are either via compactness theorem, or Ehrenfeucht-

Fräissé games or locality arguments. We present a new approach to proving inexpressibility

results, using our results. We illustrate this approach via the example presented below. Below,

the underlying class S of graphs is the class of all undirected graphs.

Consider the subclass U of S consisting of graphs that contain a cycle as a subgraph. It is easy

to see that in any graph G ∈ U , the vertices of any cycle form an ℵ0-crux of G. Then U is

PSC(ℵ0). If U were definable by an FO sentence, say ϕ, then ϕ is PSC(ℵ0). By Corollary

4.2.7, it follows that ϕ is PSC(k) for some k ∈ N. Now consider the cycle graph G of length

k + 1; clearly G models ϕ. No proper induced subgraph of G is a cycle, whence G contains no

k-crux at all. This contradicts the earlier inference that ϕ is PSC(k). Thus U is not definable

by any FO sentence.

A short report containing more examples of inexpressibility results proven using our preser-

vation theorems can be found at [74]. These examples include connectedness, bipartiteness,

caterpillars, etc. Note that the notion of ‘core’ in [74] is exactly what we mean by a ‘crux’ in

this thesis.

4.3 An uncomputability result

Corollary 4.2.7 tells that given a sentence φ that is PSC(λ) (resp. PCE(λ)) modulo a theory

V , there exists k ∈ N such that φ is PSC(k) (resp. PCE(k)) modulo V . This raises the

question: is k computable? The following proposition answers the aforesaid question in the

negative for PSC(ℵ0) (resp. PCE(ℵ0)), and hence for PSC(λ) (resp. PCE(λ)) for each

(infinite cardinal) λ. Below, a relational sentence is a sentence over a vocabulary that does not

contain any function symbols. Let the length of a sentence φ be denoted by |φ|.

Proposition 4.3.1. Let V be the empty theory. For every recursive function ν : N → N, the

following are true:

1. There is a relational Π0
2 sentence φ that is PSC(ℵ0) modulo V but that is not PSC(k)

modulo V for any k ≤ ν(|φ|).

2. There is a relational Σ0
2 sentence φ that is PCE(ℵ0) modulo V but that is not PCE(k)

modulo V for any k ≤ ν(|φ|).
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Section 4.3 An uncomputability result

Towards the proof of the above proposition, we first present a recent unpublished result of

Rossman [71].

Theorem 4.3.2 (Rossman, 2012). Let V be the empty theory. For every recursive function

ν : N → N, there exists a relational Σ0
2 sentence φ that is PS modulo V , and for which every

equivalent Π0
1 sentence has length at least ν(|φ|) + 1.

Theorem 4.3.2 gives a non-recursive lower bound on the length of Π0
1 sentences equivalent to

sentences that are PS (in terms of the lengths of the latter sentences). This strengthens the

non-elementary lower bound proved in [18].

Corollary 4.3.3. Let V be the empty theory. For every recursive function ν : N → N, there

exists a relational Σ0
2 sentence φ that is PS modulo V , and for which every equivalent Π0

1

sentence has at least ν(|φ|) + 1 universal variables.

Proof. We show below that there is a monotone recursive function ρ : N → N such that if ξ

is a Π0
1 sentence with n variables, then the shortest (in terms of length) Π0

1 sentence equivalent

to ξ has length at most ρ(n). That would prove this corollary as follows. Suppose there is a

recursive function ν : N → N such that for each relational Σ0
2 sentence ψ that is PS modulo

V , there is an equivalent Π0
1 sentence having at most ν(|ψ|) universal variables. Then consider

the recursive function θ : N → N given by θ(n) = ρ(ν(n)) and let φ be the relational Σ0
2

sentence given by Theorem 4.3.2 for the function θ. Then φ is PS modulo V and the shortest

Π0
1 sentence equivalent to φ has length > θ(|φ|). By the assumption about ν above, there is a

Π0
1 sentence equivalent to φ having at most ν(|φ|) universal variables. Whence there is a Π0

1

sentence equivalent to φ whose length is at most ρ(ν|φ|) = θ(|φ|) – a contradiction.

Let ξ be a universal sentence given by ξ = ∀nz̄β(z̄). Let the vocabulary of ξ be τ and the

maximum arity of any predicate of τ be q. Then the number k of atomic formulae of τ having

variables from z̄ is at most |τ | · nq. It follows that the length r of the disjunctive normal form,

say α, of β satisfies r ≤ (d ·k ·2k) for some constant d ≥ 1. Then ξ is equivalent to the sentence

γ = ∀nz̄α(z̄); the size of γ is at most e · (n + r) for some constant e ≥ 1. Since k and r are

bounded by monotone recursive functions of n, so is the length of γ.

Proof of Proposition 4.3.1. We give the proof for part (1). The negation of the sentence φ show-

ing part (1) proves part (2). Also, we omit the mention of V for the sake of readability.

Suppose there is a recursive function ν : N → N such that if ξ is a relational Π0
2 sentence that

is PSC(ℵ0), then ξ is PSC(k) for some k ≤ ν(|ξ|). In other words, for ξ as mentioned, every
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Chapter 4 Characterizations: the case of sentences

model of ξ has a crux of size at most ν(|ξ|). Consider the recursive function ρ : N → N given

by ρ(n) = ν(n + 1). Then, for the function ρ, consider the relational Σ0
2 sentence φ given by

Corollary 4.3.3. The sentence φ is PS and every Π0
1 sentence equivalent to it has > ρ(|φ|)

number of universal variables. Now the Π0
2 sentence ψ given by ψ = ¬φ is equivalent to a Σ0

1

sentence. Since Σ0
1 sentences are PSC, and hence PSC(ℵ0), it follows that ψ is PSC(ℵ0).

Now, by our assumption about ν above, every model of ψ has a crux of size at most ν(|ψ|) =

ν(|φ|+ 1) = ρ(|φ|). Then all minimal models of ψ have size at most ρ(|φ|) + q, where q is the

number of constant symbols in the vocabulary of φ. Using the fact that ψ is preserved under

extensions, it is easy to construct a Σ0
1 sentence having ρ(|φ|) number of existential variables,

that is equivalent to ψ. Whereby φ is equivalent to a Π0
1 sentence having ρ(|φ|) number of

universal variables – a contradiction.
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Characterizations: the case of theories

5.1 Characterizations of the extensional properties

The central result of this section is as below.

Theorem 5.1.1. Given a theory V , the following hold for each k ∈ N and each λ ≥ ℵ0:

1. A theory T (x̄) is PCE(k) modulo V iff T (x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a theory of Π0
2

formulae, all of whose free variables are among x̄ and all of which have k universal

quantifiers.

2. A theory T (x̄) is PCE(λ) modulo V iff T (x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a theory of Π0
2

formulae, all of whose free variables are among x̄.

The proofs of part (1) and part (2) of the above result are respectively, nearly identical to the

proofs of Theorem 4.1.1(2) and Theorem 4.2.6(2) – we just consider theories instead of sen-

tences in the latter proofs and use the following lemma that is straightforward.

Lemma 5.1.2. Let S be a class of structures, k a natural number and λ an infinite cardinal.

For an index set I , let {Ui | i ∈ I} be a collection of subclasses of S such that Ui is PCE(k),

resp. PCE(λ), over S , for each i ∈ I . Then
⋂

i∈I Ui is PCE(k), resp. PCE(λ), over S .

Remark 5.1.3. By considering singleton theories in Theorem 5.1.1, and using compactness the-

orem and the fact that a finite conjunction of ∀k∃∗ sentences, respectively Π0
2 sentences, is also

a ∀k∃∗ sentence, respectively a Π0
2 sentence, we get Theorem 4.1.1(2) and Theorem 4.2.6(2).

The following proposition reveals an important difference between considering the properties

of PCE(k) and PCE(λ) in the context of theories, vis-á-vis considering these properties in
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the context of sentences. Specifically, in contrast to Corollary 4.2.7, it turns out that PCE(λ)

theories are more general than PCE theories.

Proposition 5.1.4. Let λ be an infinite cardinal.

1. A theory is PCE(λ) modulo a theory V iff it is PCE(ℵ0) modulo V .

2. There are theories T and V such that T is PCE(ℵ0) modulo V , and hence PCE(λ)

modulo V , but T is not PCE modulo V .

Proof. Part (1) follows easily from Theorem 5.1.1(2). We prove part (2) below.

Let V be the theory defining the class of all undirected graphs. Let T be a Π0
1 theory over graphs

asserting that there is no cycle of length k for any k ∈ N. Then T defines the class U of all

acyclic graphs, and is PCE(ℵ0) modulo V by Theorem 5.1.1(2). Suppose T is PCE modulo

V , whence T is PCE(k) modulo V for some k ∈ N. Then U is PCE(k) modulo the class

of models of V . By Lemma 3.2.5, U (the complement of U ) is PSC(k) modulo the class of

models of V . Now consider a cycle G of length k + 1. Clearly, G is in U but every proper

substructure of G is in U . This contradicts our earlier inference that U is PSC(k) modulo the

class of models of V .

The characterizations of this section are depicted pictorially below.
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Figure 5.1: Characterizations of PCE(k) and PCE(λ) theories
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5.2 Characterizations of the substructural properties

The central results of this section are as follows.

Theorem 5.2.1. Let V be a given theory, k ∈ N and λ > ℵ0.

1. A theory T (x̄) is PSC(λ) modulo V iff T (x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a theory of Σ0
2

formulae, all of whose free variables are among x̄.

2. If a theory T (x̄) is PSC(ℵ0) modulo V , then T (x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a theory of

Σ0
2 formulae, all of whose free variables are among x̄. The same consequent (therefore)

holds if T (x̄) is PSC(k) modulo V . The converses of these implications are not true.

There exist theories T and V such that (i) each sentence of T is a Σ0
2 sentence having

exactly one existential quantifier, and (ii) T is not PSC(ℵ0) modulo V , and hence not

PSC(k) modulo V .

Since Theorem 4.1.1(1) shows that a PSC(k) sentence is always equivalent to an ∃k∀∗ sentence,

it is natural to ask if a PSC(k) theory is always equivalent to a theory of ∃k∀∗ sentences. We

give an affirmative answer to this question, conditioned on a hypothesis that we present below,

and thereby provide a (conditional) refinement of Theorem 5.2.1(2).

Hypothesis 5.2.2. Given theories V and T (x̄), and k ∈ N such that T (x̄) is PSC(k) modulo

V , it is the case that for each model (A, ā) of T (x̄), there exists a k-crux b̄ of (A, ā) (w.r.t. T (x̄)

modulo V ) such that b̄ is also a k-crux (w.r.t. T (x̄) modulo V ) of a µ-saturated elementary

extension of (A, ā), for some µ ≥ ω.

Theorem 5.2.3. Given theories V and T (x̄), suppose T (x̄) is PSC(k) modulo V for a given

k ∈ N. Then assuming Hypothesis 5.2.2, T (x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a theory of Σ0
2 formu-

lae, all of whose free variables are among x̄, and all of which have k existential quantifiers.

The approach of ‘dualizing’ adopted in proving Theorem 4.1.1(1) cannot work for characteriz-

ing theories that are PSC(k) or PSC(λ) since the negation of an FO theory might, in general,

not be equivalent to any FO theory. We therefore present in this section, altogether different

approaches to proving the above results. While we show that Σ0
2 theories characterize PSC(λ)

theories for λ > ℵ0, it is unclear at present what syntactic fragments of FO theories serve

to characterize PSC(k) and PSC(ℵ0) theories. However, Theorem 5.2.1(2) shows that these

syntactic fragments must be semantically contained inside the class of Σ0
2 theories, and Theo-

rem 5.2.3 shows that under Hypothesis 5.2.2, any syntactic fragment that characterizes PSC(k)

theories must be semantically contained inside the class of theories of ∃k∀∗ sentences.
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The remainder of this section is entirely devoted to proving the results above. In the next

two sections, we present the proofs of Theorem 5.2.1 and Theorem 5.2.3, and also show that

Hypothesis 5.2.2 is indeed well-motivated.

Proof of Theorem 5.2.1

We first present the proof of part (2) of Theorem 5.2.1, assuming part (1) of Theorem 5.2.1.

Proof of Theorem 5.2.1(2). Since a theory T (x̄) that is PSC(k) modulo V or PSC(ℵ0) mod-

ulo V is also PSC(λ) modulo V for λ > ℵ0, it follows from Theorem 5.2.1(1) that T (x̄) is

equivalent modulo V to a theory of Σ0
2 formulae, all of whose free variables are among x̄. We

show below that the converse is not true.

Let V = {∀x∀y(E(x, y) → E(y, x))} be the theory that defines exactly all undirected graphs.

For n ≥ 1, let ϕn(x) be a formula asserting that x is not a part of a cycle of length n. Explicitly,

ϕ1(x) = ¬E(x, x) and for n ≥ 1, we have ϕn+1(x) = ¬∃z1 . . . ∃zn
(

(
∧

1≤i<j≤n zi 6= zj) ∧

(
∧i=n
i=1 (x 6= zi)) ∧ E(x, z1) ∧ E(zn, x)∧

∧i=n−1
i=1 E(zi, zi+1)

)

. Consider χn(x) =
∧i=n
i=1 ϕi(x)

which asserts that x is not a part of any cycle of length ≤ n. Observe that χn(x) is equivalent

to a universal formula. Also, if m ≤ n, then χn(x) → χm(x).

Now consider the theory T = {ψn | n ≥ 1}, where ψn = ∃xχn(x). Each sentence of T is a Σ0
2

sentence having only one existential quantifier. We show that T is not PSC(ℵ0) modulo V .

Consider the infinite graph G given by G =
⊔

i≥3Ci where Ci is the cycle graph of length i and
⊔

denotes disjoint union. Any vertex x of Ci satisfies χj(x) in G, for j < i. Then G |= T .

Now consider any finite set S of vertices of G. Let r be the highest index such that some vertex

in S is in the cycle Cr. Consider the subgraph G1 of G induced by the vertices of all the cycles

in G of length ≤ r. Then no vertex x of G1 satisfies χl(x) for l > r. Then G1 6|= T , whence S

cannot be a k-crux of G w.r.t. T modulo V , for any k ≥ |S|. Since S is an arbitrary finite subset

of G, we conclude that G has no k-crux w.r.t. T modulo V , for any k ∈ N; in other words, G

has no ℵ0-crux. Then T is not PSC(ℵ0) modulo V .

Towards the proof of part (1) of Theorem 5.2.1, we recall the notion of sandwiches as defined

by Keisler in [45]. We say that a triple (A,B,C) of structures is a sandwich if A � C and

A ⊆ B ⊆ C. Given structures A and B, we say that B is sandwiched by A if there exist

structures A′ and B′ such that (i) B � B′ and (ii) (A,B′,A′) is a sandwich. Given theories V

and T , we say T is preserved under sandwiches by models of T modulo V if for each model A
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of V ∪ T , if B is sandwiched by A and B models V , then B models T . The following theorem

of Keisler (Corollary 5.2 of [45]) gives a syntactic characterization of the aforesaid preservation

property in terms of Σ0
2 theories.

Theorem 5.2.4 (Keisler, 1960). Let V and T be theories. Then T is preserved under sandwiches

by models of T modulo V iff T is equivalent modulo V to a theory of Σ0
2 sentences.

To prove the ‘Only if’ direction of Theorem 5.2.1(1) therefore, it just suffices to show that if T

is a theory that is PSC(λ) modulo V , then T is preserved under sandwiches by models of T

modulo V . To do this, we first prove the following lemmas.

Lemma 5.2.5 (Sandwich by saturated structures). Let A1 and B1 be structures such that B1 is

sandwiched by A1. Then for each µ ≥ ω, for every µ-saturated elementary extension A of A1,

there exists a structure B isomorphic to B1 such that B is sandwiched by A.

Lemma 5.2.6 (Preservation under sandwich by saturated models). Let V and T be theories

such that T is PSC(λ) modulo V , for some λ ≥ ℵ0. Let A be a µ-saturated model of V ∪ T ,

for some µ ≥ λ, and let B be a model of V . If B is sandwiched by A, then B is a model of T .

Using the above lemmas, we can prove Theorem 5.2.1(1) as follows.

Proof of Theorem 5.2.1(1). We give the proof for theories without free variables. The proof for

theories with free variables follows from definitions.

If: Suppose T is equivalent modulo V to a Σ0
2 theory Y . We show that Y is PSC(λ) modulo

V for each λ > ℵ0, whereby the same is true of T . Towards this, observe that Y is a countable

set. Let A be a model of V ∪ Y . Let C ⊆ UA be the (countable) set of witnesses in A, of

the existential quantifiers of the sentences of Y . In other words, C is a countable subset of UA

such that for each sentence φ of Y , there exist elements of C that form a witness in A, of the

existential quantifiers of φ. It is easy to see that C is an ℵ1-crux of A w.r.t. Y modulo V . Then

Y is PSC(ℵ1) modulo V , and hence PSC(λ) modulo V , for each λ > ℵ0.

Only If: Suppose T is PSC(λ) modulo V for λ > ℵ0. To complete the proof, it suffices to

show, owing to Theorem 5.2.4, that T is preserved under sandwiches by models of T modulo

V . Suppose A1 and B1 are given structures such that B1 is sandwiched by A1, B1 |= V and

A1 |= (V ∪ T ). Consider a µ-saturated elementary extension A of A1, for some µ ≥ λ. By

Lemma 5.2.5, there exists a structure B isomorphic to B1 such that B is sandwiched by A.

Then A |= (V ∪ T ) and B |= V , whence by Lemma 5.2.6, we have B |= T . Since B1
∼= B,

we have B1 |= T , completing the proof.
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We now prove Lemmas 5.2.5 and 5.2.6. We refer the reader to Section 2.3 for the notions of

τA,AA,BA,Diag(A) and El-diag(A) for A ⊆ B, that we use in our proofs below. We make

the simple yet important observation that each of Diag(A) and El-diag(A) is closed under finite

conjunctions. We let A �1 B denote that (i) A ⊆ B and (ii) every Σ0
1 sentence of FO(τA) that

is true in BA is also true in AA.

Lemma 5.2.7. A �1 B iff there exists A′ such that (A,B,A′) is a sandwich.

Proof. The ‘If’ direction follows easily from the definition of elementary substructure and the

fact that existential formulae are preserved under extensions. For the converse, suppose that

A �1 B. Let the vocabularies τB and τA be such that for every element a of A, the constant

in τB corresponding to a is the same as the constant in τA corresponding to a (and hence the

constants in τB \ τA correspond exactly to the elements in B that are not in A). Now consider

the theory Y given by Y = Diag(B) ∪ El-diag(A). Any non-empty finite subset of Diag(B),

resp. El-diag(A), is satisfied in BB, resp. AA. Let Z be any finite subset of Y , that has a

non-empty intersection with both Diag(B) and El-diag(A); we can consider Z as given by

Z = {ξ, ψ} where ξ ∈ Diag(B) and ψ ∈ El-diag(A). Let c1, . . . , cr be the (distinct) constants

of τB\τA appearing in ξ, and let x1, . . . , xr be fresh variables. Consider the sentence φ given by

φ = ∃x1 . . . ∃xrξ [c1 7→ x1; . . . ; cr 7→ xr], where ci 7→ xi denotes substitution of xi for ci, for

1 ≤ i ≤ r. Observe that φ is a Σ0
1 sentence of FO(τA) and that BA |= φ. Since A �1 B, we have

that AA |= φ. Let a1, . . . , ar be the witnesses in AA, of the quantifiers of φ corresponding to

variables x1, . . . , xr. Interpreting the constants c1, . . . , cr as a1, . . . , ar respectively, we see that

(AA, a1, . . . , ar) |= Z. Since Z is an arbitrary finite subset of Y , by the compactness theorem,

Y is satisfied in a τB-structure C. The τ -reduct of C is the desired structure A′.

Proof of Lemma 5.2.5. Let A be a µ-saturated elementary extension of A1, for some µ ≥ ω. We

show below the existence of a structure B2 such that (i) A �1 B2 and (ii) B1 is elementarily

embeddable in B2 via an embedding say f . Let B be the image of B1 under f ; then B ∼= B1

and B � B2. By Lemma 5.2.7, there exists a structure A2 such that (A,B2,A2) is a sandwich,

whence B is sandwiched by A. Then B is indeed as desired. For our arguments below, we

make the following observation, call it (*): If B is sandwiched by A, then every Σ0
2 sentence

true in A is also true in B. This follows simply from Theorem 5.2.4 by taking T to be the set of

all Σ0
2 sentences that are true in A, and taking V to be the empty theory.

Let τ be the vocabulary of A and B1, and let τA and τB1
be such that τA ∩ τB1

= τ . Consider
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the theory Y given by Y = SΠ(AA) ∪ El-diag(B1), where SΠ(AA) denotes the set of all Π0
1

sentences true in AA. Observe that SΠ(AA) is closed under finite conjunctions. Let Z be any

non-empty finite subset of Y . If Z ⊆ SΠ(AA) or Z ⊆ El-diag(B1), then Z is clearly satisfiable.

Else, Z = {ξ, ψ} where ξ ∈ SΠ(AA) and ψ ∈ El-diag(B1). Let c1, . . . , cr be the (distinct)

constants of τA \ τ appearing in ξ, and let x1, . . . , xr be fresh variables. Consider the sentence

φ given by φ = ∃x1 . . . ∃xrξ [c1 7→ x1; . . . ; cr 7→ xr], where ci 7→ xi denotes substitution of xi

for ci, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Clearly A |= φ, whence A1 |= φ. Since B1 is sandwiched by A1 and

φ is a Σ0
2 sentence, it follows from observation (*) above, that B1 |= φ. Let b1, . . . , br be the

witnesses in B1 of the quantifiers of φ associated with x1, . . . , xr. One can now check that if

R = B1, then (RR, b1, . . . , br) |= Z. Since Z is an arbitrary finite subset of Y , by compactness

theorem, Y is satisfiable. Whereby, there exists a τ -structure B2 such that (i) A �1 B2 and (ii)

B1 is elementarily embeddable in B2.

We now turn to proving Lemma 5.2.6. The notion of the FO-type of a k-tuple in a given

structure for k ∈ N can be naturally extended to the notion of the FO-type of a tuple of

length < λ in a given structure for λ ≥ ℵ0. Formally, given a structure A and a tuple

ā = (a1, a2, . . .) of A, of length < λ, the FO-type of ā in A, denoted tpA,ā(x1, x2, . . .), is the

set of formulae given by tpA,ā(x1, x2, . . .) = {ϕ(xη1 , . . . , xηk) | k ∈ N, 1 ≤ η1 < . . . <

ηk < λ, ϕ(xη1 , . . . , xηk) is an FO formula such that (A, aη1 , . . . , aηk) |= ϕ(xη1 , . . . , xηk)}.

The subset of tpA,ā(x1, x2, . . .) consisting of all Π0
1 formulae in tpA,ā(x1, x2, . . .) is denoted

as tpΠ,A,ā(x1, x2, . . .). For theories V and T such that T is PSC(λ) modulo V , and for A and

ā as mentioned above, we say that tpΠ,A,ā(x1, x2, . . .) determines a λ-crux w.r.t. T modulo V

if it is the case that given a model D of V and a tuple d̄ of D, of length equal to that of ā, if

(D, d̄) |= tpΠ,A,ā(x1, x2, . . .), then D |= T . Since universal formulae are preserved under sub-

structures, it follows that for D as just mentioned, the elements of d̄ form a λ-crux of D w.r.t. T

modulo V . To prove Lemma 5.2.6, we need the next result which characterizes when a Π0
1-type

determines a λ-crux.

Lemma 5.2.8 (Characterizing “crux determination”). Let V and T be theories such that T is

PSC(λ) modulo V for some λ ≥ ℵ0. Let A be a model of V and ā be a tuple of elements of

A, of length less than λ. Then tpΠ,A,ā(x1, x2, . . .) determines a λ-crux w.r.t. T modulo V iff

A |= T and for some µ ≥ λ, there exists a µ-saturated elementary extension B of A (hence

B |= (V ∪ T )) such that ā is a λ-crux of B w.r.t. T modulo V .
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Proof. ‘Only If:’ Since A |= V and (A, ā) |= tpΠ,A,ā(x1, x2, . . .), we have that A |= T . Let B

be any µ-saturated elementary extension of A for µ ≥ λ; then (B, ā) |= tpΠ,A,ā(x1, x2, . . .) and

B |= V . Since tpΠ,A,ā(x1, x2, . . .) determines a λ-crux w.r.t. T modulo V , we have that ā is a

λ-crux of B w.r.t. T modulo V .

‘If:’ Let A, B and ā be as mentioned in the statement. Consider a model D of V and a tuple

d̄ of D, of length equal to that of ā, such that (D, d̄) |= tpΠ,A,ā(x1, x2, . . .). By the downward

Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, there exists D1 � D such that (i) D1 contains d̄ and (ii) |D1| ≤ λ.

Then (D1, d̄) |= tpΠ,A,ā(x1, x2, . . .). Now since A � B, we have that tpΠ,B,ā(x1, x2, . . .) =

tpΠ,A,ā(x1, x2, . . .). Then every existential sentence that is true in (D1, d̄) is also true in (B, ā).

Since B is µ-saturated, and the length of ā is < λ ≤ µ, we have that (B, ā) is also µ-saturated

(by Proposition 2.4.2(1)). Further, since |D1| ≤ λ, we have |(D1, d̄)| ≤ λ ≤ µ. Then there

exists an embedding f : (D1, d̄) → (B, ā) (by Proposition 2.4.2(5)). The image of (D1, d̄)

under f is a substructure (B1, ā) of (B, ā). Since D1 � D and D |= V , we have B1 |= V .

Further since ā forms a λ-crux of B w.r.t. T modulo V (by assumption), we have B1 |= T .

Then D1, and hence D, models T , completing the proof.

Proof of Lemma 5.2.6. We assume the vocabulary to be τ . Since B is sandwiched by A, there

exist structures A1 and B1 such that (i) B � B1 and (ii) (A,B1,A1) is a sandwich. Let D be a

µ-saturated elementary extension of A1 for some µ ≥ λ. Then A � D. Since A models V ∪ T ,

so does D.

Now, given that T is PSC(λ) modulo V , there exists a λ-crux of D w.r.t. T modulo V ; let d̄

be any tuple (of length < λ) formed from this λ-crux. Consider tpD,d̄(x1, x2, . . .), namely the

FO-type of d̄ in D. Since A � D, we have A ≡ D (see Lemma 2.3.1). Then since A is µ-

saturated, there exists a tuple ā of A, of length equal to that of d̄, such that (A, ā) ≡ (D, d̄) (by

Proposition 2.4.2(4)). In other words, tpA,ā(x1, x2, . . .) = tpD,d̄(x1, x2, . . .). Then since A � D,

it follows that the FO-type of ā in D, namely tpD,ā(x1, x2, . . .), is exactly tpA,ā(x1, x2, . . .).

Whence, tpΠ,D,ā(x1, x2, . . .) = tpΠ,A,ā(x1, x2, . . .) = tpΠ,D,d̄(x1, x2, . . .). Now since (i) D |=

(V ∪ T ), (ii) D is itself µ-saturated and (iii) d̄ is a λ-crux of D w.r.t. T modulo V , we have

by Lemma 5.2.8, that tpΠ,D,d̄(x1, x2, . . .), and hence tpΠ,D,ā(x1, x2, . . .), determines a λ-crux

w.r.t. T modulo V . Whence the elements of ā form a λ-crux of D w.r.t. T modulo V . Since (i)

B1 ⊆ A1 � D (ii) B1 contains ā and (iii) B1 |= V (since B |= V and B � B1), we have by

definition of a λ-crux (w.r.t. T modulo V ), that B1 |= T , whence B |= T .
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The characterizations of this section are depicted pictorially below.
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Figure 5.2: (Partial) characterizations of PSC(k) and PSC(λ) theories

Proof of Theorem 5.2.3

The technique of our proof is as presented below.

1. We first define a variant of PSC(k), that we call PSCvar(k), into whose definition we build

Hypothesis 5.2.2.

2. We then show that PSCvar(k) theories are equivalent to theories of ∃k∀∗ sentences. This is

done in the following two steps:

• “Going up”: We give a characterization of PSCvar(k) theories in terms of sentences of a

special infinitary logic (Lemma 5.2.15).

• “Coming down”: We provide a translation of sentences of the aforesaid infinitary logic,

into their equivalent FO theories, whenever these sentences define elementary (i.e. defin-

able using FO theories) classes of structures (Proposition 5.2.16). The FO theories are

obtained from suitable finite approximations of the infinitary sentences, and turn out to be

theories of ∃k∀∗ sentences.

3. We hypothesize that PSCvar(k) theories are no different from PSC(k) theories, as an equiv-

alent reformulation of Hypothesis 5.2.2, to obtain Theorem 5.2.3. To show that this hypoth-
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esis is well-motivated, we define a variant of PCE(k), denoted PCEvar(k), that is dual to

PSCvar(k). We show that PCEvar(k) coincides with PCE(k) for theories, and use this to

conclude that PSCvar(k) coincides with PSC(k) for sentences (Lemma 5.2.12).

Throughout the section, whenever V and T are clear from the context, we skip mentioning the

qualifier ‘w.r.t. T modulo V ’ for a k-crux, if T is PSC(k) modulo V . Before we present the

definitions of PSCvar(k) and PCEvar(k), we first define the notion of ‘distinguished k-crux’.

Definition 5.2.9. Suppose T is PSC(k) modulo V for theories T and V . Given a model A

of V ∪ T , we call a k-tuple ā of A a distinguished k-crux of A, if for some µ ≥ ω, there is a

µ-saturated elementary extension A+ of A (whence A+ |= V ∪ T ) such that ā is a k-crux of A+

(whence ā is also a k-crux of A).

We now define PSCvar(k) and PCEvar(k). We refer the reader to Definition 4.1.4 for the

meaning of the phrase ‘k-ary cover of A in A+’ appearing in the definition below.

Definition 5.2.10. Let V and T be theories.

1. We say T is PSCvar(k) modulo V if T is PSC(k) modulo V and every model of V ∪ T

contains a distinguished k-crux.

2. We say T is PCEvar(k) modulo V if for every model A of V , there exists a µ-saturated

elementary extension A+ of A for some µ ≥ ω, such that for every collectionR of models

of V ∪ T , if R is a k-ary cover of A in A+, then A |= T .

If φ(x̄) and T (x̄) are respectively a formula and a theory, each of whose free variables are

among x̄, then for a theory V , the notions of ‘φ(x̄) is PSCvar(k) (resp. PCEvar(k)) modulo

V ’ and ‘T (x̄) is PSCvar(k) (resp. PCEvar(k)) modulo V ’ are defined similar to corresponding

notions for PSC(k) (resp. PCE(k)). The following duality is easy to see.

Lemma 5.2.11 (PSCvar(k)-PCEvar(k) duality). Given a theory V , a formula φ(x̄) is PSCvar(k)

modulo V iff ¬φ(x̄) is PCEvar(k) modulo V .

Towards the proof of Theorem 5.2.3, we first show the following.

Lemma 5.2.12. Given a theory V , each of the following holds.

1. A formula φ(x̄) is PSC(k) modulo V iff φ(x̄) is PSCvar(k) modulo V .

2. A theory T (x̄) is PCE(k) modulo V iff T (x̄) is PCEvar(k) modulo V .
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Proof. We show below the following equivalence, call it (†): A theory T (x̄) is PCEvar(k)

modulo V iff T (x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a theory of ∀k∃∗ formulae, all of whose free

variables are among x̄. Then part (2) of this lemma follows from (†) and Theorem 5.1.1(1).

Part (1) of the lemma in turn follows from part (2) and the dualities given by Lemma 3.2.5 and

Lemma 5.2.11.

Given that the notion of ‘k-ary cover of A in A’ is the same as the notion of ‘k-ary cover’ as

defined in Definition 3.2.1, we can prove the ‘Only if’ direction of (†) in a manner identical to

the proof of the ‘Only if’ direction of Theorem 5.1.1(1). The proof of the ‘If’ direction of (†)

is also nearly the same as that of the ‘If’ direction of Theorem 5.1.1(1); we present this proof

below for completeness. It suffices to give the proof for theories without free variables.

Let T be equivalent modulo V to a theory of ∀k∃∗ sentences. Given a model A of V , let A+

be a µ-saturated elementary extension of A, for some µ ≥ ω. Let R be a collection of models

of V ∪ T that forms a k-ary cover of A in A+. We show that A |= T . Consider ϕ ∈ T ; let

ϕ = ∀kx̄ψ(x̄) for a Σ0
1 formula ψ(x̄), and let ā be a k-tuple of A. Since R is a k-ary cover of A

in A+, there exists Bā ∈ R such that Bā contains ā. Since Bā |= (V ∪T ), we have Bā |= ϕ and

hence (Bā, ā) |= ψ(x̄). Since ψ(x̄) is a Σ0
1 formula and Bā ⊆ A+, we have (A+, ā) |= ψ(x̄),

whence (A, ā) |= ψ(x̄) since A � A+. Since ā is arbitrary, A |= ϕ, and since ϕ is an arbitrary

sentence of T , we have A |= T .

Motivated by Lemma 5.2.12, we put forth the hypothesis below.

Hypothesis 5.2.13. If V and T (x̄) are theories, then T (x̄) is PSC(k) modulo V iff T (x̄) is

PSCvar(k) modulo V .

It is easy to see that Hypothesis 5.2.13 is an equivalent reformulation of Hypothesis 5.2.2.

The following result is the essence of Theorem 5.2.3.

Theorem 5.2.14. Given theories V and T (x̄), suppose T (x̄) is PSCvar(k) modulo V . Then

T (x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a theory of Σ0
2 formulae, all of whose free variables are among

x̄, and all of which have k existential quantifiers.

Proof of Theorem 5.2.3. Follows from the equivalence of Hypotheses 5.2.2 and 5.2.13, and

Theorem 5.2.14.

We devote the rest of this section to proving Theorem 5.2.14. We first introduce some notation

and terminology. These are adapted versions of similar notation and terminology introduced
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in [45] and [46]. Given a class F of formulae and k ≥ 0, denote by
[

∃k
∧
]

F the class of

infinitary formulae Φ(x̄) of the form ∃y1 . . . ∃yk
∧

i∈I ψi(y1, . . . , yk, x̄) where I is an index set

(of arbitrary cardinality) and for each i ∈ I , ψi is a formula of F , whose free variables are

among y1, . . . , yk, x̄. Let [∃∗
∧

]F =
⋃

k≥0

[

∃k
∧
]

F . Observe that F ⊆ [∃∗
∧

]F . For each j ∈

N, let [∃∗
∧

]j F = [∃∗
∧

] [∃∗
∧

]j−1 F , where [∃∗
∧

]0F = F . Let [∃∗
∧

]∗F =
⋃

j≥0 [∃
∗
∧

]j F .

Finally, let [
∨

]F denote arbitrary disjunctions of formulae of F . Observe that F ⊆ [
∨

]F .

Let Φ(x̄) be a formula of [
∨

] [∃∗
∧

]∗ FO, where FO denotes as usual, the class of all first order

formulae. We define below, the set A(Φ)(x̄) of finite approximations of Φ(x̄). Let ⊆f denote

‘finite subset of’.

1. If Φ(x̄) ∈ FO, then A(Φ)(x̄) = {Φ(x̄)}.

2. If Φ(x̄) = ∃kȳ
∧

i∈I Ψi(x̄, ȳ) for k ≥ 0 and some index set I , then A(Φ)(x̄) =

{∃kȳ
∧

i∈I1
γi(x̄, ȳ) | γi(x̄, ȳ) ∈ A(Ψi)(x̄, ȳ), I1 ⊆f I}.

3. If Φ(x̄) =
∨

i∈I Ψi(x̄), then A(Φ)(x̄) = {
∨

i∈I1
γi(x̄) | γi(x̄) ∈ A(Ψi)(x̄), I1 ⊆f I}.

Our proof of Theorem 5.2.14 is in two parts. The first part, namely the “going up” part as

alluded to in the beginning of this subsection, gives a characterization of PSCvar(k) theories in

terms of the formulae of [
∨

]
[

∃k
∧
]

Π0
1, where Π0

1 is the usual class of all prenex FO formulae

having only universal quantifiers.

Lemma 5.2.15. Let V and T (x̄) be given theories. Then T (x̄) is PSCvar(k) modulo V iff T (x̄)

is equivalent modulo V to a formula of [
∨

]
[

∃k
∧
]

Π0
1, whose free variables are among x̄.

The second part of the proof of Theorem 5.2.14, namely the “coming down” part, consists

of getting FO theories equivalent to the formulae of [
∨

]
[

∃k
∧
]

Π0
1, whenever the latter define

elementary classes of structures. In fact, we show a more general result as we now describe.

Given a theory V , we say that a formula Φ(x1, . . . , xk) of [
∨

] [∃∗
∧

]∗ FO (over a vocabulary

say τ ) defines an elementary class modulo V if the sentence (over the vocabulary τk) obtained

by substituting fresh and distinct constants c1, . . . , ck for the free occurrences of x1, . . . , xk

in Φ(x1, . . . , xk), defines an elementary class (of τk-structures) modulo V . The result below

characterizes formulae of [
∨

] [∃∗
∧

]∗ FO that define elementary classes, in terms of the finite

approximations of these formulae.

Proposition 5.2.16. Let Φ(x̄) be a formula of [
∨

] [∃∗
∧

]∗ FO and V be a given theory. Then

Φ(x̄) defines an elementary class modulo V iff Φ(x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a countable

subset of A(Φ)(x̄).
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The above results prove Theorem 5.2.14 as follows.

Proof of Theorem 5.2.14. For any formula Φ(x̄) of [
∨

]
[

∃k
∧
]

Π0
1, each formula of the set A(Φ)(x̄)

can be seen to be equivalent to an ∃k∀∗ formula whose free variables are among x̄. The result

then follows from Lemma 5.2.15 and Proposition 5.2.16.

We now prove Lemma 5.2.15 and Proposition 5.2.16. We observe that it suffices to prove these

results only for theories/formulae without free variables.

The proof of Lemma 5.2.15 requires the following result that characterizes when a k-crux of

a model of a PSC(k) theory is a distinguished k-crux of the model. To state this result, we

define the notion of ‘the Π0
1-type of a k-tuple determining a k-crux’, analogously to the notion

of the Π0
1-type of a tuple of length < λ determining a λ-crux, that was introduced just before

Lemma 5.2.8. Formally, given theories V and T such that T is PSC(k) modulo V , and given

a structure A and a k-tuple ā of A, we say tpΠ,A,ā(x̄) determines a k-crux w.r.t. T modulo V

if it is the case that given a model D of V and a k-tuple d̄ of D, if (D, d̄) |= tpΠ,A,ā(x̄), then

D |= T . Since universal formulae are preserved under substructures, it follows that for D as

just mentioned, the elements of d̄ form a k-crux of D w.r.t. T modulo V .

Lemma 5.2.17 (Characterizing distinguished k-cruxes). Let V and T be theories such that

T is PSC(k) modulo V . Let A be a model of V ∪ T and ā be a k-tuple of elements of A.

Then ā is a distinguished k-crux of A w.r.t. T modulo V iff tpΠ,A,ā(x̄) determines a k-crux

w.r.t. T modulo V .

Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.2.8

Proof of Lemma 5.2.15. If: Let T be equivalent modulo V to the sentence Φ =
∨

i∈I ∃
kȳi

∧

Yi(ȳi),

where I is an index set and for each i ∈ I , Yi is a set of Π0
1 formulae, all of whose free vari-

ables are among ȳi. Then given a model A of V ∪ T , there exist i ∈ I and ā in A such that

(A, ā) |=
∧

Yi(ȳi). Let A+ be a µ-saturated elementary extension of A, for some µ ≥ ω. Then

(A+, ā) |=
∧

Yi(ȳi). Whence for each B ⊆ A+ such that B contains ā, (B, ā) |=
∧

Yi(ȳi), and

hence B |= Φ. Since Φ is equivalent to T modulo V , we have ā as a distinguished k-crux of A.

Only If: Suppose T is PSCvar(k) modulo V . Given a model A of V ∪ T , let

Dist-k-cruxes(A) be the (non-empty) set of all distinguished k-cruxes of A. Consider the sen-

tence Φ =
∨

A|=V ∪T, ā∈Dist-k-cruxes(A) ∃
kx̄

∧

tpΠ,A,ā(x̄). We show that T is equivalent to Φ modulo
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V . That T implies Φ modulo V is obvious from the definition of Φ. Towards the converse, sup-

pose B |= {Φ} ∪ V . Then for some model A of V ∪ T , some distinguished k-crux ā of A, and

for some k-tuple b̄ of B, we have (B, b̄) |= tpΠ,A,ā(x̄). By Lemma 5.2.17, tpΠ,A,ā(x̄) determines

a k-crux w.r.t. T modulo V , whence B |= T .

We now turn to proving Proposition 5.2.16. Our proof of Proposition 5.2.16 crucially uses our

compactness result for formulae of [∃∗
∧

]∗ FO, that we state now.

Lemma 5.2.18. Let Φ(x̄) be a formula of [∃∗
∧

]∗ FO. If every formula of A(Φ)(x̄) is satisfiable

modulo a theory V , then Φ(x̄) is satisfiable modulo V .

Observe that the standard compactness theorem for FO is a special case of the above result:

Given an FO theory T (x̄), let Φ(x̄) be the formula of [∃∗
∧

]∗ FO given by Φ(x̄) =
∧

T (x̄).

Then every formula of A(Φ)(x̄) is equivalent to a finite subset of T (x̄) and vice-versa.

Remark 5.2.19. The formulas of [∃∗
∧

]∗ FO are special kinds of “conjunctive formulas”, where

the latter are as defined in [46]. The paper [46] gives a generalization of the compactness

theorem by proving a compactness result for conjunctive formulas, whose statement is similar

to that of Lemma 5.2.18. However, Lemma 5.2.18 does not follow from this result of [46]

because the set of finite approximations of sentences Φ(x̄) of [∃∗
∧

]∗ FO, as defined in [46], is

semantically strictly larger than the set A(Φ)(x̄) that we have defined. Further, the techniques

that we use in proving Lemma 5.2.18 are much different from those used in [46] for proving the

compactness result for conjunctive formulas.

We finally require the following two auxiliary lemmas for the proofs of Proposition 5.2.16 and

Lemma 5.2.18.

Lemma 5.2.20. For j ∈ N, let T (x̄) be a set of formulae of [∃∗
∧

]j FO, all of whose free

variables are among x̄. If every finite subset of T (x̄) is satisfiable modulo a theory V , then

T (x̄) is satisfiable modulo V .

Proof. We prove the statement by induction on j. The base case of j = 0 is the standard

compactness theorem. As induction hypothesis, suppose the statement is true for j. For the

inductive step, consider a set T (x̄) = {Φi(x̄) | i ∈ I} of [∃∗
∧

]j+1
FO formulae, all of whose

free variables are among x̄, and suppose every finite subset of T (x̄) is satisfiable modulo V . Let

Φi(x̄) = ∃ȳi
∧

Ti(x̄, ȳi) where Ti(x̄, ȳi) is a set of formulae of [∃∗
∧

]j FO. Assume for i, j ∈ I
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and i 6= j, that ȳi and ȳj have no common variables. We show that the set Y of [∃∗
∧

]j FO

formulae given by Y =
⋃

i∈I Ti is satisfiable modulo V ; then so is T (x̄).

By the induction hypothesis, it suffices to show that every finite subset Z of Y is satisfiable

modulo V . Let Z(x̄, ȳi1 , . . . , ȳin) =
⋃r=n
r=1 Zr(x̄, ȳir), where n > 0, Zr(x̄, ȳir) ⊆f Tir(x̄, ȳir)

and ir ∈ I , for each r ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The subset {Φir(x̄) | r ∈ {1, . . . , n}} of T (x̄) is satisfiable

modulo V by assumption, whence for some model A of V , and interpretations ā of x̄ and b̄ir of

ȳir , we have that
⋃r=n
r=1 Tir(x̄, ȳir) is satisfied in (A, ā, b̄i1 , . . . , b̄in); then (A, ā, b̄i1 , . . . , b̄in) |=

Z(x̄, ȳi1 , . . . , ȳin).

Lemma 5.2.21. Let Φ(x̄) be a formula of [∃∗
∧

]∗ FO. If (A, ā) |= Φ(x̄), then (A, ā) |= ξ(x̄)

for every formula ξ(x̄) of A(Φ)(x̄).

Proof. We prove the lemma by induction. The statement is trivial for formulae of FO =

[∃∗
∧

]0 FO. Assume the statement for [∃∗
∧

]j FO formulae. Consider a formula Φ(x̄) of

[∃∗
∧

]j+1
FO given by Φ(x̄) = ∃nȳ

∧

i∈I Ψi(x̄, ȳ), where Ψi(x̄, ȳ) ∈ [∃∗
∧

]j FO for each i ∈ I .

Consider a formula ξ(x̄) of A(Φ)(x̄); then ξ(x̄) = ∃nȳ
∧

i∈I1
γi(x̄, ȳ), for some I1 ⊆f I and

γi(x̄, ȳ) ∈ A(Ψi)(x̄, ȳ) for each i ∈ I1. Since (A, ā) |= Φ(x̄), there is an n-tuple b̄ from A such

that (A, ā, b̄) |= Ψi(x̄, ȳ) for each i ∈ I1. By induction hypothesis, (A, ā, b̄) |= γi(x̄, ȳ) for each

i ∈ I1; then (A, ā) |= ξ(x̄).

Proof of Lemma 5.2.18. The proof proceeds by induction. The statement trivially holds for for-

mulae of FO = [∃∗
∧

]0 FO. Assume the statement is true for formulae of [∃∗
∧

]j FO. Consider

a formula Φ(x̄) of [∃∗
∧

]j+1
FO given by Φ(x̄) = ∃ȳ

∧

i∈I Ψi(x̄, ȳ), where Ψi(x̄, ȳ) is a formula

of [∃∗
∧

]j FO for each i ∈ I . We show that every finite subset of T (x̄, ȳ) = {Ψi(x̄, ȳ) | i ∈ I}

is satisfiable modulo V . Then by Lemma 5.2.20, T (x̄, ȳ) is satisfiable modulo V ; then Φ(x̄) is

also satisfiable modulo V .

Let I1 be a finite subset of I . For i ∈ I1, consider the formula Ψi(x̄, ȳ) of T (x̄, ȳ); it is given

by Ψi(x̄, ȳ) = ∃z̄i
∧

Zi(x̄, ȳ, z̄i) where Zi(x̄, ȳ, z̄i) is a set of formulas of [∃∗
∧

]j−1 FO. Let

z̄ = (z̄i)i∈I1 be the tuple of all the variables of the z̄is, for i ranging over I1. Assume without

loss of generality that for i1, i2 ∈ I such that i1 6= i2, none of the variables of z̄i1 appear in Ψi2 .

Consider the formula Ψ(x̄, ȳ) of [∃∗
∧

]j FO given by Ψ(x̄, ȳ) = ∃z̄
∧

(
⋃

i∈I1
Zi(x̄, ȳ, z̄i)

)

. It

is easy to verify that Ψ(x̄, ȳ) is equivalent (over all structures) to {Ψi(x̄, ȳ) | i ∈ I1}. We now

show that the latter is satisfiable modulo V by showing that the former is satisfiable modulo V

– this in turn is done by showing that every formula in A(Ψ)(x̄, ȳ) is satisfiable modulo V , and
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Chapter 5 Characterizations: the case of theories

then applying the induction hypothesis mentioned at the outset.

Let γ(x̄, ȳ) be an arbitrary formula of A(Ψ)(x̄, ȳ). Then γ(x̄, ȳ) is of the form ∃z̄
∧

i∈I2
∧

l∈{1,...,ni}
αi,l(x̄, ȳ, z̄i), where I2 ⊆ I1, and for each i ∈ I2, we have ni ≥ 1, αi,l(x̄, ȳ, z̄i) ∈

A(βi,l)(x̄, ȳ, z̄i), and {βi,1(x̄, ȳ, z̄i), . . . , βi,ni(x̄, ȳ, z̄i)} ⊆f Zi(x̄, ȳ, z̄i). It is easy to see that

γ(x̄, ȳ) is equivalent to the formula
∧

i∈I2
γi(x̄, ȳ) where γi(x̄, ȳ) = ∃z̄i

∧

l∈{1,...,ni}
αi,l(x̄, ȳ, z̄i).

Observe now that γi(x̄, ȳ) ∈ A(Ψi)(x̄, ȳ), whence ∃ȳ
∧

i∈I2
γi(x̄, ȳ) ∈ A(Φ)(x̄). By assump-

tion, every formula of A(Φ)(x̄) is satisfiable modulo V ; then so are ∃ȳ
∧

i∈I2
γi(x̄, ȳ) and

γ(x̄, ȳ).

Proof of Proposition 5.2.16. It suffices to show just the ‘Only if’ direction of the result. Hence,

consider a sentence Φ of [
∨

] [∃∗
∧

]∗ FO given by Φ =
∨

i∈I Ψi where Ψi ∈ [∃∗
∧

]∗ FO. Let

B =
∏

i∈I A(Ψi) where
∏

denotes Cartesian product. We now show the following equivalences

modulo V :

Φ ↔
∨

i∈I

∧

γ∈A(Ψi)

γ (5.1)

↔
∧

(γi)∈B

∨

i∈I

γi (5.2)

In equivalence Eq. 5.2 above, (γi) denotes a sequence in B. Let Pfin(I) be the set of all finite

subsets of I . We finally show the existence of a function g : B → Pfin(I) that gives the

following equivalence

Φ ↔
∧

(γi)∈B

∨

j∈g((γi))

γj (5.3)

Observe that each disjunction in the RHS of Eq. 5.3 is a sentence of A(Φ). Observe also that

instead of ranging over all of B in the RHS of Eq. 5.3 above, we can range over only a countable

subset of B, since the number of FO sentences over a finite vocabulary is countable. We now

show the above equivalences to complete the proof. The equivalence Eq. 5.2 is obtained by

applying the standard distributivity laws for conjunctions and disjunctions, to the sentence in

the RHS of Eq. 5.1.

Proof of Eq. 5.1: Let Γ =
∨

i∈I

∧

γ∈A(Ψi)
γ. Let A be a model of V such that A |= Φ. Then

A |= Ψi for some i ∈ I . By Lemma 5.2.21, we have A |= A(Ψi), whence A |= Γ. Thus Φ

implies Γ modulo V . Towards the converse, let A be a model of V such that A |= Γ. Then

A |= A(Ψi) for some i ∈ I . Let Ψ =
∧
(

Th(A)∪ {Ψi}
)

, where Th(A) denotes the theory of

A. It is easy to see that A |= A(Ψ) because any sentence γ in A(Ψ) is given by either γ =
∧

Z
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or γ = γi ∧
∧

Z, where Z ⊆f Th(A) and γi ∈ A(Ψi). Also observe that Ψ ∈ [∃∗
∧

]∗ FO; then

since every sentence of A(Ψ) is satisfiable modulo V , it follows from Lemma 5.2.18 that Ψ is

satisfied in a model of V , say B. Then (i) B ≡ A and (ii) B |= Ψi whence B |= Φ. Since Φ

defines an elementary class modulo V , we have A |= Φ.

Proof of Eq. 5.3: We show the following result, call it (‡): If T, S and V are FO theories such

that T implies
∨

S modulo V , then T implies
∨

S ′ modulo V for some finite subset S ′ of S.

Then Eq. 5.3 follows from Eq. 5.2 as follows. By Eq. 5.2, we have Φ implies
∨

i∈I γi modulo

V for each sequence (γi) of B (recall that B =
∏

i∈I A(Ψi)). Then by (‡), Φ implies
∨

i∈I1
γi

modulo V for some I1 ⊆f I . Defining g((γi)) = I1, we get the forward direction of Eq. 5.3. The

backward direction of Eq. 5.3 is trivial from Eq. 5.2 and the fact that
∨

i∈I1
γi implies

∨

i∈I γi

(over all structures). We now show (‡).

Since T implies
∨

S modulo V , we have that T ∪ {¬ξ | ξ ∈ S} is unsatisfiable modulo V .

Then by compactness theorem, T ∪ {¬ξ | ξ ∈ S ′} is unsatisfiable modulo V , for some finite

subset S ′ of S. Whereby, T implies
∨

S ′ modulo V .

The following figure gives the picture of the (partial) substructural characterizations, under

Hypothesis 5.2.2, or equivalently, Hypothesis 5.2.13. (cf. Figure 5.2).

PSC(1)

PSC(0)

PSC(2)

PSC

{∀∗(. . .), ∀∗(. . .), · · ·}

Σ0
2

{∃∀∗(. . .), ∃∀∗(. . .), · · ·}

{∃2∀∗(. . .), ∃2∀∗(. . .), · · ·}

 Loś-Tarski

PSC(ℵ1)

PSC(ℵ2)

⋃
k≥0Σ

0
2(k)

Σ0
2(1)

Σ0
2(0)

Σ0
2(2)

{∃∗∀∗(. . .), ∃∗∀∗(. . .), · · ·}

Hypothesis:

PSC(k) = PSCvar(k)

PSC(ℵ0)

?
?

Legend

(upto equivalence)

≡ A \ B 6= ∅A B

(upto equivalence)

≡ A = BA B

(upto equivalence)

≡ A ( BA B

Figure 5.3: (Partial) conditional characterizations of PSC(k) and PSC(λ) theories
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Chapter 6

Directions for future work

We propose as a part of future work, various directions that naturally arise from our results

presented thus far.

1. We would like to investigate what syntactic subclasses of FO theories correspond exactly

to PSC(k) and PSC(ℵ0) theories. As Theorem 5.2.1 shows, these syntactic classes must

semantically be subclasses of Σ0
2 theories. For PSC(k) theories, in addition to verifying

whether Hypothesis 5.2.2 is true, we would further like to investigate what syntactic subclass

of theories of ∃k∀∗ sentences characterizes PSC(k) theories, assuming Hypothesis 5.2.2

holds. A technique to identify the latter syntactic subclass is to examine the syntactic prop-

erties of the FO theories given by Proposition 5.2.16, and exploit the fact that these theories

are obtained from the finite approximations of the infinitary sentences of [
∨

]
[

∃k
∧
]

Π0
1.

2. As “converses” to the investigations above, and as analogues of the semantic characteriza-

tions of Π0
2 theories and theories of ∀k∃∗ sentences by PCE(λ) and PCE(k) respectively

(cf. Theorem 5.1.1), we would like to semantically characterize Σ0
2 theories and theories

of ∃k∀∗ sentences, in terms of properties akin to (though not the same as) PSC(λ) and

PSC(k). Likewise, as an analogue of Proposition 5.1.4(2), we would like to investigate if

there are PSC(ℵ0) theories that are not equivalent to (i) any PSC theory (ii) any theory of

∃k∀∗ sentences, for any k ≥ 0.

3. It is conceivable that many semantic properties of FO theories have natural and intuitive

descriptions/characterizations in infinitary logics (Lemma 5.2.15 gives one such example).

Then, results like Proposition 5.2.16 can be seen as “compilers” (in the sense of compilers

used in computer science), in that they give a means of translating a “high level” description –

via infinitary sentences that are known to be equivalent to FO theories – to an equivalent “low
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level” description – via FO theories. The latter FO theories are obtained from appropriately

defined finite approximations of the infinitary sentences. It would therefore be useful to

investigate other infinitary logics and their fragments for which such “compiler-results” can

be established. An interesting logic to investigate in this regard would be Lω1,ω, which is

well-known to enjoy excellent model-theoretic properties despite compactness theorem not

holding of it [47].

4. Our results give characterizations of Σ0
2 and Π0

2 sentences in which the number of quantifiers

in the leading block is given. As natural generalizations of these results, we can ask for

characterizations of Σ0
n and Π0

n sentences for each n ≥ 2, where the numbers of quantifiers

in all the n blocks are given, and further extend these characterizations to theories. It may

be noted that the results in the literature characterize Σ0
n and Π0

n theories as a whole and do

not provide the finer characterizations suggested here.

We conclude this part of the thesis by presenting our ideas (in progress) on the last future work

mentioned above, and suggesting concrete directions for pursuing the latter.

Directions for finer characterizations of Σ0
n and Π0

n

For n ≥ 2, let Σ0
n(k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) be the class of all Σ0

n formulae in which the quantifier prefix

is such that the leading block of quantifiers has k quantifiers, the (2i)th block has li quantifiers

for i ≥ 1, and the (2i + 1)th block has zero or more quantifiers for i ≥ 1. Analogously, define

the subclass Π0
n(k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) of Π0

n. For n ≥ 1, let Σ0
n(l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) denote the class of

all formulae of Π0
n+1(0, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .); likewise, let Π0

n(l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) denote the class of all

formulae of Σ0
n+1(0, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .).

Given a structure A and a k-tuple ā of A, the Π0
n(l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .)-type of ā in A is the set of all

Π0
n(l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) formulae having free variables among x1, . . . , xk, that are true of ā in A. We

say a structure B realizes the Π0
n(l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .)-type of ā in A, if there exists a k-tuple b̄ of B

such that the Π0
n(l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .)-type of b̄ in B contains (as a subset) the Π0

n(l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .)-type

of ā in A. We now present generalizations of the notions of k-ary cover, PSC(k) and PCE(k).

Definition 6.1 ((n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .)-ary cover). A collection R of structures is said to be a

(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .)-ary cover of a structure A if for every k-tuple ā from A, there exists a

structure in R that realizes the Π0
n−1(l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .)-type of ā in A.

Remark 6.2. Note that in the definition above, no structure in R need be a substructure of A.

This is in contrast with the notion of k-ary cover as presented in Definition 3.2.1, where if R1
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is a k-ary cover of a structure A1, then each structure of R1 is necessarily a substructure of A1.

Definition 6.3. Let T and V be given theories.

1. We say T is PSC(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) modulo V if for every model A of T ∪ V , there

exists a k-tuple ā from A such that any model of V that realizes the Π0
n−1(l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .)-

type of ā in A, is also a model of T .

2. We say T is PCE(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) modulo V if for every model A of V and every

(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .)-ary cover R of A, if each structure of R is a model of T ∪ V , then A

is a model of T .

We say a sentence φ is PSC(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .), resp. PCE(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .), modulo V ,

if the theory {φ} is PSC(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .), resp. PCE(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .), modulo V .

If φ(x̄) and T (x̄) are respectively a formula and a theory, each of whose free variables are

among x̄, then for a theory V , the notions of ‘φ(x̄) is PSC(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) modulo V ’,

‘φ(x̄) is PCE(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) modulo V ’, ‘T (x̄) is PSC(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) modulo V ’

and ‘T (x̄) is PCE(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) modulo V ’ are defined similar to corresponding notions

for PSC(k) and PCE(k).

We can now show the following results analogous to Lemma 3.2.5 and Theorem 4.1.1.

Lemma 6.4. Let V be a given theory. A formula φ(x̄) is PSC(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) modulo V

iff ¬φ(x̄) is PCE(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) modulo V .

Theorem 6.5. Given a theory V , each of the following holds.

1. A formula φ(x̄) is PSC(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) modulo V iff φ(x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a

finite disjunction of Σ0
n(k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) formulae, all of whose free variables are among x̄.

2. A formula φ(x̄) is PCE(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) modulo V iff φ(x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a

finite conjunction of Π0
n(k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) formulae, all of whose free variables are among x̄.

3. A theory T (x̄) is PCE(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) modulo V iff T (x̄) is equivalent modulo V to a

theory of Π0
n(k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) formulae, all of whose free variables are among x̄.

The above theorem answers in part, the question raised in the last future work mentioned above.

It also gives new semantic characterizations of Σ0
n and Π0

n sentences, via the properties PSCn =
⋃

k,l1,l2,...∈N
PSC(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) and PCEn =

⋃

k,l1,l2,...∈N
PCE(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .)

respectively.
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A natural direction for future work that is suggested by Theorem 6.5 is the investigation of suit-

able variants of PSC(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) and PCE(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) that respectively char-

acterize Σ0
n(k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) and Π0

n(k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) formulae exactly; likewise, an investiga-

tion of whether PSC(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) or some suitable variant of it, characterizes theories

of Σ0
n(k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) formulae. If these characterizations are not obtained in general, then we

would like to get them at least under plausible hypotheses (cf. Hypothesis 5.2.2). Of course,

the question of characterizing Σ0
n and Π0

n sentences and theories in which the numbers of quan-

tifiers in all blocks are given, still remains largely. However, observe that for the case of n = 2,

the properties PSC(n; k, l), resp. PCE(n; k, l), do give semantic characterizations of finite

disjunctions of Σ0
2 sentences, resp. finite conjunctions of Π0

2 sentences, in which the numbers of

quantifiers in the first and second blocks are given numbers k and l respectively. This, in a sense,

gives a finer characterization of Σ0
2 and Π0

2 than the one given by Theorem 4.1.1. But, we note

that PSC(n; k, l) and PCE(n; k, l) are not combinatorial in nature. We would therefore like to

investigate whether these notions, and more generally, the notions of PSC(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .)

and PCE(n; k, l1, ∗, l2, ∗, . . .) have combinatorial, or even purely algebraic equivalents, so that

the “syntactical flavour” currently in the definitions of these notions, is eliminated.
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Chapter 7

Background and preliminaries

In this part of the thesis, we consider only finite structures over finite vocabularies τ that are

relational, i.e. vocabularies that do not contain any constant or function symbols, unless ex-

plicitly stated otherwise. All the classes of structures that we consider are thus classes of finite

relational structures. We denote classes of structures by S possibly with numbers as subscripts,

and assume these to be closed under isomorphisms. We consider two logics in this part of the

thesis, one FO, and the other, an extension of it called monadic second order logic, denoted

MSO. We use the notation L to mean either FO or MSO. Any notion or result stated for L

means that the notion or result is stated for both FO and MSO. The classic references for the

background from finite model theory presented in this chapter are [23, 34, 54].

7.1 Syntax and semantics of MSO

Syntax: The syntax of MSO extends that of FO by using MSO variables that range over sub-

sets of the universes of structures, and using quantification (existential and universal) over these

variables. We denote MSO variables using the capital letter X , possibly with numbers as sub-

scripts. A sequence of MSO variables is denoted as X̄ . For a vocabulary τ , the notions of MSO

terms and MSO formulae, and their free variables, are defined as follows.

1. An MSO term over τ is an FO term over τ , i.e. either a constant or an FO variable. A term

that is a variable x has only one free variable, namely x. A constant has no free variables.

2. An atomic MSO formula over τ is either of the following.

• An atomic FO formula over τ , i.e. either t1 = t2 or R(t1, . . . , tn), where t1, . . . , tn are

MSO terms over τ , and R is a relation symbol of τ of arity n. The free variables of
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these are all FO variables, and are as defined in Section 2.1. These formulae have no

free MSO variables.

• X(t) where X is an MSO variable and t is an MSO term over τ . This formula has at

most one free FO variable, namely the free variable of t (if any), and has exactly one

free MSO variable, namely X .

3. Boolean combinations of MSO formulae using the boolean connectives ∧,∨ and ¬ are MSO

formulae. The free variables of such formulae are defined analogously to those of boolean

combinations of FO formulae (see Section 2.1).

4. Given an MSO formula ϕ, the formulae ∃xϕ, ∀xϕ, ∃Xϕ and ∀Xϕ are all MSO formulae.

The free FO variables of ∃xϕ and ∀xϕ are the free FO variables of ϕ, except for x. The free

MSO variables of these formulae are exactly those of ϕ. The free FO variables of ∃Xϕ and

∀Xϕ are exactly the free FO variables of ϕ, while the free MSO variables of these formulae

are exactly those of ϕ, except for X .

We denote an MSO formula ϕ with free FO variables among x̄, and free MSO variables among

X̄ as ϕ(x̄, X̄). For ϕ as just mentioned, if X̄ is empty, i.e. if ϕ has no free MSO variables, then

we denote ϕ as ϕ(x̄). Like FO formulae, an MSO formula with no free variables is called a

sentence, and an MSO formula with no quantifiers is called quantifier-free. Again, like for FO

formulae, we denote MSO formulae using the Greek letters φ, ϕ, ψ, χ, ξ, γ, α or β.

Before looking at the semantics, we define the important notion of quantifier-rank, or simply

rank, of an MSO formula ϕ, denoted rank(ϕ). The definition is by structural induction.

1. If ϕ is quantifier-free, then rank(ϕ) = 0.

2. If ϕ = ϕ1∧ϕ2, then rank(ϕ) = max(rank(ϕ1), rank(ϕ2)). The same holds if ϕ = ϕ1∨ϕ2.

3. If ϕ = ¬ϕ1, then rank(ϕ) = rank(ϕ1).

4. If ϕ is any of ∃xϕ1, ∀xϕ1, ∃Xϕ1 or ∀Xϕ1, then rank(ϕ) = 1 + rank(ϕ1).

The above definition also defines the rank of an FO formula, since every FO formula is also an

MSO formula.

Remark 7.1.1. The MSO formulae ϕ that we consider in this part of the thesis always have

only FO free variables, and no MSO free variables (although of course, the MSO formulae that

build up ϕ surely would contain free MSO variables).

Since the semantics of MSO is defined inductively, we consider, only for the purposes of defin-

ing the semantics, MSO formulae with free MSO variables, in addition to free FO variables.
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Semantics: Given a τ -structure A and an MSO formula ϕ(x̄, X̄), we define the notion of truth

of ϕ(x̄, X̄) for a given assignment ā of elements of A, to x̄ and a given assignment Ā of sub-

sets of elements of A, to X̄ . We denote by (A, ā, Ā) |= ϕ(x̄, X̄), that ϕ(x̄, X̄) is true in A

for the assignments ā to x̄ and Ā to X̄ , and call (A, ā, Ā) a model of ϕ(x̄, X̄). We give the

semantics only for the syntactic features of MSO that are different from those of FO. Below,

X̄ = (X1, . . . , Xn) and Ā = (A1, . . . , An).

• If ϕ(x̄, X̄) is the formula Xi(t), then (A, ā, Ā) |= ϕ(x̄, X̄) iff tA(ā) ∈ Ai.

• If ϕ(x̄, X̄) is the formula ∃Xn+1ϕ1(x̄, X̄,Xn+1), then (A, ā, Ā) |= ϕ(x̄, X̄) iff there exists

An+1 ⊆ UA such that (A, ā, Ā, An+1) |= ϕ(x̄, X̄,Xn+1).

• If ϕ(x̄, X̄) is the formula ∀Xn+1ϕ1(x̄, X̄,Xn+1), then (A, ā, Ā) |= ϕ(x̄, X̄) iff for all

An+1 ⊆ UA, it is the case that (A, ā, Ā, An+1) |= ϕ(x̄, X̄,Xn+1).

If ϕ(ā) is an MSO formula with no MSO variables, then we denote the truth of ϕ(x̄) in A for an

assignment ā to x̄ as (A, ā) |= ϕ(x̄). For a sentence ϕ, we denote the truth of ϕ in A as A |= ϕ.

7.2 Adaptations of classical model theory concepts to the

finite model theory setting

We assume familiarity with the notions introduced in Chapter 2. We adapt some of these notions

to versions of these over classes of structures. For other notions, they are exactly as defined in

Chapter 2.

1. Consistency, validity, entailment, and equivalence over classes of structures

Given a non-empty class S of structures, we say a formula ϕ(x̄) is satisfiable over S if there

exists structure A ∈ S and a tuple ā of A such that |ā| = |x̄| and (A, ā) |= ϕ(x̄). We say ϕ(x̄)

is unsatisfiable over S if ϕ(x̄) is not satisfiable over S . We say ψ(x̄) entails ϕ(x̄) over S if

any model (A, ā) of ψ(x̄) such that A ∈ S is also a model of ϕ(x̄). We say ψ(x̄) and ϕ(x̄) are

equivalent over S , or simply S-equivalent, if ψ(x̄) entails ϕ(x̄) over S , and vice-versa.

2. (m,L)-types: Givenm ∈ N, a τ -structure A and a k-tuple ā from A, the (m,L)-type of ā in

A, denoted tpA,ā,m,L(x1, . . . , xk), is the set of all L(τ) formulae of rank at most m, whose free

variables are among x1, . . . , xk, and that are true of ā in A. We denote by Thm,L(A), the set of

all L(τ) sentences of rank at mostm that are true in A. Given a τ -structure B, we say that A and

B are (m,L)-equivalent, denoted A ≡m,L B if Thm,L(A) = Thm,L(B). Observe that if ā and
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b̄ are k-tuples from A and B respectively, then tpA,ā,m,L(x1, . . . , xk) = tpB,b̄,m,L(x1, . . . , xk) iff

(A, ā) ≡m,L (B, b̄). If L = FO, then we also denote ≡m,FO simply as ≡m, following standard

notation in the literature. It is easy to see that ≡m,L is an equivalence relation over all structures.

Following is an important result concerning the ≡m,L relation.

Proposition 7.2.1 (Proposition 7.5, ref. [54]). There exists a computable function f : N → N

such that for each m ∈ N, the index of the ≡m,L relation is at most f(m).

Given a class S of structures and m ∈ N, we let ∆L(m,S) denote the set of all equivalence

classes of the ≡m,L relation restricted to the structures in S . We denote by ΛS,L : N → N a fixed

computable function with the property that ΛS,L(m) ≥ |∆L(m,S)|. The existence of ΛS,L is

guaranteed by Proposition 7.2.1.

The notion of ≡m,L has a characterization in terms of Ehrenfeucht-Fräissé games for L. We

describe these in the next section.

7.3 L-Ehrenfeucht-Fräissé games

We first define the notion of partial isomorphism that is crucially used in the definition of the

games we present below. We assume for this section, that the vocabulary τ possibly contains

constant symbols, in addition to relation symbols. Let A,B be two τ -structures, and ā =

(a1, . . . , am) and b̄ = (b1, . . . , bm) be two m-tuples from A and B respectively. Then (ā, b̄)

defines a partial isomorphism between A and B if the following are true.

1. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m, we have ai = aj iff bi = bj .

2. For every constant symbol c ∈ τ and 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have ai = cA iff bi = cB.

3. For every r-ary relation symbol R ∈ τ and every sequence (i1, . . . , ir) of numbers from

{1, . . . ,m}, we have (ai1 , . . . air) ∈ RA iff (bi1 , . . . bir) ∈ RB.

If τ contains no constant symbols, then the map ai 7→ bi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n is an isomorphism from

the substructure of A induced by {a1, . . . , ar} to the substructure of B induced by {b1, . . . , br}.

The FO-Ehrenfeucht-Fräissé game

The FO-Ehrenfeucht-Fräissé game, or simply the FO-EF game, is played on two given struc-

tures A and B, and by two players, called spoiler and duplicator. The spoiler tries to show that

the two structures are non-isomorphic, while the duplicator tries to show otherwise. The FO-EF

game of m rounds between A and B is as defined below. Each round consists of the following

steps.
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1. The spoiler chooses one of the structures and picks an element from it.

2. The duplicator responds by picking an element of the other structure.

At the end of m rounds, let ā = (a1, . . . , am) be the elements chosen from A and let b̄ =

(b1, . . . , bm) be the elements chosen from B. Let c1, . . . , cp be the constant symbols of τ , and

let c̄A = (cA1 , . . . , c
A
p ) and c̄B = (cB1 , . . . , c

B
p ). Call (ā, b̄) as a play of m rounds of the FO-EF

game on A and B. The duplicator is said to win the play (ā, b̄) iff ((ā, c̄A), (b̄, c̄B)) is a partial

isomorphism between A and B. An m-round strategy for the duplicator in the FO-EF game on

A and B is a function S :
⋃i=m−1
i=0

(

(UA × UB)
i × (UA ∪ UB)

)

→ (UA ∪ UB) such that for all

i ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1}, for all (a1, b1), . . . , (ai, bi) ∈ (UA × UB) and all d ∈ (UA ∪ UB), it is the

case that S((a1, b1), . . . , (ai, bi), d) ∈ UA iff d ∈ UB. The duplicator is said to have a winning

strategy in the m-round FO-EF game on A and B if there exists an m-round strategy S for the

duplicator in the FO-EF game on A and B, such that the duplicator wins every play ofm rounds

of the FO-EF game on A and B, in which the duplicator responds in accordance with S.

The following theorem shows that the existence of a winning strategy for the duplicator in the

FO-EF game of m-rounds on A and B characterizes (m, FO)-equivalence of A and B (see

Theorem 3.9 of [54]).

Theorem 7.3.1 (Ehrenfeucht-Fräissé). Let A and B be two structures over a vocabulary that

possibly contains constant symbols. Let ā and b̄ be given tuples of elements from A and B

respectively. Then (A, ā) ≡m,FO (B, b̄) iff the duplicator has a winning strategy in the m-round

FO-EF game on (A, ā) and (B, b̄).

The MSO-Ehrenfeucht-Fräissé game

The MSO-Ehrenfeucht-Fräissé game, or simply the MSO-EF game, is similar to the FO-EF

game. It is played on two given structures A and B, and by two players, namely the spoiler and

duplicator. The difference with the FO-EF game is that in an MSO-EF game of m rounds on A

and B, in each round there are two kinds of moves.

1. Point move: This is like in the FO-EF game on A and B. The spoiler chooses one of the

structures and picks an element from it. The duplicator responds by picking an element

of the other structure.

2. Set move: The spoiler chooses a subset of elements from one of the structures. The

duplicator responds by picking a subset of elements of the other structure.

At the end of m rounds, let ā = (a1, . . . , ap) be the elements chosen from A and let b̄ =

(b1, . . . , bp) be the elements chosen from B. Likewise, let Ā = (A1, . . . , Ar) be the sets cho-
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sen from A and B̄ = (B1, . . . , Br) be the sets chosen from B such that p + r = m. Let

c1, . . . , cs be the constant symbols of τ , and let c̄A = (cA1 , . . . , c
A
s ) and c̄B = (cB1 , . . . , c

B
s ).

Call ((ā, Ā), (b̄, B̄)) as a play of m rounds of the MSO-EF game on A and B. The duplicator

wins the play ((ā, Ā), (b̄, B̄)) if ((ā, c̄A), (b̄, c̄B) is a partial isomorphism between (A, Ā) and

(B, B̄). Note that the latter implies ai ∈ Aj iff bi ∈ Bj , for i ∈ {1, . . . , p} and j ∈ {1, . . . , r}.

We now define the notion of a strategy for the duplicator in an MSO-EF game analogous to

that for an FO-EF game. For a set X , let 2X denote the powerset of X . An m-round strat-

egy for the duplicator in the MSO-EF game on A and B is a function S :
⋃i=m−1
i=0

((

(UA ∪

2UA) × (UB ∪ 2UB)
)i
× (UA ∪ 2UA ∪ UB ∪ 2UB)

)

→ (UA ∪ 2UA ∪ UB ∪ 2UB) such that for all

i ∈ {0, . . . ,m−1}, for all (d1, e1), . . . , (di, ei) ∈
(

(UA∪2UA)× (UB∪2UB)
)

and all d ∈ (UA∪

2UA ∪UB∪2UB), it is the case that (i) S((d1, e1), . . . , (di, ei), d) ∈ (UA∪UB) iff d ∈ (UA∪UB),

(ii) S((d1, e1), . . . , (di, ei), d) ∈ UA iff d ∈ UB, and (ii) S((d1, e1), . . . , (di, ei), d) ∈ 2UA iff

d ∈ 2UB . The duplicator is said to have a winning strategy in the m-round MSO-EF game on A

and B if there exists an m-round strategy S for the duplicator in the MSO-EF game on A and B

such that the duplicator wins every play of m rounds of the MSO-EF game on A and B, when

the duplicator responds in accordance with S.

Like Theorem 7.3.1, the following theorem shows that the existence of a winning strategy for the

duplicator in the MSO-EF game of m-rounds on A and B characterizes (m,MSO)-equivalence

of A and B. This theorem is stated more generally in Theorem 7.7 of [54]. However, we need

the theorem only as stated below.

Theorem 7.3.2. Let A and B be two structures over a vocabulary that possibly contains con-

stant symbols. Let ā and b̄ be given tuples of elements from A and B respectively. Then

(A, ā) ≡m,MSO (B, b̄) iff the duplicator has a winning strategy in the m-round MSO-EF game

on (A, ā) and (B, b̄).

7.4 Translation schemes

We recall the notion of translation schemes from the literature [57]. These were first introduced

in the context of classical model theory, and are known in the literature by different names,

like FO interpretations, transductions, etc. We define these below and look at some of their

properties subsequently.

Let τ and σ be given vocabularies, and t ≥ 1 be a natural number. Let x̄0 be a fixed t-tuple of
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first order variables, and for each relation R ∈ σ of arity #R, let x̄R be a fixed (t×#R)-tuple

of first order variables. A (t, τ, σ,L)-translation scheme Ξ = (ξ, (ξR)R∈σ) is a sequence of

formulas of L(τ) such that the free variables of ξ are among those in x̄0, and for R ∈ σ, the

free variables of ξR are among those in x̄R. When t, σ and τ are clear from context, we call Ξ

simply as a translation scheme. We call t as the dimension of Ξ. If t = 1, we say Ξ is a scalar

translation scheme, and if t ≥ 2, we say Ξ is a vectorized translation scheme. In our results in

the subsequent chapters, we consider vectorized translation schemes when L = FO, and scalar

translation schemes when L = MSO.

One can associate with a translation scheme Ξ, two partial maps: (i) Ξ∗ from τ -structures to

σ-structures (ii) Ξ♯ from L(σ) formulae to L(τ) formulae, each of which we define below. For

the ease of readability, we abuse notation slightly and use Ξ to denote both Ξ∗ and Ξ♯.

1. Given a τ -structure A, the σ-structure Ξ(A) is defined as follows.

1. UΞ(A) = {ā ∈ UtA | (A, ā) |= ξ(x̄0)}.

2. For each R ∈ σ of arity n, the interpretation of R in Ξ(A) is the set {ā ∈ Ut×nA | (A, ā) |=

ξR(x̄R)}.

2. We define the map Ξ from L(σ) formulae to L(τ) formulae. We first define this map for the

case of a (t, τ, σ, FO)-translation scheme. Given a FO(σ) formula ϕ(x̄) where x̄ = (x1, . . . , xn),

the FO(τ) formula Ξ(ϕ)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) where x̄i = (xi,1, . . . , xi,t) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is as defined

below.

1. If ϕ(x̄) is the formula R(x1, . . . , xr) for an r-ary relation symbol R ∈ σ, then

Ξ(ϕ)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) = ξR(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) ∧
i=r
∧

i=1

ξ(xi,1, . . . , xi,t)

2. If ϕ(x̄) is the formula x1 = x2, then

Ξ(ϕ)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) =

j=t
∧

j=1

(x1,j = x2,j) ∧
i=2
∧

i=1

ξ(xi,1, . . . , xi,t)

3. If ϕ(x̄) = ϕ1(x̄) ∧ ϕ2(x̄), then

Ξ(ϕ)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) = Ξ(ϕ1)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) ∧ Ξ(ϕ2)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n)

The same holds with ∧ replaced with ∨.

4. If ϕ(x̄) = ¬ϕ1(x̄), then

Ξ(ϕ)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) = ¬Ξ(ϕ1)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n)
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5. If ϕ(x̄) = ∃yϕ1(x̄, y), then for ȳ = (y1, . . . , yt)

Ξ(ϕ)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) = ∃ȳ
(

Ξ(ϕ1)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n, ȳ) ∧ ξ(y1, . . . , yt)
)

6. If ϕ(x̄) = ∀yϕ1(x̄, y), then for ȳ = (y1, . . . , yt)

Ξ(ϕ)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) = ∀ȳ
(

ξ(y1, . . . , yt) → Ξ(ϕ1)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n, ȳ)
)

We now define Ξ for a (1, τ, σ,MSO)-translation scheme. Given an MSO(σ) formula ϕ(x̄)

where x̄ = (x1, . . . , xn), the MSO(τ) formula Ξ(ϕ)(x̄), is as defined below.

1. If ϕ(x̄) is an FO atomic formula, then Ξ(ϕ)(x̄) is as defined in the case of FO above.

2. If ϕ(x̄) is the formula X(x1) for an MSO variable X ,

Ξ(ϕ)(x̄) = X(x1) ∧ ξ(x1)

3. For boolean combinations, and quantification over FO variables, Ξ(ϕ)(x̄) is as defined in

the case of FO above.

4. If ϕ(x̄) = ∃Y ϕ1(x̄, Y ), then

Ξ(ϕ)(x̄) = ∃Y Ξ(ϕ1)(x̄, Y )

5. If ϕ(x̄) = ∀Y ϕ1(x̄, Y ), then

Ξ(ϕ)(x̄) = ∀Y Ξ(ϕ1)(x̄, Y )

Properties of translation schemes:

For a (t, τ, σ,L)-translation scheme Ξ = (ξ, (ξR)R∈σ), let rank(Ξ) denote the maximum of the

quantifier ranks of the formulae ξ and ξR for each R ∈ σ.

Lemma 7.4.1. Let Ξ be a (t, τ, σ,L)-translation scheme, and let ϕ be an L(σ) formula of

quantifier rank m.

1. If L =FO, then Ξ(ϕ) is an FO(τ) formula having quantifier rank at most t ·m+ rank(Ξ).

2. If L =MSO and Ξ is scalar, then Ξ(ϕ) is an MSO(τ) formula having quantifier rank at

most m+ rank(Ξ).

The following proposition relates the application of transductions to structures and formulas to

each other.
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Proposition 7.4.2. Let Ξ be either a (t, τ, σ,FO)-translation scheme, or a (1, τ, σ,MSO)-translation

scheme. Then for every L(σ) formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) where n ≥ 0, for every τ -structure A and

for every n-tuple (ā1, . . . , ān) from Ξ(A), the following holds.

(Ξ(A), ā1, . . . , ān) |= ϕ(x1, . . . , xn)

iff (A, ā1, . . . , ān) |= Ξ(ϕ)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n)

where x̄i = (xi,1, . . . , xi,t) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

An immediate consequence of Lemma 7.4.1 and Proposition 7.4.2 is the following.

Corollary 7.4.3. Let Ξ be a (t, τ, σ,L)-translation scheme. Let m, r ∈ N be such that r =

t ·m + rank(Ξ). Suppose A and B are τ -structures, and suppose ā1, . . . , ān, resp. b̄1, . . . , b̄n,

are n elements from Ξ(A), resp. Ξ(B).

1. If (A, ā1, . . . , ān) ≡r,FO (B, b̄1, . . . , b̄n), then (Ξ(A), ā1, . . . , ān) ≡m,FO (Ξ(B), b̄1, . . . , b̄n).

2. If (A, ā1, . . . , ān) ≡r,MSO (B, b̄1, . . . , b̄n), then (Ξ(A), ā1, . . . , ān) ≡m,MSO (Ξ(B), b̄1, . . . , b̄n),

when Ξ is scalar.

We use the above properties of translation schemes in our results in the forthcoming chapters.

Before we move to the next chapter, we define three notions that will frequently appear in our

discussions. These are the notions of hereditariness, disjoint union and cartesian product. Given

a class S1 of structures and a subclass S2 of S1, we say S2 is hereditary over S1, if S2 is PS

over S1 (see Section 2.5 for the definition of PS). A class S is hereditary if it is hereditary over

the class of all (finite) structures. Given two τ -structures A and B, the disjoint union of A and

B, denoted A ⊔B, is defined as follows. Let B′ be an isomorphic copy of B whose universe

is disjoint with that of A. Then A ⊔ B is defined upto isomorphism as the structure C such

that (i) UC = UA ∪ UB′ and (ii) RC = RA ∪ RB′

for each relation symbol R ∈ τ . Finally, the

cartesian product of A and B, denoted A ×B, is the structure C such that (i) UC = UA × UB

and (ii) for each n-ary relation symbol R ∈ τ , for each n-tuple ((a1, b1), . . . , (an, bn)) from

C, where (a1, . . . , an) is an n-tuple from A and (b1, . . . , bn) is an n-tuple from B, we have

((a1, b1), . . . , (an, bn)) ∈ RC iff (a1, . . . , an) ∈ RA and (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ RB.
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The need to investigate new classes of finite

structures for GLT(k)

As already mentioned in the introduction, the class of finite structures behaves very differently

compared to the class of arbitrary structures. The failure of the compactness theorem in the

finite causes a collapse of the proofs of most of the classical preservation theorems in the finite.

Worse still, the statements of these theorems also fail in the finite. The Łoś-Tarski theorem is

an instance of these failures [37, 68, 81].

Theorem 8.1 (Tait 1959, Gurevich-Shelah 1984). There is a sentence that is preserved under

substructures over the class of all finite structures, but that is not equivalent, over all finite

structures, to any Π0
1 sentence.

In the last 15 years, a lot of research in the area of preservation theorems in finite model theory

has focussed on identifying classes of finite structures over which classical preservation the-

orems hold. The following theorem from [7] identifies classes of finite structures that satisfy

structural restrictions that are interesting from a computational standpoint and also from the

standpoint of modern graph structure theory, and shows that these classes are “well-behaved”

with respect some classical preservation theorems, indeed in particular the Łoś-Tarski theorem.

Theorem 8.2 (Atserias-Dawar-Grohe, 2008). The Łoś-Tarski theorem holds over each of the

following classes of finite structures:

1. Any class of acyclic structures that is closed under substructures and disjoint unions.
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2. Any class of bounded degree structures that is closed under substructures and disjoint

unions.

3. The class of all structures of tree-width at most k, for each k ∈ N.

It is natural to ask what happens to GLT(k) over the classes of finite structures referred to above.

Unfortunately, GLT(k) fails in general over each of these classes. We show this failure first for

the class of all finite structures, and then for the special classes of finite structures considered in

Theorem 8.2.

8.1 Failure of GLT(k) over all finite structures

The failure of the Łoś-Tarski theorem over the class of all finite structures already implies the

failure of GLT(0) over this class. We show below that this failure happens for GLT(k) for each

k ≥ 0. In fact, we show something stronger.

Proposition 8.1.1 (Failure of GLT(k) in the finite). There exists a vocabulary τ such that if S

is the class of all finite τ -structures, then for each k ≥ 0, there exists an FO(τ ) sentence ψk that

is preserved under substructures over S , but that is not S-equivalent to any ∃k∀∗ sentence. It

follows that there is a sentence that is PSC(k) over S (ψk being one such sentence) but that is

not S-equivalent to any ∃k∀∗ sentence.

Proof. The second part of the proposition follows from the first part since a sentence that is

preserved under substructures over S is also PSC(k) over S for each k ≥ 0. We now prove the

first part of the proposition.

Consider the vocabulary τ = {≤, S, P, c, d} where ≤ and S are both binary relation symbols,

P is a unary relation symbol, and c and d are constant symbols. The sentence ψk is constructed

along the lines of the known counterxample to the Łoś-Tarski theorem in the finite. Following

are the details.

ψk = (ξ1 ∧ ξ2 ∧ ξ3) ∧ ¬(ξ4 ∧ ξ5)

ξ1 = “ ≤ is a linear order ”

ξ2 = “ c is minimum under ≤ and d is maximum under ≤ ”

ξ3 = ∀x∀y S(x, y) → “ y is the successor of x under ≤ ”

ξ4 = ∀x (x 6= d) → ∃yS(x, y)

ξ5 = “ There exist at most k elements in (the set interpreting) P ”
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It is easy to see that each of ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 and ξ5 can be expressed using a universal sentence. In

particular, ξ1 and ξ3 can be expressed using a ∀3 sentence each, ξ2 can be expressed using a ∀

sentence, and ξ5 can be expressed using a ∀k+1 sentence.

The sentence ψk is preserved under substructures over S

We show that ϕk = ¬ψk is preserved under extensions over S .

Let A |= ϕk and A ⊆ B. If α = (ξ1 ∧ ξ2∧ ξ3) is such that A |= ¬α, then since ¬α is equivalent

to an existential sentence, we have B |= ¬α; whence B |= ϕk. Else, A |= α ∧ ξ4. Let b be an

element of B that is not in A. Then there are two possibilities:

1. (B, a1, b, a2) |= ((x ≤ y)∧ (y ≤ z)) for two elements a1, a2 of A such that (A, a1, a2) |=

S(x, z); then B |= ¬ξ3 and hence B |= ϕk.

2. (B, b) |= ((d ≤ x)∨ (x ≤ c)). Since the interpretations of c, d in B are the same as those

of c, d in A respectively, we have B |= ¬ξ2 and hence B |= ϕk.

In all cases, we have B |= ϕk.

The sentence ψk is not equivalent over S to any ∃k∀∗ sentence

Suppose ψk is equivalent to the sentence γ = ∃x1 . . . ∃xk∀
nȳβ(x1, . . . , xk, ȳ), where β is a

quantifier-free formula. We show below that this leads to a contradiction, showing that the

sentence γ cannot exist.

Consider the structure A = (UA,≤
A, SA, PA, cA, dA), where the universe UA = {1, . . . , (8n +

1)× (k + 1)}, ≤A and SA are respectively the usual linear order and successor relation on UA,

cA = 1, dA = (8n + 1) × (k + 1) and PA = {(4n + 1) + i × (8n + 1) | i ∈ {0, . . . , k}}. We

see that A |= (ξ1 ∧ ξ2 ∧ ξ3 ∧ ξ4 ∧ ¬ξ5) and hence A |= ψk. Then A |= γ. Let a1, . . . , ak be the

witnesses in A to the k existential quantifiers of γ.

It is clear that there exists i∗ ∈ {0, . . . , k} such that aj does not belong to {(8n + 1) × i∗ +

1, . . . , (8n + 1) × (i∗ + 1)} for each j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then consider the structure B that is

identical to A except that PB = PA \ {(4n+1)+ i∗× (8n+1)}. It is clear from the definition

of B that B |= (ξ1 ∧ ξ2 ∧ ξ3 ∧ ξ4 ∧ ξ5) and hence B |= ¬ψk. We now show a contradiction by

showing that B |= γ.

We show that B |= γ by showing that (B, a1, . . . , ak) |= ∀nȳβ(x1, . . . , xk, ȳ). This is in

turn done by showing that for any n-tuple ē = (e1, . . . , en) from B, there exists an n-tuple f̄ =

(f1, . . . , fn) from A such that the (partial) map ρ : B → A given by ρ(1) = 1, ρ((8n+1)×(k+

1)) = (8n+1)×(k+1), ρ(aj) = aj for j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and ρ(ej) = fj for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} is such

that ρ is a partial isomorphism from B to A. Then since (A, a1, . . . , ak) |= ∀nȳβ(x1, . . . , xk, ȳ),
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we have (A, a1, . . . , ak, f̄) |= β(x1, . . . , xk, ȳ) whereby (B, a1, . . . , ak, ē) |= β(x1, . . . , xk, ȳ).

Since ē is an arbitrary n-tuple from B, we have (B, a1, . . . , ak) |= ∀nȳβ(x1, . . . , xk, ȳ).

Define a contiguous segment in B to be a set of l distinct elements of B, for some l ≥ 1, that are

contiguous w.r.t. the linear ordering in B. That is, if b1, . . . , bl are the distinct elements of the

aforesaid contiguous segment such that (bj, bj+1) ∈≤
B for 1 ≤ j ≤ l− 1, then (bj, bj+1) ∈ SB.

We represent such a contiguous segment as [b1, bl], and view it as an interval in B. Given

an n-tuple ē from B, a contiguous segment of ē in B is a contiguous segment in B, all of

whose elements belong to (the set underlying) ē. A maximal contiguous segment of ē in B is

a contiguous segment of ē in B that is not strictly contained in another contiguous segment of

ē in B. Let CS be the set of all maximal contiguous segments of ē in B. Let CS1 ⊆ CS be

the set of all those segments of CS that have an intersection with the set {1, . . . , (8n + 1) ×

i∗} ∪ {(8n + 1) × (i∗ + 1) + 1, . . . , (8n + 1) × (k + 1)}. Let CS2 = CS \ CS1. Then all

intervals in CS2 are strictly contained in the interval [(8n+ 1)× i∗ + 1, (8n+ 1)× (i∗ + 1)].

Let CS2 = {[i1, j1] , [i2, j2] . . . , [ir, jr]}. Observe that r ≤ n. Without loss of generality, assume

that i1 ≤ j1 < i2 ≤ j2 < . . . < ir ≤ jr. Let CS3 be the set of contiguous segments in A defined

as CS3 = {[i′1, j
′
1] , [i

′
2, j
′
2] , . . . , [i

′
r, j
′
r]} where i′1 = (8n + 1)× i∗ + n + 1, j′1 = i′1 + (j1 − i1),

and for 2 ≤ l ≤ r, we have i′l = j′l−1 + 2 and j′l = i′l + (jl − il). Observe that the sum of the

lengths of the segments of CS2 is at most n, whereby j′r ≤ (8n+ 1)× i∗ + 3n+ 1.

Now consider the tuple f̄ = (f1, . . . , fn) defined using ē = (e1, . . . , en) as follows. Let

Elements(CS1), resp. Elements(CS2), denote the elements contained in the segments of CS1,

resp. CS2. For 1 ≤ l ≤ n, if el ∈ Elements(CS1), then fl = el. Else suppose el belongs to the

segment [is, js] of CS2 where 1 ≤ s ≤ r, and suppose that el = is+t for some t ∈ {0, (js−is)}.

Then choose fl = i′s + t.

It is easy to see that the (partial) map ρ : B → A given by ρ(1) = 1, ρ((8n + 1)× (k + 1)) =

(8n + 1) × (k + 1), ρ(aj) = aj for j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and ρ(ej) = fj for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} is such

that ρ is a partial isomorphism from B to A.

Remark 8.1.2. Proposition 8.1.1 is a stronger statement than the failure of the Łoś-Tarski the-

orem in the finite. While the latter only shows that the class of sentences that are preserved

under substructures in the finite, i.e. the class of sentences that are PSC(0) in the finite, cannot

be characterized by the class of ∀∗ sentences, Proposition 8.1.1 shows that for each l ≥ 0, the

class of sentences that is PSC(l) in the finite cannot be characterized by, or even semantically

subsumed by, the class of ∃k∀∗ sentences, for any k ≥ 0. Interestingly, the sentence ψk in
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Proposition 8.1.1, which is not equivalent in the finite to any ∃k∀∗ sentence, is actually equiv-

alent (in the finite) to an ∃k+1∀∗ sentence. We dwell on this observation towards the end of

Chapter 12.

8.2 Failure of GLT(k) over classes that are well-behaved w.r.t.

the Łoś-Tarski theorem

Towards the central result of this section, we first show the following.

Lemma 8.2.1. Let U be the class of all undirected graphs that are (finite) disjoint unions of

(finite) undirected paths. Let S be a class of undirected graphs of degree at most 2, that contains

U as a subclass. Then for each k ≥ 2, there is a sentence φk that is PSC(k) over S , but that is

not S-equivalent to any ∃k∀∗ sentence.

Proof. Given k ≥ 2, consider φk that asserts that either (i) there are at least k nodes of degree

exactly 0 or (ii) there are at least k + 1 nodes of degree atmost 1. We claim that the sentence

φk is the desired sentence for the given k. We give the reasoning for the case of k = 2; an

analogous reasoning can be done for k > 2. In our arguments below, φ = φ2. We observe that

any graph in S is a disjoint union of undirected paths and undirected cycles.

Any graph in S that contains a single connected component that is a path (whereby every other

connected component is a cycle), cannot be a model of φ. Then every model D of φ in S has

at least two connected components, each of which is a path (of length ≥ 0). Consider a set C

formed by an end point of one of these paths and an end point of the other of these paths. It is

easy to check that C is a 2-crux of D w.r.t. φ over S , whereby φ is PSC(2) over S . Suppose φ

is S-equivalent to ψ = ∃x1∃x2 ∀
nȳ β(x1, x2, ȳ) where β is a quantifier-free formula. Consider a

graph A ∈ U that has exactly two connected components each of which is a path of length ≥ 2n.

Clearly A is a model of φ. Further since A ∈ S , we have A |= ψ. Let a1, a2 be witnesses in A,

to the existential quantifiers of ψ. It cannot be that a1, a2 are both from the same path of A else

the path by itself would be a model for ψ, and hence φ. Now consider a structure B ∈ U ⊆ S ,

which is a single path that has length ≥ 4n, and let p1, p2 be the end points of this path. If a1

(resp. a2) is at a distance of r ≤ n from the end point of any path in A, then choose a point b1

(resp. b2) at the same distance, namely r, from p1 (resp. p2) in B. Else choose b1 (resp. b2) at

a distance of n + 1 from p1 (resp. p2). Now consider any n-tuple ē from B. By a similar kind
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of reasoning as done in Proposition 8.1.1, one can show that it is possible to choose an n-tuple

f̄ from A such that the (partial) map ρ : B → A given by ρ(bi) = ai, ρ(ej) = fj for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2

and 1 ≤ j ≤ n, is a partial isomorphism from B to A. Since (A, a1, a2) |= ∀nȳβ(x1, x2, ȳ), we

have (A, a1, a2, f̄) |= β(x1, x2, ȳ) whereby (B, b1, b2, ē) |= β(x1, x2, ȳ). Since ē is arbitrary,

we have B models ψ, and hence φ – a contradiction.

To state the central result of this section, we first introduce some terminology. Let τ be a

vocabulary consisting of unary and binary relation symbols only. Given a τ -structure A, let

G(A) = (V,E) be the graph such that (i) V is exactly the universe of A, and (ii) (a, b) ∈ E

iff for some binary relation symbol B ∈ τ , we have (A, a, b) |= (B(x, y) ∨ B(y, x)). In the

language of translation schemes (see Section 7.4), the structure G(A) is indeed Ξ(A) where

Ξ = (ξ, ξE) is the (1, τ, {E}, FO)-translation scheme such that ξ is the formula x = x, and ξE

is the formula
∨

D∈τbin
(D(x, y) ∨ D(y, x)), where τbin is the set of all binary relation symbols

of τ . Given a class S of τ -structures, let G(S) = {G(A) | A ∈ S}.

We say a class of undirected graphs has unbounded induced path lengths if for every n ∈ N,

there exists a graph G in the class such that G contains an induced path of length ≥ n. We say

a class S of τ -structures has unbounded induced path lengths if the class G(S) of undirected

graphs has unbounded induced path lengths. A class of τ -structures is said to have bounded

induced path lengths if it does not have unbounded induced path lengths.

The central result of this section is as follows.

Theorem 8.2.2. Let V be a hereditary class of undirected graphs. Let τ be a vocabulary con-

taining unary and binary relation symbols only, and S be the class of all τ -structures A such

that G(A) belongs to V . If GLT(k) holds over S for any k ≥ 2, then S has bounded induced

path lengths.

Proof. If τ contains only unary relation symbols, then trivially S has bounded induced path

lengths; the induced path lengths in all structures in S is bounded by 0. Therefore, assume τ

contains at least one binary relation symbol. Let τbin be the set of all binary relation symbols of

τ , and let B be one such relation symbol of τbin.

We prove the result by contradiction. Suppose S has unbounded induced path lengths. Then for

every n ∈ N, there exists A ∈ S such that the graph G(A) contains an induced path of length

r ≥ n. Since G(A) ∈ V and V is hereditary, it follows that the undirected path graph of length

n belongs to V , for each n ∈ N. Then, again by the hereditariness of V , the class U of all (finite)
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disjoint unions of (finite) undirected paths is a subclass of V . Let χ be a universal sentence in

the vocabulary {E} of graphs such that any model of χ is an undirected graph whose degree is

at most 2, and let V1 be the class of all models of χ in V . Clearly, U is a subclass of V1. For

k ≥ 2, let φk be the sentence given by Lemma 8.2.1 such that φk is PSC(k) over V1 but φk is

not V1-equivalent to any ∃k∀∗ sentence.

Before we proceed, we present two observations. Let ξE(x, y) =
∨

D∈τbin
(D(x, y) ∨ D(y, x))

as seen earlier. Given an FO({E}) sentence β, let β [E 7→ ξE] be the FO(τ) sentence obtained

from β by replacing each occurence of “E(x, y)” in β, with the formula ξE(x, y). Following

are two observations that are easy to verify. Let A,B be given τ -structures.

O.1 If B ⊆ A, then G(B) ⊆ G(A).

O.2 A |= β [E 7→ ξE] iff G(A) |= β.

(Indeed, Observation O.2 can also be verified using Proposition 7.4.2, while Observation O.1

can also be verified using Lemma 10.4.10, that we present later.)

Consider now the FO(τ) sentence α = (φk ∧ χ) [E 7→ ξE]. We have the following.

α is PSC(k) over S: Suppose A ∈ S is such that A |= α. Then G(A) ∈ V and G(A) |= φk ∧ χ

by Observation O.2; whereby G(A) ∈ V1. Then since φk is PSC(k) over V1, there exists a

k-crux C of G(A) w.r.t. φk over V1. Consider a substructure B of A such that B ∈ S and B

contains C. Then G(B) ∈ V . By Observation O.1 above, we have G(B) ⊆ G(A). Since χ is

a universal sentence that is true in G(A), we have that G(B) models χ, whereby G(B) ∈ V1.

Then since G(B) contains C and C is a k-crux of G(A) w.r.t. φk over V1, it follows that

G(B) |= (φk ∧ χ). By Observation O.2 above, B |= α. Whereby C is a k-crux of A w.r.t. α

over S . Then α is PSC(k) over S .

α is not S-equivalent to any ∃k∀∗ sentence: Suppose α is S-equivalent to an ∃k∀∗ FO(τ) sen-

tence γ1. Let γ2 = γ1 [B 7→ E;D 7→ False, D ∈ τbin, D 6= B] be the FO({E}) sentence ob-

tained from γ1 by replacing (i) each occurence of B in γ1 with E, and (ii) each occurence of D

in γ1 with the constant formula False, for each D ∈ τbin, D 6= B. Observe that γ2 is an ∃k∀∗

sentence. We show that φk is V1-equivalent to γ2, contradicting Lemma 8.2.1.

Letψ be the FO(τ) sentence given byψ = ∀x∀y
(

(B(x, y) ↔ B(y, x))∧
∧

D∈τbin,D 6=B
¬D(x, y)

)

.

Given a {E}-structure C, let Cψ be the τ -structure such that (i) UCψ = UC, (ii) for any two el-

ements a, b ∈ UCψ , (Cψ, a, b) |= B(x, y) iff (C, a, b) |= E(x, y), and (iii) for any two elements

a, b ∈ UCψ , (Cψ, a, b) |= ¬D(x, y) for each D ∈ τbin, D 6= B. It is easy to see that Cψ |= ψ, and

that G(Cψ) = C.
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Before proceeding to show that φk is V1-equivalent to γ2, we make the simple yet important

observation, call it (†), that any model of ψ in S models the sentence (γ1 ↔ γ2 [E 7→ ξE]).

• φk entails γ2 over V1: Suppose C ∈ V1 is such that C |= φk. Then C |= (φk ∧ χ). Let

A = Cψ. Then A |= ψ and G(A) = C, whereby A ∈ S . Since C |= (φk ∧ χ), we have

A |= α by Observation O.2 above. Now since α is S-equivalent to γ1 (by assumption), we

have A |= γ1. Since A models ψ, we have by (†) that A |= γ2 [E 7→ ξE]. By Observation O.2

above, C |= γ2.

• γ2 entails φk over V1: Suppose C ∈ V1 is such that C |= γ2. Let A = Cψ. Then A |= ψ and

G(A) = C. By Observation O.2 above, A |= γ2 [E 7→ ξE]. By (†), we have A |= γ1. Since γ1

is S-equivalent to α, we have A |= α. By Observation O.2, C |= (φk∧χ), and hence C |= φk.

Proposition 8.2.3. Let τ be a vocabulary containing unary and binary relation symbols only,

and let there be at least one binary relation symbol in τ . Then there exist classes S1 and S2 of

τ -structures such that,

• S1 is acyclic, of degree at most 2, and is closed under substructures and disjoint unions

• S2 is the class of all τ -structures of treewidth 1

and GLT(k) fails over each of S1 and S2 for each k ≥ 2.

Proof. Let V2 be the class of all undirected graphs that are acyclic, and let V1 be the class of all

the graphs in V1 that have degree at most 2. Clearly V1 and V2 are hereditary. Let Si be the class

of all τ -structures A such that G(A) ∈ Vi, for i ∈ {1, 2}. It is easy to see that S1 is acyclic, of

degree at most 2, and is closed under substructures and disjoint unions. That S2 is the class of

all τ -structures of tree-width 1 follows from definitions. Observe now that each of S1 and S2

has unbounded induced path lengths. It then follows from Theorem 8.2.2, that GLT(k) cannot

hold over Si for any k ≥ 2, for each i ∈ {1, 2}.

The above result motivates us to ask the following question: Can we identify structural prop-

erties (possibly abstract) of classes of finite structures that are satisfied by interesting classes

of finite structures, and that entail GLT(k)? And further, entail GLT(k) in effective form?.

We identify one such property in this thesis. Notably, the classes of structures that satisfy our

property are incomparable to those studied in [7, 21, 38].
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Chapter 9

The L-Equivalent Bounded Substructure

Property – L-EBSP(S, k)

We define a new logic-based combinatorial property of classes of finite structures.

Definition 9.1 (L-EBSP(S, k)). Let S be a class of structures and k ∈ N. We say that S satisfies

the L-equivalent bounded substructure property for parameter k, abbreviated L-EBSP(S, k) is

true (alternatively, L-EBSP(S, k) holds), if there exists a function θ(S,k,L) : N → N such that

for each m ∈ N, for each structure A of S and for each k-tuple ā from A, there exists a

structure B such that (i) B ∈ S , (ii) B ⊆ A, (iii) the elements of ā are contained in B, (iv)

|B| ≤ θ(S,k,L)(m), and (v) tpB,ā,m,L(x̄) = tpA,ā,m,L(x̄). The conjunction of these five conditions

is denoted as L-EBSP-condition(S,A,B, k,m, ā, θ(S,k,L)). We call θ(S,k,L) a witness function

for L-EBSP(S, k).

Remark 9.2. Observe that there can be several witness functions for L-EBSP(S, k). For in-

stance, if θ(S,k,L) is a witness function, then any function ν : N → N such that θ(S,k,L)(m) ≤

ν(m) for all m ∈ N is also a witness function. Observe also that there always exists a mono-

tonic witness function. This is easily seen as follows. For a function ν : N → N, let ν ′ : N → N

be the function defined as ν ′(m) = Σi=m
i=0 ν(i). Then ν ′ is monotonic and ν(m) ≤ ν ′(m) for all

m ∈ N; whereby if ν is a witness function, then so is ν ′. Therefore, we assume henceforth that

all witness functions are monotonic.

We list below two simple examples of classes S that satisfy L-EBSP(S, k) for every k ∈ N.

Many more such classes are presented in Chapter 10.
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1. Let S be a finite class of structures. Clearly, L-EBSP(S, k) holds for all k ∈ N, with

θ(S,k,L)(m) giving the size of the largest structure in S .

2. Let S be the class of all τ -structures, where all relation symbols in τ are unary. By a

simple FO-EF game argument, one can see that FO-EBSP(S, k) holds for all k ∈ N, with

θ(S,k,L)(m) = m · 2|τ | + k. In more detail: given A ∈ S , one can associate exactly one

of 2|τ | colors with each element a of A, where the colour of a gives the valuation in A,

of all predicates of τ for a. Then given a k-tuple ā from A, consider B ⊆ A satisfying

the following: (i) the set W of elements of ā, is contained in UB, and (ii) for each colour

c, if Ac = {a | a ∈ UA \ W, a has colour c in A}, then Ac ⊆ UB if |Ac| < m, else

|Ac ∩ UB| = m. It is then easy to see that FO-EBSP-condition(S,A,B, k,m, ā, θ(S,k,L))

is true.

By a similar MSO-EF game argument, one can show that MSO-EBSP(S, k) holds for all

k ∈ N, with the same witness function θ(S,k,L) as above.

9.1 L-EBSP(·, k) entails GLT(k)

In this section, we show that L-EBSP(S, k) indeed entails GLT(k). Towards this result, we first

observe that given a class S of structures and a natural number n, there exists an FO sentence

that defines the subclass of all structures in S of size at most n (it is easy to construct such a

sentence that is in ∃n∀∗). We fix such a sentence and denote it as ξS,n. Secondly, we observe

the following.

Lemma 9.1.1. Given a sentence ψ over a vocabulary τ and variables x̄ = (x1, . . . , xn) not

appearing in ψ, there exists a quantifier-free formula ψ|x̄(x̄) over τ , whose free variables are

among x̄, such that the following holds: Let A be a structure and ā = (a1, . . . , an) a sequence

of elements of A. Then

(A, a1, . . . , an) |= ψ|x̄(x̄) iff A({a1, . . . , ak}) |= ψ

where A({a1, . . . , ak}) denotes the substructure of A induced by {a1, . . . , ak}. Further, ψ|x̄(x̄)

is computable from ψ.

Proof. Let X = {x1, . . . , xn}. Replace every subformula of ψ of the form ∃zχ(z, y1, . . . , yk)

with
∨

z∈X χ(z, y1, . . . , yk), and every subformula of ψ of the form ∀zχ(z, y1, . . . , yk) with
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∧

z∈X χ(z, y1, . . . , yk). It is clear that the resulting formula can be taken to be ψ|x̄(x̄). It is also

clear that ψx̄(x̄) is computable from ψ.

The formula ψ|x̄(x̄) is read as ψ relativized to x̄.

Given a class S of structures and an L sentence ϕ, we say that ϕ is PSC(k) over S if the class

of models of ϕ in S is PSC(k) over S (see Definition 3.1.1 for the definition of PSC(k)). We

say L-GLT(k) holds over S if for all L sentences ϕ, it is the case that ϕ is PSC(k) over S iff

ϕ is S-equivalent to an ∃k∀∗ FO sentence. Observe that over any class S , FO-GLT(k) holds iff

GLT(k) holds, and that if MSO-GLT(k) holds, then so does FO-GLT(k).

Theorem 9.1.2. Let S be a class of finite structures and k ∈ N be such that L-EBSP(S, k)

holds. Then L-GLT(k), and hence GLT(k), holds over S . Further, if there exists a computable

witness function for L-EBSP(S, k), then the translation from an L sentence that is PSC(k)

over S , to an S-equivalent ∃k∀∗ sentence, is effective.

Proof. Let θ(S,k,L) be a witness function for L-EBSP(S, k). We show below that an L sentence

ϕ of quantifier rank m that is PSC(k) over S , is S-equivalent to the sentence χ given by

χ = ∃kx̄∀pȳ ψ|x̄ȳ(x̄, ȳ), where p = θ(S,k,L)(m) and ψ = (ξS,p → ϕ). It is easy to see that if

θ(S,k,L) is computable, then since m is effectively computable from ϕ, so are p, ξS,p and χ.

From the discussion in Section 3.1, we see that a L sentence that is S-equivalent to an ∃k∀∗

sentence, is PSC(k) over S . Towards the converse, consider an L sentence ϕ, of quantifier rank

m, that is PSC(k) over S . Let χ be the sentence as given in the previous paragraph. Since ϕ is

PSC(k) over S , every model A of ϕ in S also satisfies χ. This is because the elements of any

k-crux of A can serve as witnesses to the existential quantifiers of χ. Thus ϕ entails χ over S .

To show χ entails ϕ over S , suppose A is a model of χ in S . Let ā be a k-tuple that is a witness

in A to the k existential quantifiers of χ. Since L-EBSP(S, k) holds, there exists a structure

B such that L-EBSP-condition(S,A,B, k,m, ā, θ(S,k,L)) is true. In other words, we have (i)

B ∈ S , (ii) B ⊆ A, (iii) the elements of ā are contained in B, (iv) |B| ≤ θ(S,k,L)(m) = p, and

(v) (B, ā) ≡m,L (A, ā); then B ≡m,L A. Since (A, ā) |= ∀pȳ ψ|x̄ȳ(x̄, ȳ), by instantiating the

universal variables ȳ with the elements of UB, and by using Lemma 9.1.1, we get B |= (ξS,p →

ϕ). Since B ∈ S and |B| ≤ p, we have B |= ξS,p whereby B |= ϕ. Since ϕ is an L sentence

of quantifier rank m and B ≡m,L A, it follows that A |= ϕ. Thus χ entails ϕ over S whereby ϕ

is S-equivalent to χ.
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9.2 L-EBSP(S, k) – a finitary analogue of the downward

Löwenheim-Skolem property

The downward Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, as already seen in Section 2.3, is one of the first

results of classical model theory. Well before the central tool of classical model theory, namely

the compactness theorem, was discovered, Löwenheim and Skolem [56, 78], showed the fol-

lowing result.

Theorem 9.2.1 (Löwenheim 1915, Skolem 1920). If an FO theory over a countable vocabulary

has an infinite model, then it has a countable model.

Historically, the proof of Theorem 9.2.1, initially due to Löwenheim, assumed König’s lemma,

though the latter lemma was proven only in 1927. Skolem in 1920 gave the first fully self-

contained proof of the theorem and hence the theorem is jointly attributed to Skolem [8]. In

subsequent years, Skolem came up with a more general statement.

Theorem 9.2.2 (Skolem’s revised version of the downward Löwenheim-Skolem theorem). Let

τ be a countable vocabulary. For every τ -structure A and every countable set W of elements of

A, there is a countable substructure B of A such that B contains the elements of W , and B is

elementarily equivalent to A.

Finally, Mal’tsev [58] proved the most general version of downward Löwenheim-Skolem theo-

rem, which is also considered as the modern statement of the theorem. This version by Mal’tsev,

stated as Theorem 2.3.3 in Section 2.3, is restated below. Recall, that B � A denotes that B is

an elementary substructure of A.

Theorem 9.2.3 (Modern statement of the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, Mal’tsev 1936). Let τ

be a countable vocabulary. For every τ -structure A and every infinite cardinal κ, if W is a set

of at most κ elements of A, then there exists a structure B such that (i) B ⊆ A, (ii) B contains

the elements of W , (iii) |B| ≤ κ, and (iv) B � A.

We now define a model-theoretic property of arbitrary structures, that is closely related to the

model-theoretic properties contained in the versions of the downward Löwenheim-Skolem the-

orem by Skolem and Mal’tsev. Given structures A and B, we say A and B are L-equivalent,

denoted A ≡L B, if A and B agree on all L sentences. If B ⊆ A and b̄ is a (potentially infinite)

tuple from B, that contains exactly the elements of B, then we say B is an L-substructure of
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A, denoted B �L A, if (B, b̄) ≡L (A, b̄). The reader can recognize that when L = FO, then ≡L

and �L are exactly the literature notions of elementary equivalence and elementary substructure

(see Section 2.3). One easily sees that if B ⊆ A and ā is any tuple (of any length) from B, then

B �L A → (B, ā) ≡L (A, ā) → B ≡L A

where → denotes the usual implication. Consider now the following model-theoretic property

of a class S of arbitrary structures. Below, a κ-tuple is a tuple of length κ.

Definition 9.2.4. Let S be a class of arbitrary structures over a countable vocabulary, and let κ

be an infinite cardinal. We say that L-DLSP(S, κ) is true, if for each structure A ∈ S and each

κ-tuple ā from A, there exists a structure B such that (i) B ∈ S , (ii) B ⊆ A, (iii) the elements

of ā are contained in B, (iv) |B| ≤ κ, and (v) (B, ā) ≡L (A, ā).

Let L-DLSPM(S, κ), resp. L-DLSPS(S, κ), be the properties obtained from Definition 9.2.4 by

simply replacing the last condition in the definition with “B �L A”, resp. “B ≡L A”. The

implication above then shows that

L-DLSPM(S, κ) → L-DLSP(S, κ) → L-DLSPS(S, κ)

Observe now that by taking L as FO and S as the class of all (i.e. finite and infinite) struc-

tures, both L-DLSPM(S, κ) and L-DLSPS(S, ω) are true, since indeed, these are respectively,

the versions of the downward Löwenheim-Skolem theorem by Mal’tsev and Skolem, given

by Theorem 9.2.3 and Theorem 9.2.2. Whereby, we can see L-DLSP(S, κ) as a version of

the downward Löwenheim-Skolem property that is “intermediate” between the versions of the

downward Löwenheim-Skolem property by Mal’tsev and Skolem. And now, as the figure be-

low shows, L-EBSP(S, k) reads very much like L-DLSP(S, κ). Indeed then, L-EBSP(S, k)

can very well be regarded as a finitary analogue of the downward Löwenheim-Skolem property.
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A A

L-DLSP(S, κ) L-EBSP(S, k) for a fixed m

∀A ∈ S
∀ ā ∈ (UA)

κ

(i) B ∈ S (ii) B ⊆ A (iii) B contains ā

(iv) |B| ≤ κ and (v) (B, ā) ≡L (A, ā)

Let p = θS,k,L(m).

∃B

B

ā

B

ā

∀A ∈ S
∀ ā ∈ (UA)

k

(i) B ∈ S (ii) B ⊆ A (iii) B contains ā

(iv) |B| ≤ p and (v) (B, ā) ≡m,L (A, ā)

∃B

≡m,L

≡m,L

≡L

≡L

Figure 9.1: L-EBSP(S, k) as a finitary analogue of L-DLSP(S, κ)

9.3 A sufficient condition for L-EBSP(·, k)

For a class S of τ -structures, let Sp = {(A, ν) | A ∈ S, ν : UA → {0, . . . , p − 1}} be the

class of all structures obtained by labeling the elements of the structures of S , with elements

from {0, . . . , p − 1}. Formally, each structure from Sp can be seen as a τ ′-structure where

τ ′ = τ ∪ {Qi | i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}} and Qi is a unary relation symbol that does not appear in τ ,

for each i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}. We have the following lemma.

Lemma 9.3.1. Let S be a class of finite τ -structures, and p, k ∈ N be such that p ≥ k. Then

the following are true.

1. L-EBSP(Sp, 0) implies L-EBSP(Sk, 0)

2. L-EBSP(Sp·k, 0) implies L-EBSP((Sp)k, 0)

3. L-EBSP(Sk+1, 0) implies L-EBSP(S, k)

4. L-EBSP(S, k) implies FO-EBSP(S, k)

Further, in each of the implications above, any witness function for the antecedent is also a

witness function for the consequent.
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Proof. Part 1: Obvious since Sk ⊆ Sp and Sk is closed under substructures that are in Sp.

Part 2: Consider A ∈ (Sp)k. Each element of A can be seen to be labelled with a pair (i, j) of

labels where i ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1} and j ∈ {0, . . . , k− 1}. Then A can naturally be represented as

a structure A′ of Sp·k as follows: (i) the τ -reducts of A and A′ are the same, and (ii) an element

a of A′ having label (i, j) in A is labelled with label i× k + j in A′. Since L-EBSP(Sp·k, 0) is

true, there exists a witness function θ(Sp·k,0,L) : N → N such that for any m ∈ N, there exists

B′ ∈ Sp·k such that (i) B′ ⊆ A′ (ii) |B′| ≤ θ(Sp·k,0,L)(m) and (iii) B′ ≡m,L A′. Consider the

structure B ∈ (Sp)k such that (i) the τ -reducts of B′ and B are the same, and (ii) if the label of

an element a of B is i× k+ j in B′, then its label in B is (i, j). It is easy to see that (i) B ⊆ A

(ii) |B| ≤ θ(Sp·k,0,L)(m), and (iii) using the same strategy as of the duplicator in the m-round L-

EF game between B′ and A′, the duplicator always wins in them-round L-EF game between B

and A; in other words, B ≡m,L A. Then L-EBSP-condition((Sp)k,A,B, 0,m, null, θ((Sp)k,0,L))

is true, where null denotes the empty tuple and θ((Sp)k,0,L) = θ(Sp·k,0,L).

Part 3: Let A ∈ S and ā = (a1, . . . , ak) be a k-tuple from A. Consider the structure A′ of Sk+1

whose τ -reduct is A and in which the element ai has been labelled with label i−1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k

and all elements other than the ais have been labelled with label k. Since L-EBSP(Sk+1, 0)

holds, there exists a witness function θ(Sk+1,0,L) : N → N such that given any m ∈ N, there

exists B′ ∈ Sk+1 satisfying (i) B′ ⊆ A′ (ii) |B′| ≤ θ(Sk+1,0,L)(m) and (iii) B′ ≡m,L A′. Let

B be the τ -reduct of B′. It is clear that (i) B ∈ S since B′ ∈ Sk+1 (ii) B ⊆ A (iii) B must

contain the elements of ā since ai is the unique element of A′ that is labeled with label i − 1,

for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} (iv) |B| ≤ θ(Sk+1,0,L)(m), and (v) using the same strategy as of the

duplicator in the m-round L-EF game between B′ and A′, the duplicator always wins in the

m-round L-EF game between (B, ā) and (A, ā); in other words, tpB,ā,m,L(x̄) = tpA,ā,m,L(x̄).

Then L-EBSP-condition(S,A,B, k,m, ā, θ(S,k,L)) is true, where θ(S,k,L) = θ(Sk+1,0,L).

Part 4: Obvious; since FO ⊆ L, it follows that for structures (A, ā) and (B, b̄), if tpA,ā,m,L(x̄) =

tpB,b̄,m,L(x̄), then tpA,ā,m,FO(x̄) = tpB,b̄,m,FO(x̄).

We observe that in all the cases above, any witness function for the antecdent is also a witness

function for the consequent.

In the next chapter, we prove that L-EBSP(S, k) holds of several classes S which are of interest

in computer science. In doing so, we use Lemma 9.3.1 in an important way to simplify our

proofs since as this lemma shows, to prove L-EBSP for a class S and parameter k, it suffices to

prove L-EBSP for the class Sp and parameter 0, where p is suitably chosen.
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Chapter 10

Classes satisfying L-EBSP(·, k)

In this chapter, we show that various interesting classes of structures satisfy L-EBSP(·, k), and

also give methods to construct new classes of structures that satisfy L-EBSP(·, k) from classes

known to satisfy the latter property. Broadly speaking, the specific classes that we consider

are of two kinds – one that are special kinds of posets, and the other that are special kinds

of graphs. In Section 10.2, we consider the former kind of classes and prove our results for

words, trees (unordered, ordered, or ranked) and nested words over a given finite alphabet Σ. In

Section 10.3, we consider the latter kind of classes and prove our results for n-partite cographs,

and hence various subclasses of these including cographs, graph classes of bounded tree-depth,

graph classes of bounded shrub-depth and graph classes of bounded SC-depth. In Section 10.4,

we show that classes that satisfy L-EBSP(·, ·) are, under suitable assumptions, closed under set-

theoretic operations, under operations that are implementable using quantifier-free translation

schemes, and under transformations that are defined using regular operation-tree languages,

where an operation-tree is a finite composition of the aforementioned operations on classes of

structures. These closure properties give us means to construct a wide array of classes that

satisfy L-EBSP(·, ·).

All of the above results derive from an abstract result concerning tree representations that we

now describe in Section 10.1.

10.1 An abstract result concerning tree representations

An unlabeled unordered tree is a finite poset P = (A,≤) with a unique minimal element (called

“root”), and such that for each c ∈ A, the set {b | b ≤ c} is totally ordered by ≤. Informally
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speaking, the Hasse diagram of P is an inverted (graph-theoretic) tree. We call A as the set of

nodes of P . We use the standard notions of leaf, internal node, ancestor, descendent, parent,

child, degree, height and subtree in connection with trees. Explicitly, these are as defined below.

Let P = (A,≤) be a (unlabeled unordered) tree. Let a, b be distinct nodes of A.

1. We say a is a leaf of P if for any node c ∈ A, we have (a ≤ c) → (c = a). A node of P

that is not a leaf of P is called an internal node of P .

2. We say a is an ancestor of b in P , or equivalently that b is a descendent of a in P , if a ≤ b

and a 6= b. A common ancestor of a and b in P is a node c of P such that c ≤ a and c ≤ b.

The greatest common ancestor of a and b in P , denoted a∧P b, is a common ancestor of a

and b in P such that for every common ancestor c of a and b in P , we have c ≤ (a ∧P b).

3. We say a is the parent of b in P , or equivalently, that b is a child of a in P , if a is an

ancestor of b in P and any ancestor of b in P is either a itself or an ancestor of a in P . We

let ChildrenP (a) denote the set {b | b is a child of a in P}.

4. The degree of a in P is the size of ChildrenP (a). The degree of P is the maximum of the

degrees of the nodes of P .

5. The height of P is one less than the size of the longest chain in P .

6. The subtree of P induced by a subset A′ of A is the tree (A′,≤′) where ≤′=≤ ∩ (A′ ×

A′). A subtree of P is a subtree of P induced by some subset of A.

An unlabeled ordered tree is a pair O = (P,.) where P is an unlabeled unordered tree and .

is a binary relation that imposes a linear order on the children of any internal node of P . In this

section, by trees we always mean ordered trees. It is clear that the notions introduced above for

unordered trees can be adapted for ordered trees. We define some additional notions for ordered

trees below. It is clear that these notions can be adapted for unordered trees.

7. Given a countable alphabet Σ, a tree over Σ, also called a Σ-tree, or simply tree when Σ

is clear from context, is a pair (O, λ) where O is an unlabeled tree and λ : A → Σ is a

labeling function, where A is the set of nodes of O. We denote Σ-trees by s, t, x, y or z,

possibly with numbers as subscripts.

8. Given a tree t, we denote the root of t as root(t). For a node a of t, we denote the subtree

of t rooted at a as t≥a, and the subtree of t obtained by deleting t≥a from t, as t− t≥a.

9. Given a tree s and a non-root node a of t, the replacement of t≥a with s in t, denoted

t [t≥a 7→ s], is a tree defined as follows: let c be the parent of a in t and s′ be an isomorphic

copy of s whose nodes are disjoint with those of t. Then t [t≥a 7→ s] is defined upto
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isomorphism as the tree obtained by deleting t≥a from t to get a tree t′, and inserting (the

root of) s′ at the same position among the children of c in t′, as the position of a among

the children of c in t.

10. For t, s and s′ as in the previous point, suppose the roots of each of these trees have the

same label. Then the merge of s with t, denoted t ⊙ s, is defined upto isomorphism as

the tree obtained by deleting root(s′) from s′ and concatenating the sequence of subtrees

hanging at root(s′) in s′, to the sequence of subtrees hanging at root(t) in t. Thus the

children of root(s′) in s′ are the “new” children of root(t), and appear “after” the “old”

children of root(t), and in the order they appear in s′.

Fix a finite alphabet Σint and a countable alphabet Σleaf (where the two alphabets are allowed to

be overlapping). We say a class T of (Σint ∪Σleaf)-trees is representation-feasible if it is closed

under (label-preserving) isomorphisms, and if every tree t = (O, λ) in the class has the property

that for every leaf, resp. internal, node a of t, the label λ(a) belongs to Σleaf, resp. Σint. Given a

class S of τ -structures, let Str : T → S be a map that associates with each tree in T , a structure

in S . For a tree t ∈ T , if A = Str(t), then we say t is a tree representation of A under Str,

or simply a tree representation of A. We call Str as a representation map, and T as a class of

representation trees. For the purposes of our result, we consider maps Str that map isomorphic

(preserving labels) trees to isomorphic structures, and that have additional properties among

those mentioned below.

A. Transfer properties:

1. Let t, s1 ∈ T , t be of size ≥ 2, and a be a child of root(t). Suppose s2 = t≥a and

z = t [s2 7→ s1] ∈ T .

a. If Str(s1) →֒ Str(s2), then Str(z) →֒ Str(t).

b. If Str(s1) ≡m,L Str(s2), then Str(z) ≡m,L Str(t).

2. Let t, s1, s2 ∈ T be trees of size ≥ 2 such that the roots of all these trees have the

same label. For i ∈ {1, 2}, suppose zi = t ⊙ si ∈ T . If Str(s1) ≡m,L Str(s2), then

Str(z1) ≡m,L Str(z2).

B. Monotonicity: Let t ∈ T and a be a child of root(t).

1. If s = t≥a ∈ T , then Str(s) →֒ Str(t)

2. If s = (t− t≥a) ∈ T , then Str(s) →֒ Str(t).

We say a representation map is L-height-reduction favourable if it satisfies conditions A.1.a,

A.1.b and B.1 above, for all m ≥ m0, for some m0 ∈ N. A representation map is said to be
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L-degree-reduction favourable if it satisfies all the conditions above, except possibly B.1, for all

m ≥ m0, for some m0 ∈ N. The following result justifies why the two kinds of representation

maps just defined, are called so. This result contains the core argument of most results in the

subsequent sections of this chapter. Below, T is said to be closed under rooted subtrees and

under replacements with rooted subtrees if for all t ∈ T and non-root nodes a and b of t such

that a is an ancestor of b in t, we have that each of the subtrees t≥a and t [t≥a 7→ t≥b] are in T .

Theorem 10.1.1. For I = {1, . . . , n} and i ∈ I , let Si be a class of τi-structures, Stri : T → Si

be a representation map, and Li be either FO or MSO. Then there exist computable functions

η1, η2 : N
n → N, such that for each t ∈ T and m1, . . . ,mn ∈ N, we have the following.

1. If T is closed under subtrees, and Stri is Li-degree-reduction favourable for all i ∈ I ,

then there exists a subtree s1 of t in T , of degree at most η1(m1, . . . ,mn), such that for

all i ∈ I (i) Stri(s1) →֒ Stri(t), and (ii) Stri(s1) ≡mi,Li Stri(t).

2. If T is closed under rooted subtrees and under replacements with rooted subtrees, and

Stri is Li-height-reduction favourable for all i ∈ I , then there exists a subtree s2 of t in

T , of height at most η2(m1, . . . ,mn), such that for all i ∈ I (i) Stri(s2) →֒ Stri(t), and

(ii) Stri(s2) ≡mi,Li Stri(t).

Proof. We recall from Section 7.2 of Chapter 7 that for a class S of structures, ∆L(m,S) de-

notes the set of all equivalence classes of the ≡m,L relation restricted to the structures in S , and

ΛS,L : N → N is a fixed computable function with the property that ΛS,L(m) ≥ |∆L(m,S)|.

(Part 1): For i ∈ I , let ki be such that Stri satisfies all the transfer and monotonicity properties,

except possibly B.1, for all m ≥ ki. Define η1 : Nn → N as follows: for l1, . . . , ln ∈ N,

η1(l1, . . . , ln) = Πi∈I ΛSi,Li(max(ki, li)). Then η1 is computable. Now given m1, . . . ,mn ∈ N,

let p = η1(m1, . . . ,mn). If t has degree ≤ p, then putting s1 = t we are done. Else, some node

of t, say a, has degree r > p. Let z = t≥a. Let a1, . . . , ar be the sequence of children of root(z)

in z. For j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, let xj , resp. yj , be the subtree of z obtained from z by deleting the

subtrees rooted at aj, aj+1, . . . , ar, resp. deleting the subtrees rooted at a1, a2, . . . , aj−1. Then

z = y1 = xj ⊙ yj for all j ∈ {2, . . . , r}. Let qi = max(ki,mi) for i ∈ I and let g : {1, . . . , r} →

Πi∈I ∆Li(qi,Si) be such that for j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, g(j) is the sequence (δi)i∈I where δi is the

≡qi,Li class of Stri(yj). Verify that |Πi∈I ∆Li(qi,Si)| ≤ p. Then since r > p, there exist

j, k ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that j < k and g(j) = g(k), i.e. for all i ∈ I , Stri(yj) ≡qi,Li Stri(yk). If

z1 = xj ⊙ yk, then since T is closed under subtrees, we have z1 ∈ T . By the properties B.2 and

A.2 above, we have Stri(z1) →֒ Stri(z) and Stri(z1) ≡qi,Li Stri(z), for all i ∈ I . By iteratively
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applying properties A.1.a and A.1.b to the nodes along the path from a to root(t), we see that

if t1 = t [z 7→ z1], then Stri(t1) →֒ Stri(t) and Stri(t1) ≡qi,Li Stri(t), for all i ∈ I . Observe that

t1 has strictly lesser size than t. Recursing on t1, we eventually get a subtree s1 of t of degree

at most p such that for all i ∈ I , (i) Stri(s1) →֒ Stri(t) and (ii) Stri(s1) ≡qi,Li Stri(t). Since

qi = max(ki,mi), we have Stri(s1) ≡mi,Li Stri(t) for all i ∈ I .

(Part 2): For i ∈ I , let ri be such that Stri satisfies conditions A.1.a, A.1.b and B.1, for all m ≥

ri. Define η2 : N
n → N as follows: for l1, . . . , ln ∈ N, η1(l1, . . . , ln) = Πi∈I ΛSi,Li(max(ri, li)).

Then η2 is computable. Now given m1, . . . ,mn ∈ N, let p = η2(m1, . . . ,mn). If t has height

≤ p, then putting s2 = t we are done. Else there is a path from the root of t to some leaf of

t, whose length is > p. Let A be the set of nodes appearing along this path. For i ∈ I , let

qi = max(ri,mi). Consider the function h : A → Πi∈I ∆Li(qi,Si) such that for each a ∈ A,

h(a) = (δi)i∈I where δi is the ≡qi,Li class of Stri(t≥a). Verify that |Πi∈I∆Li(qi,Si)| ≤ p.

Since |A| > p, there exist distinct nodes a, b ∈ A such that a is an ancestor of b in t and

h(a) = h(b). We have two cases: (i) Node a is the root of t; then let t2 = t≥b. (ii) Node a

is not the root of t; then let t2 = t [t≥a 7→ t≥b]. Since T is closed under rooted subtrees and

under replacements with rooted subtrees, we have t≥a, t≥b and t2 are all in T . By property B.1,

Stri(t≥b) →֒ Stri(t≥a). Also since h(a) = h(b), we have Stri(t≥b) ≡qi,Li Stri(t≥a). Then by

iteratively applying properties A.1.a and A.1.b to the nodes along the path from a to root(t), we

get in either of the cases above, that Stri(t2) →֒ Stri(t) and Stri(t2) ≡qi,Li Stri(t), for all i ∈ I .

Observe that t2 has strictly less size than t. Recursing on t2, we eventually get a subtree s2 of t

of height at most p such that for all i ∈ I , (i) Stri(s2) →֒ Stri(t) and (ii) Stri(s2) ≡qi,Li Stri(t).

Since qi = max(ri,mi), we have Stri(s2) ≡mi,Li Stri(t) for all i ∈ I .

Call a representation map Str : T → S1 as size effective if there is a computable function

f : N → N such that |Str(t)| ≤ f(|t|) for all t ∈ T . Call Str onto upto isomorphism if for every

structure in S1, there is an isomorphic structure that is in the range of Str. For a given class S ,

we say S admits an L-reduction favourable size effective (L-RFSE) tree representation if there

exist finite alphabets Σint and Σleaf, a class T of representation-feasible trees over Σint ∪ Σleaf,

and a size effective representation map Str : T → S that is onto upto isomorphism, such that

T and Str are of one of the following types:

• L-RFSE-type I: T has bounded degree and is closed under rooted subtrees and under

replacements with rooted subtrees, and Str is L-height-reduction favourable.

• L-RFSE-type II: T is closed under subtrees, and Str is both L-height-reduction favourable
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and L-degree-reduction favourable.

We say S admits an L-RFSE tree representation schema if for each p ∈ N, the class Sp (defined

in Section 9.3) admits an L-RFSE tree representation. We now have the following result.

Lemma 10.1.2. Let S be a class of structures that admits an L-RFSE tree representation

schema. Then L-EBSP(Sp, k) holds with a computable witness function, for all p, k ∈ N,

Proof. By Lemma 9.3.1, it suffices to show that L-EBSP(Sr, 0) holds for r = p · (k+1), with a

computable witness function. Since S admits an L-RFSE tree representation schema, the class

Sr admits an L-RFSE tree representation. Let the latter fact be witnessed by a representation-

feasible class T of trees, and a representation map Str : T → Sr. We have two cases from the

definition of L-RFSE tree representation:

1. T and Str are of L-RFSE-type I: Given A ∈ Sr, let t ∈ T be such that Str(t) ∼= A (this is

guaranteed since Str is onto upto isomorphism). Let m ∈ N. By Theorem 10.1.1, there is

a computable function η2 : N → N and a subtree s of t in T such that (i) the height of s is

at most h = η2(m), (ii) Str(s) →֒ Str(t) and (iii) Str(s) ≡m,L Str(t). Since the degree of s

is bounded, by say d, the size of s is at most dh+1. Whereby if f is the computable function

witnessing the size effectiveness of Str, then |Str(s)| ≤ f(dh). Let B be the substructure of

A such that B ∼= Str(s). Since S is closed under isomorphisms, so is Sr, whereby B ∈ Sr.

We can now see that L-EBSP-condition(Sr,A,B, 0,m, null, θ(Sr,0,L)) is true, where null is

the empty tuple and θ(Sr,0,L)(m) = f(dh). Clearly θ(Sr,0,L) is computable.

2. T and Str are of L-RFSE-type II: By using both parts of Theorem 10.1.1 and reasoning

similarly as in the previous case, we can show that L-EBSP(Sr, 0) holds with a computable

witness function given by θ(S,0,L)(m) = f(dh+1) where d = η1(m) and h = η2(m). Here, f

is the computable function witnessing the size-effectiveness of Str, and η1, η2 are the com-

putable functions given by Theorem 10.1.1.

10.2 Words, trees and nested words

Let Σ be a finite alphabet. The notion of unordered and ordered Σ-trees was already introduced

in the previous section. A Σ-tree whose underlying poset is a linear order is called a Σ-word.

An ordered Σ-tree t = (((A,≤),.), λ) is said to be ranked by a function ρ : Σ → N if the

number of children of any internal node a of t is exactly ρ(λ(a)).
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Nested words were introduced by Alur and Madhusudan in [5]. Intuitively speaking, a nested

word is a Σ-word equipped with a binary relation that is interpreted as a matching. Formally,

given a finite alphabet Σ, a nested word over Σ, henceforth also called a nested Σ-word, is a

4-tuple (A,≤, λ,❀), where A is a finite set (called the set of positions), ≤ is a total linear order

on A, λ : A → Σ is a labeling function, and ❀ is a binary matching relation on A. Each pair

(i, j) ∈❀ is called a nesting edge, the position i is called a call position, and the position j

is called a return successor. The relation ❀ satisfies the following properties. Below, i < j

denotes
(

(i ≤ j) ∧ (i 6= j)
)

.

1. Nesting edges go only forward: For i, j ∈ A, if i❀ j, then i < j.

2. No two nesting edges share a position: For i ∈ A, each of the sets {j ∈ A | i ❀ j} and

{j ∈ A | j ❀ i} has cardinality at most 1.

3. Nesting edges do not cross: For i1, i2, j1, j2 ∈ A, if i1 ❀ j1 and i2 ❀ j2, then it is not the

case that i1 < i2 ≤ j1 < j2.

Remark 10.2.1. The definition of nested words presented above corresponds to the definition

of nested words in [5], in which the nested words do not have any pending calls or pending

returns. Hence, the elements +∞ and −∞ present in the definition in [5] are not necessary

here, and have been dropped in the definition above without any loss of generality.

For each of the classes of words, trees (unordered, ordered and ranked) and nested words intro-

duced above, the notion of regularity of a subclass is well-studied in the literature. For words

and nested words, this notion is defined in terms of finite state (word) automata and finite state

nested word automata [5]. For each of the aforementioned classes of trees, regularity is defined

in terms of variants of finite state tree automata [13]. All of these notions of regularity have

been shown to be equivalent to definability via MSO sentences [5, 13]. Therefore, in our result

below, a subclass S of any of the classes S ′ of words, trees and nested words, is said to be reg-

ular if it is definable over S ′ using an MSO sentence (in other words, S is the class of models

in S ′, of an MSO sentence). The central theorem of this section is now stated as follows.

Theorem 10.2.2. Given a finite alphabet Σ and a function ρ : Σ → N, let Words(Σ),

Unordered-trees(Σ), Ordered-trees(Σ), Ordered-ranked-trees(Σ, ρ) and Nested-words(Σ) de-

note respectively, the classes of all Σ-words, all unordered Σ-trees, all ordered Σ-trees, all

ordered Σ-trees ranked by ρ, and all nested Σ-words. Let S be a regular subclass of any of

these classes. Then L-EBSP(S, k) holds with a computable witness function for each k ∈ N.
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We devote the rest of this section to proving Theorem 10.2.2.

Proof of Theorem 10.2.2 for words and trees

We show MSO-EBSP(S, k) holds with a computable witness function when S is exactly one of

the classes Words(Σ), Unordered-trees(Σ), Ordered-trees(Σ), and Ordered-ranked-trees(Σ, ρ).

That L-EBSP(·, k) holds with a computable witness function for a regular subclass follows,

because (i) a regular subclass of any of the above classes is MSO definable over the class, (ii)

MSO-EBSP(·, k) and the computability of witness function are preserved under MSO defin-

able subclasses (Lemma 10.4.1(4)), and (iii) MSO-EBSP(·, k) implies FO-EBSP(·, k), and any

witness function for the former is also a witness function for the latter (Lemma 9.3.1(4)).

Of the classes mentioned above, we show MSO-EBSP(S, k) holds with a computable witness

function for the case when S is either Unordered-trees(Σ) or Ordered-ranked-trees(Σ, ρ). The

proof for Ordered-trees(Σ) can be done similarly. That the result holds for Words(Σ) follows

from the fact that Words(Σ) is a subclass of Unordered-trees(Σ) that is hereditary over the latter,

and then by using Lemma 10.4.1(1).

For our proofs, we need MSO composition lemmas for unordered trees and ordered trees. Com-

position results were first studied by Feferman and Vaught, and subsequently by many others

(see [57]). We state the MSO composition lemma first for ordered trees, towards which we

define some terminology. For a finite alphabet Ω, given ordered Ω-trees t, s and a non-root node

a of t, the join of s to t to the right of a, denoted t ·→a s, is defined as follows: Let s′ be an

isomorphic copy of s whose set of nodes is disjoint with the set of nodes of t. Then t ·→a s is

defined upto isomorphism as the tree obtained by making s′ as a new child subtree of the parent

of a in t, at the successor position of the position of a among the children of t. We can similarly

define the join of s to t to the left of a, denoted t ·←a s. Likewise, for t and s as above, if a is a

leaf node of t, we can define the join of s to t below a, denoted t ·↑a s, as the tree obtained upto

isomorphism by making the root of s as a child of a. The MSO composition lemma for ordered

trees can now be stated as follows. The proof of this lemma is provided towards the end of this

section.

Lemma 10.2.3 (Composition lemma for ordered trees). For a finite alphabet Ω, let ti, si be

non-empty ordered Ω-trees, and let ai be a non-root node of ti, for each i ∈ {1, 2}. Let m ≥ 2

and suppose that (t1, a1) ≡m,MSO (t2, a2) and s1 ≡m,MSO s2. Then each of the following hold.

1. ((t1 ·
→
a1
s1), a1) ≡m,MSO ((t2 ·

→
a2
s2), a2)
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2. ((t1 ·
←
a1
s1), a1) ≡m,MSO ((t2 ·

←
a2
s2), a2)

3. ((t1 ·
↑
a1
s1), a1) ≡m,MSO ((t2 ·

↑
a2
s2), a2) if a1, a2 are leaf nodes of t1, t2 resp.

We now state the MSO composition lemma for unordered trees, towards which we introduce

terminology akin to that introduced above for ordered trees. Given unordered trees t and s, and

a node a of t, define the join of s to t to a, denoted t ·a s, as follows: Let s′ be an isomorphic

copy of s whose set of nodes is disjoint with the set of nodes of t. Then t ·a s is defined upto

isomorphism as the tree obtained by making s′ as a new child subtree of a in t. The MSO

composition lemma for unordered trees is now as stated below. The proof is similar to that of

Lemma 10.2.3, and is hence skipped.

Lemma 10.2.4 (Composition lemma for unordered trees). For a finite alphabet Ω, let ti, si be

non-empty unordered Ω-trees, and let ai be a node of ti, for each i ∈ {1, 2}. For m ∈ N,

suppose that (t1, a1) ≡m,MSO (t2, a2) and s1 ≡m,MSO s2. Then ((t1 ·a1 s1), a1) ≡m,MSO ((t2 ·a2

s2), a2).

We now show L-EBSP(·, k) holds with a computable witness function for each of the classes

Unordered-trees(Σ) and Ordered-ranked-trees(Σ, ρ).

1. Let S be the class of all unlabeled unordered trees. We show that S admits an MSO-RFSE

tree representation schema. Then using Lemma 10.1.2, we get that MSO-EBSP(Sp, k) holds

with a computable witness function for each p ∈ N. Since there is a 1-1 correspondence be-

tween Sp and Unordered-trees(Σ) when |Σ| = p, it follows that

MSO-EBSP(Unordered-trees(Σ), k) holds with a computable witness function.

Consider the class Sp where p ≥ 1. Let T be the class of all representation-feasible trees

over Σint ∪ Σleaf where Σint = Σleaf = {0, . . . , p − 1}. There is a natural map Str : T → Sp

that simply “forgets” the ordering among the children of any node of its input tree. More

precisely, for an ordered tree (O, λ) over {0, . . . , p − 1} where O = ((A,≤),.), we have

Str((O, λ)) = ((A,≤), λ). It is easy to see that Str satisfies for L = MSO, the conditions

A.1.a, B.1 and B.2 stated in Section 10.1. That Str satisfies for L = MSO, the conditions

A.1.b and A.2 for m ≥ 0 follows from Lemma 10.2.4 above. Then Str is MSO-height-

reduction favourable and MSO-degree-reduction favourable. That T is closed under sub-

trees, and that Str is size effective and onto upto isomorphism, are obvious. Then T and

Str are of MSO-RFSE-type II. Since p is arbitrary, we get that S admits an MSO-RFSE tree

representation schema.
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2. Let S be the class of all unlabeled ordered trees ranked by ρ. We show that S admits an

MSO-RFSE tree representation schema. Then by Lemma 10.1.2, we get that

MSO-EBSP(Sp, k) holds with a computable witness function for each p ∈ N. Since there is

a 1-1 correspondence between Sp and Ordered-ranked-trees(Σ, ρ) when |Σ| = p, it follows

that MSO-EBSP(Ordered-ranked-trees(Σ, ρ), k) holds with a computable witness function.

Consider the class Sp where p ≥ 1. Let Σint = Σleaf = {0, . . . , p − 1}, and let T be

the class of all representation-feasible trees over Σint ∪ Σleaf, that are ranked by ρ. Indeed,

then T = Sp. That T is of bounded degree, and is closed under rooted subtrees and un-

der replacements with rooted subtrees is clear. Let Str : T → Sp be the identity map.

That Str satisfies for L = MSO, the conditions A.1.a and B.1, and that Str is size effec-

tive and onto upto isomorphism, are clear. That Str satisfies A.1.b for m ≥ 2 follows from

Lemma 10.2.3. Whence Str is MSO-height-reduction favourable, whereby T and Str are of

MSO-RFSE-type I. Since p is arbitrary, we get that S admits an MSO-RFSE tree represen-

tation schema.

We now prove the MSO composition lemma for ordered trees.

Proof of Lemma 10.2.3. Without loss of generality, we assume ti and si have disjoint sets of

nodes for i ∈ {1.2}. We show the result for part (1) above. The others are similar. Let

zi = (ti ·
→
ai
si) for i ∈ {1, 2}.

Let β1 be the winning strategy of the duplicator in the m round MSO-EF game between (t1, a1)

and (t2, a2). Let β2 be the winning strategy of the duplicator in the m round MSO-EF game

between s1 and s2. Observe that sincem ≥ 2, we have β2 is such that if the spoiler picks root(s1)

(resp. root(s2)), then β2 will require the duplicator to pick root(s2) (resp. root(s1)). We use this

observation later on. The strategy α of the duplicator in the m-round MSO-EF game between

(z1, a1) and (z2, a2) is defined as follows:

1. Point move: (i) If the spoiler picks an element of t1 (resp. t2), the duplicator picks the

element of t2 (resp. t1) given by β1. (ii) If the spoiler picks an element of s1 (resp. s2),

the duplicator picks the element of s2 (resp. s1) given by β2.

2. Set move: If the spoiler picks a set X from z1, then let X = Y1 ⊔ Y2 where Y1 is a set of

elements of t1 and Y2 is a set of elements of s1. Let Y ′1 and Y ′2 be the sets of elements of t2

and s2 respectively, chosen according to strategies β1 and β2. Then in the game between

(z1, a1) and (z2, a2), the duplicator responds with the set X ′ = Y ′1 ∪ Y
′
2 . A similar choice

of set is made by the duplicator from z1 when the spoiler chooses a set from z2.
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We now show that the strategy α is winning for the duplicator in the m-round MSO-EF game

between (z1, a1) and (z2, a2).

Let at the end of m rounds, the vertices and sets chosen from z1, resp. z2, be e1, . . . , ep and

E1, . . . , Er, resp. f1, . . . , fp and F1, . . . , Fr, where p+ r = m. For l ∈ {1, . . . , r}, let Et
l , resp.

Es
l be the intersection of El with the nodes of t1, resp. nodes of s1, and likewise, let F t

l , resp.

F s
l be the intersection of Fl with the nodes of t2, resp. nodes of s2.

Firstly, it is straightforward to verify that the labels of ei and fi are the same for all i ∈

{1, . . . , p}, and that for l ∈ {1, . . . , r}, ei is in Es
l , resp. Et

l , iff fi is in F s
l , resp. F t

l , whereby

ei ∈ El iff fi ∈ Fl. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ p, if ei and ej both belong to t1 or both belong to s1, then

it is clear from the strategy α described above, that fi and fj both belong resp. to t2 or both

belong to s2. It is easy to verify from the description of α that for every binary relation (namely,

the ancestor-descendent-order ≤, and the ordering-on-the-children-order .), the pair (ei, ej) is

in the binary relation in z1 iff (fi, fj) is in that binary relation in z2. Consider the case when

without loss of generality, e1 ∈ t1 and e2 ∈ s1. Then f1 ∈ t2 and f2 ∈ s2. We have the following

cases. Assume that the ordered tree underlying zi is ((Ai,≤i),.i) for i ∈ {1, 2}.

1. e1 .1 a1 and e2 = root(s1): Then we see that f1 .2 a2 and f2 = root(s2). Observe

that f2 must be root(s2) by the property of β2 stated at the outset. Whereby e1 .1 e2 and

f1 .2 f2. Likewise e1 6≤1 e2, e2 6≤1 e1 and f1 6≤2 f2, f2 6≤2 f1.

2. e1 .1 a1 and e2 6= root(s1): Then we see that f1 .2 a2 and f2 6= root(s2) (again by the

property of β2 stated at the outset). Whereby e1 6.1 e2, e2 6.1 e1 and f1 6.2 f2, f2 6.2 f1.

Likewise, e1 6≤1 e2, e2 6≤1 e1 and f1 6≤2 f2, f2 6≤2 f1.

3. a1 .1 e1, a1 6= e1 and e2 = root(s1): Then we see that a2 .2 f1, a2 6= f1 and f2 =

root(s2). Observe that f2 must be root(s2) by the property of β2 stated at the outset.

Whereby e2 .1 e1 and f2 .2 f1. Likewise e1 6≤1 e2, e2 6≤1 e1 and f1 6≤2 f2, f2 6≤2 f1.

4. a1 .1 e1, a1 6= e1 and e2 6= root(s1): Then we see that a2 .2 f1, a2 6= f1 and f2 6=

root(s2) (again by the property of β2 stated at the outset). Whereby e1 6.1 e2, e2 6.1 e1

and f1 6.2 f2, f2 6.2 f1. Likewise, e1 6≤1 e2, e2 6≤1 e1 and f1 6≤2 f2, f2 6≤2 f1.

5. e1 6= a1, e1 ≤1 a1: Then f1 6= a1, f1 ≤2 a2. Whereby e1 ≤1 e2 and f1 ≤2 f2. This is

because e1 ≤1 c1 and f1 ≤2 c2 where c1 and c2 are resp. the parents of a1 and a2 in z1

and z2. Also e1 6.1 e2, e2 6.1 e1 and f1 6.2 f2, f2 6.2 f1.

6. e1 and e2 are not related by ≤1 or .1: Then f1 and f2 are also not related by ≤2 or .2.

In all cases, we have that the pair (ei, ej) is in ≤1 (resp. .1) iff (fi, fj) is in ≤2 (resp. .2).
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Proof of Theorem 10.2.2 for nested words

We first prove a composition lemma for nested words. Towards the statement of this lemma, we

define the notion of insert of a nested word v in a nested word u at a given position e of u.

Definition 10.2.5 (Insert). Let u = (Au,≤u, λu,❀u) and v = (Av,≤v, λv,❀v) be given nested

Σ-words, and let e be a position in u. The insert of v in u at e, denoted u ↑e v, is a nested Σ-word

defined as below.

1. If u and v have disjoint sets of positions, then u ↑e v = (A,≤, λ,❀) where

• A = Au ⊔ Av

• ≤=≤u ∪ ≤v ∪{(i, j) | i ∈ Au, j ∈ Av, i ≤u e} ∪ {(j, i) | i ∈ Au, j ∈ Av, e ≤u

i, e 6= i}

• λ(a) = λu(a) if a ∈ Au, else λ(a) = λv(a)

• ❀=❀u ∪ ❀v

2. If u and v have overlapping sets of positions, then let v1 be an isomorphic copy of v

whose set of positions is disjoint with that of u. Then u ↑e v is defined upto isomorphism

as u ↑e v1.

In the special case that e is the last (under ≤u) position of u, we denote u ↑e v as u · v, and call

the latter as the concatenation of v with u.

Lemma 10.2.6 (Composition lemma for nested words). For a finite alphabet Σ, let ui, vi ∈

Nested-words(Σ), and let ei be a position in ui for i ∈ {1, 2}. Then the following hold for each

m ∈ N.

1. If (u1, e1) ≡m,L (u2, e2) and v1 ≡m,L v2, then (u1 ↑e1 v1) ≡m,L (u2 ↑e2 v2).

2. u1 ≡m,L u2 and v1 ≡m,L v2, then u1 · v1 ≡m,L u2 · v2.

Proof. We give the proof for L =MSO. The proof for L =FO is similar.

The winning strategy S for the duplicator in the m-round MSO-EF game between u1 ↑e1 v1

and u2 ↑e2 v2 is simply the composition of the winning strategies S1, resp. S2, of the duplicator

in the m-round MSO-EF game between (u1, e1) and (u2, e2), resp. v1 and v2. Formally, S is

defined as follows.

1. Point move: If the spoiler picks an element of u1, resp. v1, from u1 ↑e1 v1, then the

duplicator picks the element of u2, resp. v2, from u2 ↑e2 v2, that is given by the strategy

S1, resp. S2. A similar choice of an element from u1 ↑e1 v1 is made by the duplicator if

the spoiler picks an element from u2 ↑e2 v2.
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2. Set move: If the spoiler picks a set Z from u1 ↑e1 v1, then let Z = X ⊔ Y where X is a

subset of positions of u1 and Y is a subset of positions of v1. Then the duplicator picks

the set Z ′ from u2 ↑e2 v2 where Z ′ = X ′ ⊔ Y ′, X ′ is the subset of positions of u2 that is

chosen by the duplicator in response to X according to strategy S1, and Y ′ is the subset

of positions of v2 that is chosen by the duplicator in response to Y according to strategy

S2. A similar choice of a set from u1 ↑e1 v1 is made by the duplicator if the spoiler picks

a set from u2 ↑e2 v2.

It is easy to see that S is a winning strategy in the MSO-EF game between u1 ↑e1 v1 and

u2 ↑e2 v2.

Towards the proof of Theorem 10.2.2 for nested words, we first observe that each nested Σ-

word has a natural representation using a representation-feasible tree over Σint ∪ Σleaf, where

Σleaf = Σ ∪ (Σ× Σ), and Σint = Σleaf ∪ {◦}, We demonstate this for the example of the nested

Σ-word w = (abaabba, {(2, 6), (4, 5)}), where Σ = {a, b}. See Figure 10.1.

zy

wv

u

x

w = (abaabba, )

 = {(2, 6), (4, 5)}

◦

a bb a

◦

a ab

s

Figure 10.1: Nested Σ-word as a tree

over Σ∪ (Σ×Σ)∪{◦}

Str(t≥y) = (a, ∅)

Str(t≥z) = (ab, {(1, 2)})

Str(t≥w) = (baabb, {(1, 5), (3, 4)})

Str(t≥u) = (abaabba, {(2, 6), (4, 5)}) = w

zy

wv

u

x

◦

a bb a

a ab

Figure 10.2: Tree over Σ ∪ (Σ× Σ) ∪ {◦}

as a nested Σ-word

Formally, each non-empty nested Σ-word can be seen to be of one of two types. A non-empty

nested word u = (A,≤, λ,❀) is said to be of type A if either ❀ is empty and |A| = 1 (i.e. u

is really a Σ-word of length 1), or for the minimum and maximum (under ≤) positions i and j

respectively of u, it is the case that i ❀ j. A non-empty nested word u is said to be of type B if

it is not of type A. It is easy to see that a type B nested word can be written as a concatenation
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of type A nested words. We describe inductively, the tree-representation of u = (A,≤, λ,❀)

below. We have three cases.

1. u is empty: Then the tree t over Σint ∪ Σleaf representing u is the empty tree.

2. u is of type A: If ❀ is empty and |A| = 1, then let the only element of A be labeled (by

λ) with the letter a, where a ∈ Σ. Then the tree t over Σint ∪ Σleaf representing u is a

singleton whose only node is labeled with a.

Else, let u1 be the nested sub-Σ-word of u induced by the positions l ∈ A such that

i ≤ l ≤ j, l 6= i and l 6= j, where i and j are respectively the minimum and maximum

(under ≤) positions of u. Let t1 be the tree over Σint ∪ Σleaf representing u1, if the latter

is not empty. Then the tree t over Σint ∪ Σleaf representing u is defined as follows. If u1 is

empty, then t is a singleton whose only node is labeled with the label (λ(i), λ(j)). Else,

t is such that (i) the label of the root(t) is (λ(i), λ(j)) and (ii) the only child of root(t) is

root(t1), i.e. t1 is the only child subtree of root(t).

3. u is of type B: Then u can be written as u = u1 · · · un where ui is a type A nested Σ-word

for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let ti be the tree over Σint ∪Σleaf representing ui. Then the tree t over

Σint ∪ Σleaf representing u is such that (i) the label of root(t) is ◦, and (ii) the children of

root(t) in “increasing order” are root(t1), . . . , root(tn).

Conversely, each representation-feasible tree t over Σint ∪ Σleaf represents a nested Σ-word ut.

We demonstrate this for the example of the nested Σ-word w = (abaabba, {(2, 6), (4, 5)}) where

Σ = {a, b}, in Figure 10.2. Formally, we see this inductively as follows.

1. If t is empty, then ut is the empty nested Σ-word.

2. If t = (O, λ) contains only a single node, say e, then there are two cases. If λ(e) ∈ Σ,

then ut = (At,≤t, λt,❀t) where At = {e1},≤t= {(e1, e1)}, λt(e1) = λ(e) and ❀t= ∅.

Else, i.e. if λ(e) = (a, b) ∈ Σ× Σ, then ut = (At,≤t, λt,❀t) where At = {e1, e2},≤t=

{(e1, e1), (e1, e2), (e2, e2)}, λt(e1) = a, λt(e2) = b and ❀t= {(e1, e2)}.

3. If t = (O, λ) contains more than one node, then let t1, . . . , tn be, in “increasing order”,

the subtrees of t rooted at the children of root(t). Let v = ut1 · · · utn , where uti is the

nested Σ-word represented by ti, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If λ(root(t)) = ◦, then ut = v. Else,

suppose that λ(root(t)) = (a, b) where a, b ∈ Σ. Let w be the 2-letter Σ-word given by

w = (Aw,≤w, λw,❀w) where Aw = {e1, e2},≤w= {(e1, e1), (e1, e2), (e2, e2)}, λw(e1) =

a, λw(e2) = b and ❀w= {(e1, e2)}. Then ut = w ↑e1 v.

We now prove Theorem 10.2.2 for nested words. It suffices to show that L-EBSP(·, k) holds
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with a computable witness function for Nested-words(Σ). That any regular subclass of

Nested-words(Σ) satisfies L-EBSP(·, k) follows, because (i) a regular subclass of

Nested-words(Σ) is MSO definable, (ii) MSO-EBSP(·, k) and the computability of witness

function are preserved under MSO definable subclasses (Lemma 10.4.1(4)), and

(iii) MSO-EBSP(·, k) implies FO-EBSP(·, k), and any witness function for the former is also a

witness function for the latter (Lemma 9.3.1(4)).

Let S = Nested-words(Σ). Consider the class Sp where p ≥ 1. Let T be the class of all

representation-feasible trees over Σ′int ∪ Σ′leaf where Σ′int = Σ′leaf ∪ {◦}, Σ′leaf = Σ′ ∪ (Σ′ × Σ′)

and Σ′ = Σ × {0, . . . , p − 1}, Let Str : T → Sp be the map given by Str(t) is the nested Σ′-

word represented by t as described above. That Str is size effective and onto upto isomorphism,

is clear. That T is closed under subtrees, and that Str satisfies the conditions A.1.a, B.1 and

B.2 of Section 10.1 are easy to see. That Str satisfies A.1.b for m ≥ 0 follows directly from

Lemma 10.2.6. We show below that Str satisfies A.2 for all m ≥ 2. Then Str is L-height-

reduction favourable and L-degree-reduction favourable, whereby T and Str are of L-RFSE

type II. Then S admits an L-RFSE tree representation schema, whereby using Lemma 10.1.2,

it follows that L-EBSP(S, k) holds with a computable witness function.

Let t, s1, s2 ∈ T be trees of size ≥ 2 such that the roots of all these trees have the same label,

and suppose zi = t ⊙ si ∈ T for i ∈ {1, 2}. Assume Str(s1) ≡m,L Str(s2) for m ≥ 2. If the

label of root(t) is ◦, then Str(zi) = Str(t) · Str(si) for i ∈ {1, 2} whereby from Lemma 10.2.6,

Str(z1) ≡m,L Str(z2). Else suppose the label of root(t) is (a, b) where a, b ∈ Σ. Let u be

the concatenation, in “increasing order”, of the nested Σ-words represented by the subtrees of

t rooted at the children of the root of t. Likewise, let vi be the concatenation, in “increasing

order”, of the nested Σ-words represented by the subtrees of si rooted at the children of the

root of si, for i ∈ {1, 2}. Let w be the 2-letter Σ-word given by w = (Aw,≤w, λw,❀w) where

Aw = {e1, e2},≤w= {(e1, e1), (e1, e2), (e2, e2)}, λw(e1) = a, λw(e2) = b and ❀w= {(e1, e2)}.

Then Str(zi) = w ↑e1 (u · vi). Now observe that since Str(s1) ≡m,L Str(s2), we have v1 ≡m,L v2

for each m ≥ 2. Then by Lemma 10.2.6, we have Str(z1) ≡m,L Str(z2), completing the proof.

10.3 n-partite cographs

The class of n-partite cographs was introduced by Ganian et. al. in [31]. An n-partite cograph

G is a graph that admits an n-partite cotree representation t. Here t is an unordered tree whose
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leaves are exactly the vertices of G, and are labeled with labels from [n] = {1, . . . , n}. Each

internal node v of t is labeled with a binary symmetric function fv : [n] × [n] → {0, 1} such

that two vertices a and b of G with respective labels i and j, are adjacent in G iff the greatest

common ancestor of a and b in t, call it c, is such that fc(i, j) = 1. Given below is an example

of an n-partite cograph G and a cotree representation t of it.

fx = fz = 0

fy = 1

fv( , ) = 1, else 0

fw( , ) = 1, else 0

cb

e fd

a

t

d f

a c

b e

x y

zv

w

2 2 1 2

1 1
G

Label set = {1, 2}

2 2

1 1

Figure 10.3: n-partite cograph G and an n-partite cotree representation t of G

Given a finite alphabet Σ, a Σ-labeled n-partite cograph is a pair (G, ν) where G is an n-partite

cograph and ν : V → Σ is a labeling function. Recall that given a class S1 of structures and a

subclass S2 of S1, we say S2 is hereditary over S1, if S2 is PS over S1 (see the last paragraph

of Chapter 7). A class S is hereditary if it is hereditary over the class of all (finite) structures.

The central result of this section can now be stated as follows.

Theorem 10.3.1. Given n, k ∈ N, let Labeled-n-partite-cographs(Σ) be the class of all Σ-

labeled n-partite cographs. Let S be any subclass of Labeled-n-partite-cographs(Σ), that is

hereditary over the latter. Then L-EBSP(S, k) holds with a computable witness function. Con-

sequently, each of the following classes of graphs satisfies L-EBSP(·, k) with a computable

witness function for each k ≥ 0.

1. Any hereditary class of n-partite cographs, for each n ∈ N.

2. Any hereditary class of graphs of bounded shrub-depth.

3. Any hereditary class of graphs of bounded SC-depth.

4. Any hereditary class of graphs of bounded tree-depth.

5. Any hereditary class of cographs.

Proof. We first show that the class S = n-partite-cographs, where n-partite-cographs is the

class of all n-partite cographs, admits an MSO-RFSE tree representation schema. Then by
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Lemma 10.1.2, we have MSO-EBSP(Sp, k) holds with a computable witness function for each

p, k ∈ N. Then L-EBSP(Sp, k) holds with a computable witness function for each p, k ∈ N by

Lemma 9.3.1(4). Since there is a 1-1 correspondence between Labeled-n-partite-cographs(Σ)

and Sp if |Σ| = p, it follows that L-EBSP(·, k) holds with a computable witness function for

Labeled-n-partite-cographs(Σ). Whereby, the same holds of any subclass of

Labeled-n-partite-cographs(Σ) that is hereditary over the latter by Lemma 10.4.1(1). That

L-EBSP(·, k) holds with a computable witness function for the various specific classes men-

tioned in the statement of this result, follows from the fact that these classes are hereditary

subclasses of n-partite-cographs, and the fact that n-partite-cographs is itself hereditary [31].

Consider Sp for p ≥ 1. Let Σleaf = [n]×{0, . . . , p−1} and Σint = {f | f : [n]× [n] → {0, 1}}.

Let T be the class of all representation-feasible (Σint ∪ Σleaf)-trees. Then T is closed under

subtrees. Let Str : T → Sp be such that for t = (O, λ) ∈ T , we have Str(t) = (G, ν) where

(i) G is the n-partite cograph represented by the unordered tree obtained from t by “forgetting”

the ordering among the children of t and by dropping the second component of the labels of

the leaves of t, and (ii) ν is such that for any vertex a of G (which is a leaf node of t), it is the

case that ν(a) is the second component of λ(a). It is easily seen that Str is size effective and

onto upto isomorphism. It is also easy to see that Str satisfies conditions A.1.a, B.1 and B.2 of

Section 10.1. We now show below that Str satisfies for L = MSO, the conditions A.1.b and

A.2 for m ≥ 0; then T and Str are of L-RFSE-type II. Whereby, S admits an L-RFSE tree

representation schema, completing the proof.

For our proof, we need the following composition lemma. We prove this lemma towards the

end of this section.

Lemma 10.3.2 (Composition lemma for n-partite cographs). For i ∈ {1, 2}, let (Gi, νi,1) and

(Hi, νi,2) be graphs in Sp. Suppose ti and si are trees of T such that Str(ti) = (Gi, νi,1),

Str(si) = (Hi, νi,2), and the labels of root(ti) and root(si) are the same. Let zi = ti ⊙ si

and Str(zi) = (Zi, νi) for i ∈ {1, 2}. For each m ∈ N, if (G1, ν1,1) ≡m,MSO (G2, ν2,1) and

(H1, ν1,2) ≡m,MSO (H2, ν2,2), then (Z1, ν1) ≡m,MSO (Z2, ν2).

We now show that Lemma 10.3.2 implies that Str satisfies A.1.b and A.2 for m ≥ 0 and

L = MSO.

That Str satisfies A.2 for m ≥ 0 and L = MSO follows easily from Lemma 10.3.2. Let

t, s1, s2 ∈ T be trees of size ≥ 2 such that the roots of all these trees have the same label. For
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i ∈ {1, 2}, suppose zi = t ⊙ si ∈ T and that Str(s1) ≡m,MSO Str(s2). Let ti = t, (Gi, νi,1) =

Str(ti) and (Hi, νi,2) = Str(si) for i ∈ {1, 2}. It now follows directly from Lemma 10.3.2, that

Str(z1) ≡m,MSO Str(z2).

To see that Str satisfies A.1.b form ≥ 0 and L = MSO, let t, s1 ∈ T and a be a child of root(t).

Suppose that s2 = t≥a and z = t [s2 7→ s1] ∈ T , and that Str(s1) ≡m,MSO Str(s2). For i ∈ {1, 2},

let s′i be the tree in T obtained by making the root of si, the sole child of a new node whose

label is the same as the label of root(t) in t. Using the notation introduced in Section 10.2, if s3

is the singleton tree whose sole node, say b, is labeled with the same label as that of root(t) in

t, then s′i = s3 ·
↑
b si. It is easy to verify that Str(si) = Str(s′i), whereby Str(s′1) ≡m,MSO Str(s′2).

Let y1, resp. y2, be the subtree of t obtained by deleting the subtrees of t rooted at the children

of root(t) that are “greater than or equal to” a, resp. “less than or equal to” a, under the

ordering of the children of root(t) in t. Then t = (y1 ⊙ s′2) ⊙ y2 and z = (y1 ⊙ s′1) ⊙ y2.

Since Str(s′1) ≡m,MSO Str(s′2), we have by Lemma 10.3.2 that Str(y1⊙ s′1) ≡m,MSO Str(y1⊙ s′2),

whereby Str(t) ≡m,MSO Str(z), showing that Str satisfies A.1.b for m ≥ 0 and L = MSO,

completing the proof.

Proof of Lemma 10.3.2. We can assume w.l.o.g. that ti and si have disjoint sets of nodes for

i ∈ {1, 2}. Let the set of vertices of Str(ti) and Str(si) be V-Str(ti) and V-Str(si) respectively.

Then the vertex set V-Str(zi) of Str(zi) is V-Str(ti) ⊔ V-Str(si) for i ∈ {1, 2}.

Let St, resp. Ss, be the strategy of the duplicator in them-round MSO-EF game between Str(t1)

and Str(t2), resp. between Str(s1) and Str(s2). For them-round MSO-EF game between Str(z1)

and Str(z2), the duplicator follows the following strategy, call it R.

• Point move: If the spoiler chooses a vertex from V-Str(t1) (resp. V-Str(t2)), then the

duplicator chooses a vertex from V-Str(t2) (resp. V-Str(t1)) according to St. Else, if the

spoiler chooses a vertex from V-Str(s1) (resp. V-Str(s2)), then the duplicator chooses a

vertex from V-Str(s2) (resp. V-Str(s1)) according to Ss.

• Set move: If the spoiler chooses a set, say U , from V-Str(z1) (resp. V-Str(z2)), then

let X = U ∩ V-Str(t1) (resp. X = U ∩ V-Str(t2)) and Y = U ∩ V-Str(s1) (resp.

Y = U ∩ V-Str(s2)). Let X ′ be the subset of V-Str(t2) (resp. V-Str(t1)) that is picked

according to the strategy St in response to the choice of X in V-Str(t1) (resp. V-Str(t2)).

Likewise, let Y ′ be the subset of V-Str(s2) (resp. V-Str(s1)) that is picked according to Ss

in response to the choice of Y in V-Str(s1) (resp. V-Str(s2)). Then the set U ′ picked by

the duplicator from V-Str(z2) according to strategy R is given by U ′ = X ′ ⊔ Y ′.
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We now show that R is a winning strategy for the duplicator.

Let at the end of m rounds, the vertices and sets chosen from Str(z1), resp. Str(z2), be

a1, . . . , ap and A1, . . . , Ar, resp. b1, . . . , bp and B1, . . . , Br, where p + r = m. Let A1
l =

Al ∩ V-Str(t1), A
2
l = Al ∩ V-Str(s1), B

1
l = Bl ∩ V-Str(t2) and B2

l = Bl ∩ V-Str(s2) for

l ∈ {1, . . . , r}.

It is easy to see that the labels of ai and bi are the same for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. Also by the

description of R given above it is easy to check for all i ∈ {1, . . . , p} that ai ∈ V-Str(t1) iff

bi ∈ V-Str(t2) and ai ∈ V-Str(s1) iff bi ∈ V-Str(s2). Likewise, for all l ∈ {1, . . . , r} and

i ∈ {1, . . . , p}, we have ai ∈ A1
l iff bi ∈ B1

l and ai ∈ A2
l iff bi ∈ B2

l , whereby ai ∈ Al iff

bi ∈ Bl.

Consider ai, aj for i 6= j and i, j ∈ {1, . . . , p}. We show below that ai, aj are adjacent in Str(z1)

iff bi, bj are adjacent in Str(z2). This would show that ai 7→ bi is a partial isomorphism between

(Str(z1), A1, . . . , Ar) and (Str(z2), B1, . . . , Br) completing the proof. We have the following

three cases:

1. Each of ai and aj is from V-Str(t1): Then by the description of R above, we have that

(i) bi and bj are both from V-Str(t2) and (ii) ai, aj are adjacent in Str(t1) iff bi, bj are

adjacent in Str(t2). Observe that ai, aj are adjacent in Str(t1) iff ai, aj are adjacent in

Str(z1). Likewise, bi, bj are adjacent in Str(t2) iff bi, bj are adjacent in Str(z2). Then

ai, aj are adjacent in Str(z1) iff bi, bj are adjacent in Str(z2).

2. Each of ai and aj is from V-Str(s1): Reasoning similarly as in the previous case, we can

show that ai, aj are adjacent in Str(z1) iff bi, bj are adjacent in Str(z2).

3. W.l.o.g. ai ∈ V-Str(t1) and aj ∈ V-Str(s1): Then bi ∈ V-Str(t2) and bj ∈ V-Str(s2).

Observe now that the greatest common ancestor of ai and aj in z1 is root(z1), and the

greatest common ancestor of bi and bj in z2 is root(z2). Since (i) the labels of root(z1)

and root(z2) are the same (by assumption) and (ii) the label of ai (resp. aj) in z1 = label

of ai (resp. aj) in Str(z1) = label of bi (resp. bj) in Str(z2) = label of bi (resp. bj) in z2, it

follows by the definition of an n-partite cograph that ai, aj are adjacent in Str(z1) iff bi, bj

are adjacent in Str(z2).
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10.4 Closure properties of L-EBSP(·, ·)

10.4.1 Closure of L-EBSP(·, ·) under set-theoretic operations

Lemma 10.4.1. Given classes S1 and S2 of finite structures, and k1, k2 ∈ N, suppose that

L-EBSP(Si, ki) is true for each i ∈ {1, 2}, and suppose θ(Si,ki,L) is a witness function for

L-EBSP(Si, ki). Then the following hold.

1. If S is any subclass of Si that is hereditary over Si, where i ∈ {1, 2}, then L-EBSP(S, k)

is true for k = ki, with witness function θ(S,k,L) given by θ(S,k,L) = θ(Si,ki,L).

2. If S = S1 ∪ S2, then L-EBSP(S, k) is true for k = min(k1, k2), with witness function

θ(S,k,L) given by θ(S,k,L) = max(θ(S1,k1,L), θ(S2,k2,L)).

3. If S = S1 ∩ S2 and S1 is hereditary, then L-EBSP(S, k) is true for k = k2, with witness

function θ(S,k,L) given by θ(S,k,L) = θ(S2,k2,L). If S2 is also hereditary, then L-EBSP(S, k)

is true for k = max(k1, k2), with witness function θ(S,k,L) given by θ(S,k,L) =

max(θ(S1,k1,L), θ(S2,k2,L)).

4. If S is a subclass of Si that is definable over Si by an L sentence of rank r, then

L-EBSP(S, k) is true for k = ki, with witness function θ(S,k,L) given by θ(S,k,L)(m) =

θ(Si,ki,L)(r) if m ≤ r, else θ(S,k,L)(m) = θ(Si,ki,L)(m). It follows that for S as aforemen-

tioned, if S is the complement of S in Si, then L-EBSP(S, k) is also true for k = ki, with

witness function θ(S,k,L) given by θ(S,k,L) = θ(S,k,L) where θ(S,k,L) is as aforementioned.

Proof. Let m ∈ N be given.

Part 1: Consider A ∈ S and let ā be a k-tuple from A where k = ki. Since L-EBSP(Si, ki) is

true, there exists B ∈ Si such that L-EBSP-condition(Si,A,B, ki,m, ā, θ(Si,ki,L)) is true. Then

since B ⊆ A and S is hereditary over Si, we have B ∈ S; whence L-EBSP-condition(S,A,B,

k,m, ā, θ(S,k,L)) is true, where θ(S,k,L) = θ(Si,ki,L).

Part 2: Consider A ∈ S and let ā be a k-tuple from A where k = min(k1, k2). Since S = S1∪S2,

assume w.l.o.g. that A ∈ S1. Let b be an element of ā and let ā1 be a k1-tuple whose first k

components form exactly the tuple ā and in which b is the element at all the indices k+1, . . . , k1.

Since L-EBSP(S1, k1) is true, there exists B ∈ S1 such that L-EBSP-condition(S1,A,B, k1,

m, ā1, θ(S1,k1,)) is true. Then B ∈ S . Further since tpB,ā1,m,L(x̄) = tpA,ā1,m,L(x̄), it follows

that tpB,ā,m,L(x̄) = tpA,ā,m,L(x̄); whence L-EBSP-condition(S,A, B, k,m, ā, θ(S,k,L)) is true,

where θ(S,k,L) = max(θ(S1,k1,L), θ(S2,k2,L)).

Part 3: Consider A ∈ S and let ā be a k-tuple from A where k = k2. Since L-EBSP(S2, k2)
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is true, there exists B ∈ S2 such that L-EBSP-condition(S2,A,B, k2,m, ā, θ(S2,k2,L)) is true.

Since B ⊆ A,A ∈ S1 and S1 is hereditary, we have B ∈ S1, and hence B ∈ S . Then

L-EBSP-condition(S,A,B, k,m, ā, θ(S,k,L)) is true, where θ(S,k,L) = θ(S2,k2,L). If S2 is also

hereditary, then let ā be a k-tuple from A where k = max(k1, k2). W.l.o.g., suppose k1 ≥ k2, so

that k = k1. Since L-EBSP(S1, k1) is true, there exists B ∈ S1 such that L-EBSP-condition(S1,

A, B, k1,m, ā, θ(S1,k1,L)) is true. Since B ⊆ A,A ∈ S2 and S2 is hereditary, we have B ∈ S2,

and hence B ∈ S . Then L-EBSP-condition(S,A,B, k,m, ā, θ(S,k,L)) is true, where θ(S,k,L) =

max(θ(S1,k1,L), θ(S2,k2,L)).

Part 4: Consider A ∈ S and let ā be a k-tuple from A where k = ki. Let θ(S,k,L) and θ(S,k,L) be

functions as defined in the statement of this part. Since θ(Si,ki,L) is monotonic (see Remark 9.2),

so are θ(S,k,L) and θ(S,k,L).

Suppose m ≤ r. Since L-EBSP(Si, k) is true, there exists B ∈ Si such that

L-EBSP-condition(Si, A,B, k, r, ā, θ(Si,k,L)) is true. Then since tpB,ā,r,L(x̄) = tpA,ā,r,L(x̄),

we have (i) tpB,ā,m,L(x̄) = tpA,ā,m,L(x̄) since m ≤ r, and (ii) B ≡r,L A. Since A ∈ S and S is

defined over Si by an L sentence of rank r, we have B ∈ S . Then L-EBSP-condition(S,A,B,

k,m, ā, θ(S,k,L)) is true.

Supposem > r. Then there exists B ∈ Si such that L-EBSP-condition(Si,A,B, k,m, ā, θ(Si,k,L))

is true. Then since tpB,ā,m,L(x̄) = tpA,ā,m,L(x̄) and m > r, we have B ≡r,L A whereby reason-

ing as before, we have B ∈ S . Then L-EBSP-condition(S,A,B, k,m, ā, θ(S,k,L)) is true.

Finally, since S is also definable over Si by an L sentence of rank r, namely by the negation of

the sentence defining S over Si, we have that L-EBSP(S, k) is true, with the witness function

θ(S,k,L) as in the statement of this part.

10.4.2 Closure of L-EBSP(·, ·) under operations implemented using trans-

lation schemes

We look at ways of generating new classes of structures that satisfy L-EBSP(·, ·) from those

known to satisfy this property. Examples of well-known operations that produce new struc-

tures from given ones include “sum-like” operations [57] like disjoint union and join [19] and

“product-like” operations like the cartesian and tensor products. All of these are examples of

operations that are “implementable” using quantifier-free translation schemes. Let us look at

the cartesian product as an example. For a vocabulary τ , let τdisj-un,2 be the vocabulary ob-
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tained by expanding τ with 2 fresh unary predicates P1 and P2. Given structures A1 and A2

whose cartesian product we intend to take, we first construct the 2-disjoint sum [38] of A1

and A2, denoted A1 ⊕ A2, which is the τdisj-un,2-structure obtained upto isomorphism, by ex-

panding the disjoint union A1 ⊔ A2 with P1 and P2 interpreted respectively as the universes

of the isomorphic copies of A1 and A2 that are used in constructing A1 ⊔ A2. The cartesian

product A1 ⊗ A2 is then the structure Ξ(A1 ⊕ A2) where Ξ is the (2, τdisj-un,2, τ, FO)-translation

scheme given by Ξ = (ξ, (ξR)R∈τ ) where ξ(x, y) = (P1(x) ∧ P2(y)) and for R ∈ τ of ar-

ity r, we have ξR(x1, y1, . . . , xr, yr) = R(x1, . . . , xr) ∧ R(y1, . . . , yr). As a second exam-

ple, consider the across-connect operation which takes two copies of a graph G and connects

corresponding nodes across. To implement this operation, we first construct the 2-copy of

G [9]. Specifically, we take isomorphic copies G1 and G2 of G, where the universe of Gi is

{(i, a) | a ∈ UG} for i ∈ {1, 2}. We then expand G1 ⊕ G2 with the relation ∼ interpreted as the

set {((1, a), (2, a)) | a ∈ UG}, to get a τcopy,2-structure 2-copy(G), where τcopy,2 = τdisj-un,2∪{∼}.

Then the across-connect of G is the structure Φ(2-copy(G)) where Φ = (φ, φE), φ is the formula

(x = x) and φE(x, y) = E(x, y)∨
(

P1(x)∧P2(y)∧ (x ∼ y)
)

. Observe that both of the transla-

tion schemes above are quantifier-free. The above operations are two instances of several useful

and well-studied operations on structures that are implementable using quantifier-free trans-

lation schemes. We consider such operations in this section. Specifically, the quantifier-free

translation schemes implementing the operations are those that “act” on the n-disjoint sums or

n-copies of structures of a given class. We define these notions formally below.

Definition 10.4.2 (n-disjoint sum). Given a vocabulary τ , let τki be the vocabulary obtained by

expanding τ with ki fresh constant symbols, for ki ≥ 0 and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let τdisj-un,k1,...,kn be

the vocabulary obtained by expanding τ with k1 + · · ·+ kn fresh constant symbols, and n fresh

unary relation symbols P1, . . . , Pn. For i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let (Ai, āi) be a τki-structure, where Ai

is a τ -structure. Then the n-disjoint sum of (A1, ā1), . . . , (An, ān), denoted
⊕i=n

i=1 (Ai, āi), is the

τdisj-un,k1,...,kn-structure A defined as follows.

1. If A1, . . . ,An have disjoint universes, then A is such that (i) the τ -reduct of A is the

disjoint union of A1, . . . ,An, (ii) PA
i = UAi for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (thus the PA

i s form

a partition of the universe of A), and (iii) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if li = k1 + · · · + ki−1

and l1 = 0, then (cAli+1, . . . , c
A
li+ki

) = āi, where c1, . . . , ck1+···+kn are the fresh constant

symbols of τdisj-un,k1,...,kn .

2. In case, A1, . . . ,An do not have disjoint universes, then let (A′i, ā
′
i) be an isomorphic copy
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of (Ai, āi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, such that A′1, . . . ,A
′
n have disjoint universes. Then A is

defined upto isomorphism as the τ -structure
⊕i=n

i=1 (A
′
i, ā
′
i).

Definition 10.4.3 (n-copy). Given a vocabulary τ , let τcopy,k1,...,kn = τdisj−un,k1,...,kn∪{∼}, where

∼ is a binary relation symbol not in τ , and k1, . . . , kn ≥ 0. Given a τ -structure A and a ki-tuple

āi from A for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let (Ai, b̄i) be an isomorphic copy of (A, āi), with universe

{(i, a) | a ∈ UA}. Then the n-copy of A with ā1, . . . , ān, denoted n-copy(A, ā1, . . . , ān), is the

τcopy,k1,...,kn-structure defined as below:

1. If n = 1, then n-copy(A, ā1) = (A, ā1).

2. If n > 1, then n-copy(A, ā1, . . . , ān) is such that (i) the τdisj−un,k1,...,kn-reduct of

n-copy(A, ā1, . . . , ān) is the structure
⊕i=n

i=1 (Ai, āi), and (ii) ∼ is interpreted in

n-copy(A, ā1, . . . , ān) as the set {((i, a), (j, a)) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, a ∈ UA}.

The above definitions, which are given for structures expanded with tuples of elements, instead

of simply for structures that are not expanded with tuples of elements, are given so because

in the proofs of our results below, we will need these general definitions. However, for the

statements of our results, we deal with n-disjoint sums and n-copies of only structures that

are not expanded with tuples of elements, i.e. for the case when k1 = · · · = kn = 0 in the

definitions above. In such a case, we denote τdisj−un,k1,...,kn and τcopy,k1,...,kn , simply as τdisj−un,n

and τcopy,n respectively. Likewise, we denote
⊕i=n

i=1 (Ai, āi) simply as
⊕i=n

i=1 Ai (since each āi is

empty), and n-copy(A, ā1, . . . , ān) simply as n-copy(A).

Given classes S1, . . . ,Sn of τ -structures, let n-disjoint-sum(S1, . . . ,Sn) = {
⊕i=n

i=1 Ai | Ai ∈

Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Given a quantifier-free (t, τdisj-un,n, τ, FO)-translation scheme Ξ1, let

Ξ1(n-disjoint-sum(S1, . . . ,Sn)) = {Ξ1(
⊕i=n

i=1 Ai) | Ai ∈ Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. Then Ξ1 gives

rise to an n-ary operation O1 : S1 × · · · × Sn → Ξ1(n-disjoint-sum(S1, . . . ,Sn)) defined as

O1(A1, . . . ,An) = Ξ1(
⊕i=n

i=1 Ai). Likewise, given a class S of structures, if n-copy(S) =

{n-copy(A) | A ∈ S}, then a quantifier-free (t, τcopy,n, τ, FO)-translation scheme Ξ2 gives rise

to a unary operation O2 : S → Ξ2(n-copy(S)) where Ξ2(n-copy(S)) = {Ξ2(n-copy(A)) |

A ∈ S} such that O2(A) = Ξ2(n-copy(A)). For the above cases, we say that O1, resp. O2, is

implementable using Ξ1, resp. Ξ2. We say an operation is implementable using a quantifier-free

translation scheme if it is one of the two kinds of operations O1 and O2 just described. The

following two results, which are our central results of this section, together show that opera-

tions that are implementable using quantifier-free translation schemes preserve the L-EBSP(·, ·)

property of the classes they operate on.
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Lemma 10.4.4. Let S,S1, . . . ,Sn be classes of structures for n ≥ 1. The following are true.

1. If L-EBSP(Si, ki) is true for ki ∈ N for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then so is

L-EBSP(n-disjoint-sum(S1, . . . ,Sn), l), where l = min{ki | i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}. Further,

if there is a computable witness function for L-EBSP(Si, ki) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n},

then there is a computable witness function for L-EBSP(n-disjoint-sum(S1, . . . ,Sn), l)

as well.

2. If L-EBSP(S, k) is true for k ∈ N, then so is L-EBSP(n-copy(S), k). Further, if there

is a computable witness function for L-EBSP(S, k), then there is a computable witness

function for L-EBSP(n-copy(S), k) as well.

Theorem 10.4.5. Let S be class of τ -structures, and let Ξ = (ξ, (ξR)R∈σ) be a quantifier-free

(t, τ, σ,FO)-translation scheme. Then the following hold for each k ∈ N.

1. If FO-EBSP(S, k · t) is true, then so is FO-EBSP(Ξ(S), k).

2. If Ξ is scalar and MSO-EBSP(S, k) is true, then so is MSO-EBSP(Ξ(S), k).

In each of the implications above, a computable witness function for the antecedent implies a

computable witness function for the consequent.

Remark 10.4.6. The quantifier-freeness of Ξ in Theorem 10.4.5 is necessary in general. In

fact, the presence of even a single quantifier in any one of the formulas ξR above can cause

Theorem 10.4.5 to fail. We show this towards the end of this section.

For an operation O that is implementable using a quantifier-free translation scheme, define the

dimension of O to be the minimum of the dimensions of the quantifier-free translation schemes

that implement O. We say O is “sum-like” if its dimension is one, else we say O is “product-

like”. Examples of sum-like operations include unary graph operations like complement, trans-

pose, across-connect and the line-graph operation [19], and binary operations like disjoint union

and join. Examples of product-like operations include various kinds of products such as carte-

sian, tensor, lexicographic, and strong products. We now have the following corollary which

shows that L-EBSP(·, ·) and FO-EBSP(·, ·) are indeed preserved under sum-like and product-

like operations respectively.

Corollary 10.4.7. Let S1, . . . ,Sn,S be classes of structures and let O : S1 × · · · × Sn → S

be an n-ary operation that is implementable using a quantifier-free translation scheme. Let

O(S1, . . . ,Sn) denote the class of structures that are in the range of O, and let t be the dimension

of O. Then the following are true.
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1. If L-EBSP(Si, ki) is true for ki ∈ N for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then so is

L-EBSP(O(S1, . . . ,Sn), l), for l = min{ki | i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}, whenever O is sum-like.

2. If FO-EBSP(Si, ki · t) is true for ki ∈ N for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then so is

FO-EBSP(O(S1, . . . ,Sn), l), for l = min{ki | i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}, whenever O is product-

like.

In each of the implications above, if there are computable witness functions for each of the

conjuncts in the antecedent, then there is a computable witness function for the consequent as

well.

Proof. Follows easily from Lemma 10.4.4 and Theorem 10.4.5.

The rest of this section is entirely devoted to proving Lemma 10.4.4 and Theorem 10.4.5.

Towards the proof of Lemma 10.4.4, we present the following simple facts about n-disjoint sum

and n-copy. We skip the proof.

Lemma 10.4.8. Let (Ai, āi) and (Bi, b̄i) be τki-structures for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let m ∈ N. Then

the following are true.

1. If (Bi, b̄i) →֒ (Ai, āi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then
⊕i=n

i=1 (Bi, b̄i) →֒
⊕i=n

i=1 (Ai, āi).

2. If (Bi, b̄i) ≡m,L (Ai, āi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then
⊕i=n

i=1 (Bi, b̄i) ≡m,L

⊕i=n
i=1 (Ai, āi).

Lemma 10.4.9. Let (A, āi) and (B, b̄i) be τki-structures for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let m ∈ N. If

C = n-copy(B, b̄1, . . . , b̄n) and D = n-copy(A, ā1, . . . , ān), then the following are true.

1. If (B, b̄i) →֒ (A, āi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then C →֒ D.

2. If (B, b̄i) ≡m,L (A, āi) for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then C ≡m,L D.

We now prove Lemma 10.4.4.

Proof of Lemma 10.4.4. Part 1: Consider a structure A = (
⊕i=n

i=1 Ai) ∈ n-disjoint-sum(S1, . . . ,Sn)

and let ā be an l-tuple from A. Let āi be the sub-tuple of ā consisting of all elements of ā that be-

long to UAi ; clearly |āi| ≤ ki for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Letm ∈ N. Since L-EBSP(Si, ki) is true, there

exists Bi such that L-EBSP-condition(Si,Ai,Bi, ki,m, āi, θ(Si,m,L)) holds where θ(Si,m,L) is a

witness function for L-EBSP(Si, ki). Then (Bi, āi) ⊆ (Ai, āi) and (Bi, āi) ≡m,L (Ai, āi). Then

by Lemma 10.4.8, we have that (i)
⊕i=n

i=1 (Bi, b̄i) →֒
⊕i=n

i=1 (Ai, āi), and (ii)
⊕i=n

i=1 (Bi, b̄i) ≡m,L

⊕i=n
i=1 (Ai, āi). Then it is easy to verify that (i) ((

⊕i=n
i=1 Bi), ā) →֒ ((

⊕i=n
i=1 Ai), ā), and (ii)

((
⊕i=n

i=1 Bi), ā) ≡m,L ((
⊕i=n

i=1 Ai), ā). Observe that (
⊕i=n

i=1 Bi) ∈ n-disjoint-sum(S1, . . . ,Sn),

and that |(
⊕i=n

i=1 Bi)| ≤ θ(m) = Σi=n
i=0θ(Si,m,L)(m). Taking (B, ā) to be the substructure of
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(A, ā) that is isomorphic to ((
⊕i=n

i=1 Bi), ā), we see L-EBSP-condition(n-disjoint-sum(S1, . . . ,Sn),

A,B, l,m, ā, θ) is true with witness function θ. Whereby L-EBSP(n-disjoint-sum(S1, . . . ,Sn), l)

is true. It is easy to see that if θ(Si,m,L) is computable for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then so is θ.

Part 2: This is proved analogously as the previous part, and using Lemma 10.4.9.

We now proceed to proving Theorem 10.4.5. Towards the proof, we first prove the follow-

ing result that shows that quantifier-free translation schemes preserve the substructure relation

between any two structures of S . We use results mentioned in Section 7.4 in our proof.

Lemma 10.4.10. Let S be a given class of finite structures. Let Ξ = (ξ, (ξR)R∈σ) be a

quantifier-free (t, τ, σ,FO)-translation scheme. Let A and B be given structures from S , and

let b̄1, . . . , b̄n be n elements from Ξ(B), for some n ≥ 0. If (B, b̄1, . . . , b̄n) ⊆ (A, b̄1, . . . , b̄n),

then (i) b̄1, . . . , b̄n belong to Ξ(A) and (ii) (Ξ(B), b̄1, . . . , b̄n) ⊆ (Ξ(A), b̄1, . . . , b̄n).

Proof. Consider any element of Ξ(B); it is a t-tuple b̄ of B such that (B, b̄) |= ξ(x̄). Since

ξ(x̄) is quantifier-free, it is preserved under extensions over S . Whereby (A, b̄) |= ξ(x̄); then

b̄ is an element of Ξ(A). Since b̄ is an arbitrary element of Ξ(B), we have UΞ(B) ⊆ UΞ(A). In

particular therefore, b̄1, . . . , b̄n belongs to Ξ(A).

Consider a relation symbol R ∈ σ of arity say n. Let d̄1, . . . , d̄n be elements of Ξ(B). Then we

have the following. Below x̄i = (xi,1, . . . , xi,t) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

(Ξ(B), d̄1, . . . , d̄n) |= R(x1, . . . , xn)

iff (B, d̄1, . . . , d̄n) |= Ξ(R)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) (by Proposition 7.4.2)

iff (B, d̄1, . . . , d̄n) |=
∧i=n
i=1 ξ(x̄i) ∧ ξR(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) (by defn. of Ξ(R); see Section 7.4)

Now since (i) each of ξ and ξR is quantifier-free, (ii) a finite conjunction of quantifier-free

formulae is a quantifier-free formula, and (iii) a quantifier-free formula is preserved under sub-

structures as well as preserved under extensions over any class, we have that

(B, d̄1, . . . , d̄n) |=
∧i=n
i=1 ξ(x̄i) ∧ ξR(x̄1, . . . , x̄n)

iff (A, d̄1, . . . , d̄n) |=
∧i=n
i=1 ξ(x̄i) ∧ ξR(x̄1, . . . , x̄n)

iff (A, d̄1, . . . , d̄n) |= Ξ(R)(x̄1, . . . , x̄n) (by definition of Ξ(R))

iff (Ξ(A), d̄1, . . . , d̄n) |= R(x1, . . . , xn) (by Proposition 7.4.2)

Since R is an arbitrary relation symbol of σ, we have that Ξ(B) ⊆ Ξ(A), whereby

(Ξ(B), d̄1, . . . , d̄n) ⊆ (Ξ(A), d̄1, . . . , d̄n).
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Proof of Theorem 10.4.5. Part 1: Consider a structure Ξ(A) ∈ Ξ(S) for some structure A ∈

S . Let (ā1, . . . , āk) be a k-tuple from Ξ(A) and let m ∈ N. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k},

let āi = (ai,1, . . . , ai,t). Let p = k · t and consider the p-tuple ā from A given by ā =

(a1,1, . . . , a1,t, a2,1, . . . , a2,t, . . . , ak,1, . . . , ak,t). Let r = t · m. Since FO-EBSP(S, p) is true,

there exists a witness function θ(S,p,FO) : N → N and a structure B such that

FO-EBSP-condition(S,A,B, p, r, ā, θ(S,p,FO)) is true. That is (i) B ∈ S , (ii) B ⊆ A, (iii)

the elements of ā are contained in B, (iv) |B| ≤ θ(S,p,FO)(r) and (v) (B, ā) ≡r (A, ā).

We now show that there exists a function θ(Ξ(S),k,FO) : N → N such that

FO-EBSP-condition(Ξ(S),Ξ(A),Ξ(B), k,m, (ā1, . . . , āk), θ(Ξ(S),k,FO)) is true. This would show

that FO-EBSP(Ξ(S), k) is true.

(i) Ξ(B) ∈ Ξ(S): Obvious from the definition of Ξ(S) and the fact that B ∈ S .

(ii) Ξ(B) ⊆ Ξ(A): Follows from Lemma 10.4.10.

(iii) The element āi is contained in UΞ(B) for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}: Since the elements of ā

are contained in B, we have for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, that āi is a t-tuple from B. Now

since āi is an element of Ξ(A), we have (A, āi) |= ξ(x̄). Since ξ(x̄) is quantifier-free, it

is preserved under substructures over S . Whereby (B, āi) |= ξ(x̄); then āi is an element

of Ξ(B), for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

(iv) (Ξ(B), ā1, . . . , āk) ≡m (Ξ(A), ā1, . . . , āk): Since (B, ā) ≡r (A, ā), it follows from

Corollary 7.4.3, that (Ξ(B), ā1, . . . , āk) ≡m (Ξ(A), ā1, . . . , āk).

(v) The existence of a function θ(Ξ(S),k,FO) : N → N such that |Ξ(B)| ≤ θ(Ξ(S),k,FO)(m):

Define θ(Ξ(S),k,FO) : N → N as θ(Ξ(S),k,FO)(m) = (θ(S,p,FO)(r))
t. Since |B| ≤ θ(S,p,FO)(r),

we have that |Ξ(B)| ≤ θ(Ξ(S),k,FO)(m).

It is clear that if θ(S,p,FO) is computable, then so is θ(Ξ(S),k,FO).

Part 2: The proof of this part is similar to the proof above.

Necessity of the condition on Ξ of being quantifier-free in Theorem 10.4.5:

Let τ = {≤} and σ = {E} where ≤, E are binary relation symbols. Consider the (1, τ, σ, FO)-

translation scheme Ξ1 given by Ξ1 = (ξ1, ξ
1
E) where ξ1(x) is the formula (x = x) and ξ1E(x, y) =

∀z
((

(x ≤ z) ∧ (x 6= z)
)

→ (y ≤ z)
)

. Consider the class S of all finite linear orders.

We know from Theorem 10.2.2 that both FO-EBSP(S, l) and MSO-EBSP(S, l) hold for all

l ∈ N. The (universal) formula ξ1E(x, y) cannot be S-equivalent to a quantifier-free formula.

To see this, suppose ξ1E(x, y) is S-equivalent to a quantifier-free formula β(x, y). Consider
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the structure A = ({1, 2, 3},≤A) ∈ S where ≤A is the usual linear order on {1, 2, 3}. Clearly

(A, 1, 3) |= ¬ξ1E(x, y) whereby (A, 1, 3) |= ¬β(x, y). Since ¬β is quantifier-free, it is preserved

under substructures whereby B = ({1.3}, {(1, 1), (1, 3), (3, 3)}) is such that B |= ¬β(x, y) and

hence B |= ¬ξ1E(x, y). The latter is clearly not true. Then Ξ1 is not quantifier-free.

We now show that FO-EBSP(Ξ1(S), k) is false for each k ≥ 2. The class Ξ1(S) is the class

of all finite directed paths. It is easy to see that for m,n ∈ N such that m ≥ 4 and n ≥ 2, the

path Pn of length n (i.e. having n + 1 vertices) is not m-equivalent to any substructure of Pn

that contains both the end-points of Pn and that has size at most n. Then FO-EBSP(Ξ1(S), k)

is false for each k ≥ 2.

Consider the (1, τ, σ, FO)-translation scheme Ξ2 given by Ξ2 = (ξ2, ξ
2
E) where ξ2 = ξ1 and

ξ2E = ¬ξ1E . Let Negσ = (α, αE) be the (1, σ, σ, FO)-translation scheme that is quantifier-free

and such that α(x) is the formula (x = x) and αE(x, y) = ¬E(x, y). For the class S as above,

observe that Ξ1(S) is exactly the class Negσ(Ξ2(S)). Whence if FO-EBSP(Ξ2(S), k) is true for

some k ≥ 2, then by Part (1) above, FO-EBSP(Negσ(Ξ2(S)), k) is true, contradicting the fact

that FO-EBSP(Ξ1(S), k) is false for all k ≥ 2.

10.4.3 Closure under regular operation-tree languages

Theorem 10.4.5 shows us that operations that are implemented using quantifier-free translation

schemes, preserve the FO-EBSP(·, ·) or MSO-EBSP(·, k) property of the class of structures they

are applied to. From this, and from Lemma 10.4.1(2), it follows that finite unions of the classes

obtained by applying finite compositions of the aforesaid kind of operations to a given class S

of structures, also preserves the FO-EBSP(·, ·) or MSO-EBSP(·, k) property of S . However, as

already mentioned in the introduction, there are interesting classes of structures that are pro-

duced only by taking infinite such unions; examples include hamming graphs of the n-clique,

and the class of all p-dimensional grid posets, where p belongs to an MSO-definable (using

a linear order) class of natural numbers. In this section, we discuss the case of such infinite

unions. Specifically, we show that under reasonable additional assumptions on the aforemen-

tioned operations, that are satisfied by the operations of disjoint union, join, across connect, and

the various kinds of products mentioned in Section 10.4.2, it is the case that the property of

L-EBSP(·, 0) of a class is preserved under taking the aforementioned infinite unions, provided

that these unions are “regular” in a sense that we make precise. Indeed the infinite unions that
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produce the examples of hamming graphs of the n-clique, and the class of p-dimensional grid

posets referred to above, are regular in our sense, whereby since the examples are produced

using the cartesian product operation, it follows that each of these satisfies L-EBSP(·, 0).

Let Op be a finite set of operations implementable using quantifier-free translation schemes. We

call the operations of Op as quantifier-free operations, and abusing notation, use Ξ to represent

these operations. Let ρ : Op → N be such that ρ(Ξ) is the arity of Ξ, for Ξ ∈ Op. An operation

tree over Op is an ordered tree ranked by ρ, in which each internal node is labeled with an

operation of Op, and each leaf node is labeled with the label ⋄, which is a place-holder for

an “input” structure. The singleton tree (without any internal nodes) in which the sole node is

labeled with a ⋄ is also an operation tree over Op (treated as the “no operation” tree). When the

⋄ labels of the leaf nodes of an operation tree t are replaced with structures, then the resulting

tree s can naturally be seen as a representation tree of a structure As. Formally, the structure

As can be defined (up to isomorphism) inductively as follows. If s is a singleton, then As is the

structure labeling the sole node of s. Else, let a1, . . . , an be in increasing order, the children

of the root of s. Let ti = s≥ai be the subtree of s rooted at ai, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Assume

(as induction hypothesis) that the structure Ati represented (upto isomorphism) by the tree ti is

already defined. Let Ξ be the operation labeling the root of s. Then As = Ξ(At1 , . . . ,Atn) upto

isomorphism.

Given an operation tree t over Op and a class S of structures, let t(S) be the isomorphism-

closed class of structures represented by the representation trees obtained by simply replacing

the labels of the leaf nodes of t, with structures from S . By extension, given a class V of

operation trees over Op, let V(S) =
⋃

t∈V t(S). The class V(S) is then isomorphism-closed as

well. If V is finite, then Theorem 10.4.5 and Lemma 10.4.1(2) show that L-EBSP(·, ·) property

of S remains preserved under V , where V is seen as a transformation of a class of structures.

While we are yet to investigate what happens if V is an arbitrary infinite class, we show below

that if V , seen as a language of ordered ranked trees over Op ∪ {⋄}, is regular (in the sense

of regularity used in the literature for ordered ranked trees), then the truth of L-EBSP(·, 0) is

preserved in going from S to V(S), provided that the operations in Op satisfy the additional

properties of “monotonicity” and “≡m,L-preservation” that we define below.

An n-ary operation Ξ is said to be monotone if for all structures A1, . . . ,An, we have Ai is

(isomorphically) embeddable in Ξ(A1, . . . ,An). We say Ξ is ≡m,L-preserving if for all struc-

tures A1, . . . ,An,B1, . . . ,Bn, it is the case that if Ai ≡m,L Bi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then
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Ξ(A1, . . . ,An) ≡m,L Ξ(B1, . . . ,Bn). The operations of disjoint union, join and across connect

seen in Section 10.4.2 are monotone and ≡m,MSO-preserving, while each of the products men-

tioned in Section 10.4.2, like cartesian, tensor, lexicographic and strong products, is monotone

and ≡m,FO-preserving. The central result of this section can now be stated as follows.

Theorem 10.4.11. Let Op be a finite set of operations, where each operation in Op is quantifier-

free, monotone and ≡m,L-preserving. Let V be a class of operation trees over Op, that is regular.

Let S be a class of structures. If L-EBSP(S, 0) is true, then so is L-EBSP(V(S), 0). Further, if

L-EBSP(S, 0) has a computable witness function, then so does L-EBSP(V(S), 0).

Proof. We assume familiarity with the notions and results of Section 10.1 for the present proof.

Let S1 =
⋃

t∈S2
t(S), where S2 be the class of all operation trees over Op. Then S and V are

resp. subclasses of S1 and S2. Let Σint = Op and Σleaf = {A | UA ⊆ N,A ∼= B,B ∈ S}.

Observe that Σleaf is countable. Let ρ : Op → N be such that ρ(Ξ) is the arity of Ξ. Let T be the

class of all representation-feasible trees over Σint ∪ Σleaf, that are ranked by ρ; then T is closed

under rooted subtrees and under replacements with rooted subtrees.

We now construct two representation maps Stri : T → Si for i ∈ {1, 2} such that for s ∈ T ,

Str1(s) is the structure As represented by s (as defined earlier), while Str2(s) is the operation

tree corresponding to s (i.e. the tree obtained by simply replacing the leaf nodes of s with ⋄).

We now observe the following.

1. The map Str1 satisfies conditions B.1 and A.1.b of Section 10.1, for eachm ∈ N, because

each operation in Op is assumed to be monotone and ≡m,L preserving. That Str1 also

satisfies A.1.a is seen by observing that each operation in Op is implementable using a

quantifier-free translation scheme (see the paragraph before Lemma 10.4.4 for the precise

meaning of implementability using quantifier-free translation schemes), and then using

Lemmas 10.4.8, 10.4.9 and 10.4.10. Whereby, Str1 is L-height-reduction favourable.

2. The map Str2 is easily seen to satisfy conditions A.1.a and B.1. That it also satisfies A.1.b

for L = MSO and for all m ≥ 2 follows from the MSO composition lemma for ordered

trees (see Lemma 10.2.3). Whereby, Str2 is MSO-height-reduction favourable.

Let A be a structure in V(S), and letm ≥ 2. We show below the existence of a structure B such

that L-EBSP-condition(V(S),A,B, 0,m, null, θ(V(S),0,L)) holds, where null is the empty tuple

and θ(V(S),0,L) is a function from N to N such that θ(V(S),0,L)(p) = θ(V(S),0,L)(2) for p ≤ 2. It

is obvious then that L-EBSP-condition(V(S),A,B, 0, p, null, θ(V(S),0,L)) holds for p ≤ 2. Then

L-EBSP(V(S), 0) holds with θ(V(S),0,L) being a witness function.
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Since A ∈ V(S), there exists t ∈ T such that Str1(t) ∼= A and Str2(t) ∈ V . Since V is

regular, it is defined by an MSO sentence ϕ (the sentence ϕ exists since regularity corresponds

to MSO definability for ordered ranked trees; see Section 10.2). Then Str2(t) |= ϕ. Let the

rank of ϕ be n. Since Str1 is L-height-reduction favourable and Str2 is MSO-height-reduction

favourable, we have by Theorem 10.1.1, that there is a computable function η2 : N×N → N and

a subtree s2 of t in T , such that (i) the height of s2 is at most η2(m,n), (ii) Str1(s2) →֒ Str1(t),

(iii) Str1(s2) ≡m,L Str1(t), and (iv) Str2(s2) ≡n,MSO Str2(t). Since Str2(t) |= ϕ, we have

Str2(s2) |= ϕ whereby Str2(s2) ∈ V .

Now since L-EBSP(S, 0) is true, we have for each structure C ∈ S , a structure C′ ∈ S such

that (i) C′ ⊆ C (ii) |C′| ≤ θ(S,0,L)(m) and (iii) C′ ≡m,L C, where θ(S,0,L) is a witness function

for L-EBSP(S, 0). Let s1 ∈ T be the tree obtained from s2 by replacing each structure C

labeling a leaf of s2 with the structure C′ described above. Since Str1 satisfies conditions A.1.a

and A.1.b for each m ≥ 2, one can verify that (i) Str1(s1) →֒ Str1(s2) →֒ Str1(t) ∼= A, and

(ii) Str1(s1) ≡m,L Str1(s2) ≡m,L Str1(t). It is clear that Str1(s1) ∈ V(S) since Str2(s1) =

Str2(s2) ∈ V . Let B be the substructure of A such that B ∼= Str1(s1). Then from the above

discussion, we have B ≡m,L A and B ∈ V(S). We now show that B is of bounded size. Let

d be the maximum arity of any operation in Op, and t be the maximum of the dimensions of

the translation schemes implementing the operations in Op (see the definition of dimension in

Section 7.4). Recall that (i) the height of s1 is the same as the height of s2 which in turn is at

most η2(m,n), and (ii) the size of any structure labeling a leaf node of s1 is at most θ(S,0,L)(m).

Then |B| = |Str1(s1)| ≤ θ(V(S),0,L)(m) = f(0) where for 0 ≤ j ≤ η2(m,n), f(j) is as defined

below.

f(j) =







θ(S,0,L)(m) if j = η2(m,n)

(d · f(j + 1))t if j < η2(m,n)

It is now easy to verify that L-EBSP-condition(V(S),A,B, 0,m, null, θ(V(S),0,L)) is true, where

null denotes the empty tuple. Define θ(V(S),0,L)(p) = θ(V(S),0,L)(2) for p ≤ 2. Then as reasoned

earlier, we have that L-EBSP(V(S), 0) holds with θ(V(S),0,L) being a witness function. One can

see that if θ(S,0,L) is computable, then so is θ(V(S),0,L).

Using the above theorem, we show below that each of the following classes, that motivated this

section, satisfies L-EBSP(·, 0): the class of hamming graphs of the n-clique, and the class of

all p-dimensional grid posets where p belongs to an MSO definable (using a linear order) class

of natural numbers.
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1. Let S be a class consisting of only the n-clique upto isomorphism. Let Op = {×} where

× denotes cartesian product. Let V be the class of all trees over Op; clearly V is de-

fined by the sentence True, and is trivially regular. Observe that the class V(S) is exactly

the class of all hamming graphs of the n-clique. Since S is finite, L-EBSP(S, 0), and

hence FO-EBSP(S, 0), is true with a computable witness function (see Chapter 9). Since

× is quantifier-free, monotone and ≡m,FO-preserving, we have by Theorem 10.4.11 that

FO-EBSP(V(S), 0) is true with a computable witness function.

2. Let S be the class of all linear orders. Let Op = {×}. Let U be the class of all operation-

trees over Op in which each internal node has exactly two children, at least one of which is

a leaf. It is easy to see that any tree in U has a “spine” consisting of the internal nodes of the

tree. Let V be any MSO definable (over the class of all trees over Op) subclass of U (like for

instance, the class of all trees of U having a spine of even length). Then V is clearly regular.

Since Op is a singleton, we can identify V with a set Z of natural numbers that is definable

in MSO using a linear order. Then V(S) can be seen as the class of all p-dimensional

grid posets where p ∈ Z. Since L-EBSP(S, 0), and hence FO-EBSP(S, 0), is true with a

computable witness function (by Theorem 10.2.2), it follows from Theorem 10.4.11, that

FO-EBSP(V(S), 0) is also true with a computable witness function.

One can ask what happens to Theorem 10.4.11 for k > 0. From the very special cases we have

managed to solve so far, we believe that new techniques would be necessary, in addition to the

ones currently employed in proving Theorem 10.4.11.
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Additional studies on L-EBSP(·, k)

11.1 L-EBSP(S, k) and the decidability of L-Th(S)

Denote by L-Th(S) the L-theory of S , i.e. the set of all L sentences that are true in all structures

of S . We have the following result.

Lemma 11.1.1. Let S be a class of structures such that L-EBSP(S, k) holds for some k ∈ N.

If there exists a computable witness function for L-EBSP(S, k), then L-Th(S) is decidable.

Proof. Let ϕ be an L sentence of rank m. Let ψ = ¬ϕ be the negation of ϕ; then ψ has rank m

as well. Suppose ψ is satisfied in a structure A ∈ S . Then since L-EBSP(S, k) is true, for any k-

tuple ā from A, there exists a structure B such that L-EBSP-condition(S,A,B, k,m, ā, θ(S,k,L))

is true, where θ(S,k,L) is a witness function for L-EBSP(S, k). Then, (i) B ∈ S , (ii) |B| ≤

θ(S,k,L)(m), and (iii) B ≡m,L A. Whereby B |= ψ since A |= ψ and the rank of ψ is m. Thus,

if ψ is satisfiable over S , it is satisfied in a structure of S , of size ≤ θ(S,k,L)(m). Whereby, if

θ(S,k,L) is a computable function, the following algorithm A decides membership in L-Th(S).

Algorithm A:

1. Compute the rank m of the input sentence ϕ, and compute the number p = θ(S,k,L)(m).

2. Enumerate all the finitely many structures C in S of size ≤ p, and check if the sentence

ψ = ¬ϕ is true in all of them. Checking if ψ is true in C is effective since C is finite.

3. If some structure C is found satisfying ψ in the previous step, then output “No”, else

output “Yes”.

It is clear that A indeed decides L-Th(S).

As seen in Chapter 10, a wide array of classes S satisfy either FO-EBSP(S, k) or MSO-EBSP(S, k)

with computable witness functions, whereby FO-Th(S) or MSO-Th(S) resp., is decidable.
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11.2 L-EBSP(·, k) and well-quasi-ordering under embedding

A pre-order (A,≤) is said to be a well-quasi-order (w.q.o.) if for every infinite sequence

a1, a2, . . . of elements of A, there exists i < j such that ai ≤ aj (see [19]). If (A,≤) is a

w.q.o., we say that “A is a w.q.o. under ≤”. An elementary fact is that if A is a w.q.o. under ≤,

then for every infinite sequence a1, a2, . . . of elements of A, there exists an infinite subsequence

ai1 , ai2 , . . . such that i1 < i2 < . . . and ai1 ≤ ai2 ≤ . . ..

Given a vocabulary τ and k ∈ N, let τk be as usual, the vocabulary obtained by expanding τ

with k fresh and distinct constant symbols. Let S be a class of τ -structures. Denote by Sk

the class of all τk-structures whose τ -reducts are structures in S . Observe that (Sk, →֒) is a

pre-order. We now define the property WQO(S, k) via the notion of w.q.o. mentioned above.

Definition 11.2.1. We say that WQO(S, k) holds if (Sk, →֒) is a well-quasi-order.

A simple example of a class S of structures satisfying WQO(S, k) for every k ∈ N is a fi-

nite class of finite structures. The celebrated results such as Higman’s lemma and Kruskal’s

tree theorem [19] state that WQO(Words(Σ), 0) and WQO(Unordered-trees(Σ), 0) respectively

hold. Also, the results in [31] show that WQO(n-partite-cographs, 0) holds, for every n ∈ N,

where n-partite-cographs is the class of all n-partite cographs.

A priori, there is no reason to expect any relation between the WQO(·, k) and L-EBSP(·, k)

properties. Surprisingly, we have the following result.

Theorem 11.2.2. Let S be a class of structures that is closed under isomorphisms, and let

k ∈ N. If WQO(S, k) holds, then so does L-EBSP(S, k).

Proof. We prove the result by contradiction. Suppose, if possible, WQO(S, k) holds but

L-EBSP(S, k) fails. Then by Definition 9.1, there exists m ∈ N such that for all p ∈ N,

there exists a structure Ap in S and a k-tuple āp from Ap such that for any structure B ∈ S , we

have
(

(B ⊆ Ap) ∧ (āp ∈ UkB) ∧ (|B| ≤ p)
)

→ (B, āp) 6≡m,L (Ap, āp).

For each p ≥ 1, fix the structure Ap and the tuple āp that satisfy the above properties. Let A′p be

the structure (Ap, āp) ∈ Sk. Consider the sequence (A′i)i≥1. Since WQO(S, k) holds, Sk is a

w.q.o. under →֒. Therefore, there exists an infinite sequence I = (i1, i2, . . .) of indices such that

i1 < i2 < . . . and A′i1 →֒ A′i2 →֒ . . .. Consider ∆L(m,S
k) – the set of all equivalence classes

of the ≡m,L relation over the structures of Sk. From Proposition 7.2.1, we see that ∆L(m,S
k)

is a finite set. Therefore, there exists an infinite subsequence J = (j1, j2, . . .) of I such that (i)
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j1 < j2 < . . . (ii) A′j1 →֒ A′j2 →֒ . . ., and (iii) A′j1 ,A
′
j2
, . . . are all in the same ≡m,L class. Let

r = |A′j1|, and let n > 1 be an index such that jn ≥ r. Then A′j1 →֒ A′jn and A′j1 ≡m,L A′jn . Fix

an embedding ı : A′j1 →֒ A′jn .

Recall that A′jn = (Ajn , ājn) whereby the image of A′j1 under ı is a structure (B, ājn). Then B

has the following properties: (i) B ∈ S , since Aj1 ∈ S and S is closed under isomorphisms,

(ii) B ⊆ Ajn , (iii) ājn ∈ UkB, (iv) |B| = |A′j1| = r ≤ jn, and (v) (B, ājn) ≡m,L (Ajn , ājn). This

contradicts the property of Ajn stated at the outset, completing the proof.

Remark 11.2.3. The implication given by Theorem 11.2.2 does not in general, imply the ex-

istence of a computable witness function for L-EBSP(S, k). Consider the class S of two di-

mensional grid posets; S can be seen to be w.q.o. under embedding, whereby L-EBSP(S, 0)

holds. But if there is a computable witness function for L-EBSP(S, 0), then by Lemma 11.1.1,

it follows that L-Th(S) is decidable. Equivalently, the satisfiability problem for L (the prob-

lem of deciding if a given L sentence is satisfiable) is decidable over S , for both L = FO and

L = MSO. However, this contradicts the known result that the MSO satisfiability is undecid-

able over two dimensional grid posets. The latter class of posets is thus an example of a class of

structures that is w.q.o. under embedding, and hence satisfies MSO-EBSP(·, 0), but for which

there is no computable witness function for MSO-EBSP(·, 0).

We now show that the converse to Theorem 11.2.2 does not hold in general.

Proposition 11.2.4. There exists a class S of structures such that FO-EBSP(S, 0) holds but

WQO(S, 0) fails.

Proof. Let Cn (respectively, Pn) denote an undirected cycle (respectively, path) of length n. Let

mPn denote the disjoint union of m copies of Pn. Let Hn =
⊔i=3n

i=0 nPi and Gn = C3n ⊔ Hn,

where ⊔ denotes disjoint union. Now consider the class S of undirected graphs that is closed

under isomorphisms, and is given upto isomorphisms by S = S1 ∪ S2, where S1 = {Hn |

n ≥ 1} and S2 = {Gn | n ≥ 1}. That WQO(S, 0) fails is easily seen by considering the

sequence (Gn)n≥1, and noting that C3n cannot embed in C3m unless m = n. We now show

FO-EBSP(S, 0) holds with the witness function θ(S,0,FO) being given by θ(S,0,FO)(m) = |Gm|.

In other words, we show that for A ∈ S and m ∈ N, there exists B such that (i) B ∈ S , (ii)

B ⊆ A, (iii) |B| ≤ θ(S,0,FO)(m) and (iv) B ≡m A. Towards this, we first present some basic

facts about Cn, Pn, Hn and Gn, that are easy to verify. Let m ∈ N be given.

(F.1) If n1, n2 ≥ 3m, then Pn1
≡m Pn2

.
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(F.2) If n1 ≥ 3m and n2 ≥ m, then n2Pn1
≡m mP3m .

(F.3) If n1 ≤ n2, then Hn1
always embeds in Hn2

.

(F.4) If m ≤ n1 ≤ n2, then Hn1
≡m Hn2

. (follows from (1) and (2) above)

(F.5) If n ≥ m, then Gn ≡m Hn.

Consider a structure A ∈ S and let m ∈ N. We have two cases: (a) A ∈ S1 (b) A ∈ S2.

A ∈ S1: Then A = Hn for some n. If n ≤ m, then taking B to be A, we see that

FO-EBSP-condition(S,A,B, 0,m, null, θ(S,0,FO)) is true, where null is the empty tuple. Else

n > m. Then consider Hm. From the facts F.3 and F.4, we have that Hm embeds in Hn and that

Hm ≡m Hn. Then taking B to be the isomorphic copy of Hm that is a substructure of Hn, we

see that FO-EBSP-condition(S,A,B, 0,m, null, θ(S,0,FO)) is indeed true.

A ∈ S2: Then A = Gn for some n. If n ≤ m, then taking B to be A, we see that

FO-EBSP-condition(S,A,B, 0,m, null, θ(S,0,FO)) is true. Else n > m. Then consider Hm.

From the facts F.3, F.4 and F.5, we see that Hm embeds in Gn and that Hm ≡m Gn. Then taking

B to be the isomorphic copy of Hm that is a substructure of Gn, we see that

FO-EBSP-condition(S,A,B, 0,m, null, θ(S,0,FO)) is indeed true.

Using Theorem 11.2.2 as a technique to show L-EBSP(·, k) for classes of structures

Let S be the class of all n-dimensional grid posets (i.e. cartesian product of linear orders,

iterated n times), for a given n ∈ N. From Theorem 10.2.2, it follows that FO-EBSP(·, k)

holds of the class of all linear orders (and with a computable witness function). Then using

Lemma 10.4.4 and Theorem 10.4.5, we see that FO-EBSP(S, k) is true for all k ∈ N (and with

a computable witness function). But these results do not tell us whether MSO-EBSP(S, k) is

true. We demonstrate below that we can use Theorem 11.2.2 to show that MSO-EBSP(S, k) is

indeed true. Thus Theorem 11.2.2 gives us a new technique to show L-EBSP(·, k) for classes

of structures for which the L-EBSP(·, k) property cannot be inferred (at least prima facie) using

the results presented in Chapter 10.

We show that MSO-EBSP(S, k) holds by showing that WQO(S, k) holds. We show the latter

for the case when S is the class of all 2-dimensional grid posets. The proof for the case of

r-dimensional grid posets for r > 2 can be done similarly.

Consider an infinite sequence (Gi, āi)i≥0 of structures of Sk, where Gi is a 2-dimensional grid

poset and āi is a k-tuple from Gi, for i ≥ 1. Let Gi be the cartesian product of linear orders

Li,1 and Li,2, and let b̄i and c̄i be the projections of āi onto Li,1 and Li,2 respectively (in other

words, b̄i is the k-tuple of first components of the elements of āi, while c̄i is the k-tuple of the
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second components of the elements of āi). Now (Li,1, b̄i) can be looked at as a word wi,1 over

the powerset of {1, ..., k}, such that (i) the underlying linear order of wi,1 is Li,1, and (ii) each

position e of wi,1 is labeled with the set of all those indices r in {1, ...k} such that e equals

the rth component of b̄i. Similarly (Li,2, c̄i) can be looked at as a word wi,2. Let Mi be the

cartesian product of the words wi,1 and wi,2, and let Ni be labeled grid poset obtained from

Mi such that (i) the unlabeled grid underlying Ni is exactly the same as the unlabeled grid

underlying Mi (and the latter is the same as Gi), and (ii) the label of any element (g1, g2) of

Ni is the intersection of the labels of g1 and g2 in wi,1 and wi,2. It is easy to see that Ni is

simply a “coloured” representation of (Gi, āi). Whereby if for i, j ≥ 0, we haveNi →֒ Nj , then

(Gi, āi) →֒ (Gj, āj). The proof that WQO(S, k) holds is therefore completed by showing that

indeed there exist i, j ≥ 0 such that i < j and Ni →֒ Nj .

Consider the sequences (wi,1)i≥0 and (wi,2)i≥0. Since words are w.q.o. under embedding (Hig-

man’s lemma) and the cartesian product of two w.q.o. sets is also w.q.o. under the point-wise

order, there exist i, j such that i < j and the pair (wi,1, wi,2) →֒ (wj,1, wj,2) where →֒ for pairs

means point-wise →֒. Then wi,1 →֒ wj,1 and wi,2 →֒ wj,2, whereby Mi →֒ Mj , and hence

Ni →֒ Nj .

On a final note for this section, we observe that the implication given by Theorem 11.2.2,

taken in its contrapositive form, gives a logic-based tool to show non-w.q.o.-ness of a class of

structures under isomorphic embedding.

11.3 L-EBSP(·, k) and the homomorphism preservation

theorem

The homomophism preservation theorem (HPT) is one of the important classical preservation

theorems that has been of significant interest in the finite model theory setting [6, 16, 60, 61].

While the theorem was shown to be true over various special classes of finite structures (such as

those seen earlier in Chapter 8, namely classes that are acyclic, of bounded degree or of bounded

tree-width [6]), its status over the class of all finite structures was open for a long time. In a

landmark paper [70], Rossman proved that this theorem is indeed a rare classical preservation

theorem that holds over the class of all finite structures. However, Rossman’s result does not

imply anything about the truth of the HPT over the aforementioned special classes of finite
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structures, since restricting the theorem to special classes weakens both the hypothesis and

the conclusion of the theorem. In this section, we show that the homomorphism preservation

theorem, in fact a parameterized generalization of it along the lines of GLT(k), holds over

classes that satisfy L-EBSP(·, k).

We first formally define the notion of homomorphism and state the HPT. While the HPT

holds for arbitrary vocabularies, we restrict our discussion to vocabularies τ containing only

relation symbols. Given a vocabulary τ and τ -structures A and B, a homomorphism from

A to B, denoted h : A → B, is a function h : UA → UB such that (a1, . . . , an) ∈ RA

implies (h(a1), . . . , h(an)) ∈ RB for every n-ary relation symbol R ∈ τ . We say that an FO

sentence ϕ is preserved under homomorphisms over a class S of structures if for all structures

A,B ∈ S , if A |= ϕ and there is a homomorphism from A to B, then B |= ϕ. We say

an FO formula is existential-positive if it is built up from un-negated atomic formulas using

conjunction, disjunction and existential quantification. The HPT characterizes preservation

under homomorphisms using existential-positive sentences.

Theorem 11.3.1 (HPT). A first order sentence is preserved under homomorphisms over all

structures iff it is equivalent over all structures to an existential-positive sentence.

We now define a parameterized generalization of the notion of preservation under homomor-

phisms, along the lines of preservation under k-ary covered extensions seen in Section 3.2. For

this, we first define the notion of k-ary homomorphic covering as a parameterized generalization

of the notion of homomorphism. Recall, for a vocabulary τ , that τk is the vocabulary obtained

by expanding τ with k fresh and distinct constants c1, . . . , ck.

Definition 11.3.2. Let A be a τ -structure, and k ∈ N. Let ā1, . . . , āt be an enumeration of

the k-tuples of A, and let I = {1, . . . , t}. Let R = {(Bi, b̄i) | i ∈ I} be a (non-empty) set

of τk-structures. A k-ary homomorphic covering from R to A is a set H of homomorphisms

{hi : (Bi, b̄i) → (A, āi) | i ∈ I}. If H exists, then we call R a k-ary homomorphic cover of A.

Remark 11.3.3. Observe that if R = {B} for some τ -structure B, then R is a 0-ary homo-

morphic cover of A iff there is a homomorphism from B to A. Also for a structure A, if t is

the number of k-tuples of elements of A, then for a set R of τk-structures, if there exists a k-ary

homomorphic covering from R to A, then we require that |R| = t.

We now define the notion of preservation under k-ary homomorphic coverings. Recall from
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Section 11.2 that for a class U of τ -structures, Uk denotes the class of all τk-structures whose

τ -reducts are structures in U .

Definition 11.3.4. Let S be a class of structures and k ∈ N. A subclass U of S is said to be

preserved under k-ary homomorphic coverings over S , abbreviated as U is h-PC(k) over S , if

for every collection R of structures of Uk, if there is a k-ary homomorphic covering from R to

A and A ∈ S , then A ∈ U . Given an L-sentence φ, we say φ is h-PC(k) over S if the class of

models of φ in S is h-PC(k) over S .

A class of sentences that is h-PC(k) over any class of structures is the class of, what we

call, (∀k∃∗)-positive sentences. A formula ϕ is said to be (∀k∃∗)-positive if it is of the form

∀x1 . . . ∀xkψ(x1, . . . , xk) where ψ(x1, . . . , xk) is an existential positive formula. Observe that

for k = 0, the class of (∀k∃∗)-positive formulae is exactly the class of existential-positive

formulae. We say that the generalized HPT for L and parameter k, abbreviated L-GHPT(k),

holds over a class S if the following is true: An L sentence φ is h-PC(k) over S iff φ is

equivalent over S to a (∀k∃∗)-positive (FO) sentence. Observe that FO-GHPT(0) holds over a

class S iff HPT holds over S . We show below that L-GHPT(k) holds over classes of structures

that satisfy L-EBSP(·, k). We in fact show something more general as we describe below.

Towards this, we first present a “homomorphic” version of L-EBSP.

Definition 11.3.5 (h-L-EBSP(S, k)). Let S be a class of finite structures and k be a natu-

ral number. We say that S satisfies the homomorphic L-EBSP for parameter k, abbrevi-

ated h-L-EBSP(S, k) is true, if there exists a function θ(S,k,L) : N → N such that for each

m ∈ N, for each structure A of S and for every k-tuple ā from A, there exists (B, b̄) ∈ Sk

such that (i) there is a homomorphism h : (B, b̄) → (A, ā), (ii) |B| ≤ θ(S,k,L)(m), and (iii)

tpB,b̄,m,L(x̄) = tpA,ā,m,L(x̄). We call θ(S,k,L) a witness function of h-L-EBSP(S, k).

The following lemma is easy to see and the proof is skipped.

Lemma 11.3.6. Let S be a class of structures. Then for each k ∈ N, we have the following.

1. L-EBSP(S, k) implies h-L-EBSP(S, k)

2. h-MSO-EBSP(S, k) implies h-FO-EBSP(S, k)

Further, in each of the implications above, any witness function for the antecedent is also a

witness function for the consequent.

We now state and prove the central result of this section.
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Theorem 11.3.7. Let S be a class of finite structures and k ∈ N be such that h-L-EBSP(S, k)

is true. Then L-GHPT(k), and hence HPT, holds over S . Further, if there is a computable

witness function for h-L-EBSP(S, k), then the translation from an L sentence that is h-PC(k)

over S to an S-equivalent (∀k∃∗)-positive sentence, is effective.

The same statement as above holds when h-L-EBSP(S, k) is replaced with L-EBSP(S, k).

Towards the proof of Theorem 11.3.7, we recall the notion of canonical conjunctive query from

the literature. Given a τ -structure A of size n, the canonical conjunctive query associated with

A, denoted ξA, is the sentence given by ξA = ∃x1 . . . ∃xnβ(x1, . . . , xn) where β(x1, . . . , xn) is

the conjunction of all atomic formulae of the form R(xi1 , . . . , xir) where R ∈ τ , r is the arity

of R, i1, . . . , ir ∈ {1, . . . , n} and (ai1 , . . . , air) ∈ RA. Observe that ξA is an existential-positive

sentence. The following theorem by Chandra and Merlin characterizes when a homomorphism

exists from a structure A to a structure B, in terms of ξA.

Theorem 11.3.8 (Chandra-Merlin, 1977). Let A and B be two finite structures. Then there is a

homomorphism from A to B iff B |= ξA.

We now prove Theorem 11.3.7.

Proof of Theorem 11.3.7. Suppose h-L-EBSP(S, k) is true.

‘If’ part of L-GHPT(k): Let φ be an L sentence that is equivalent over S to the (∀k∃∗)-positive

sentence ϕ = ∀kx̄ψ(x̄) where ψ is an existential-positive formula. Let R = {(Bi, b̄i) ∈ Sk |

i ∈ I} be a set of structures from Sk such that Bi |= φ for each i ∈ I . Let A ∈ S and suppose

there exists a k-ary homomorphic covering H from R to A. Consider a k-tuple ā from A. Since

H is a k-ary homomorphic covering, there exists i ∈ I such that there is a homomorphism

h : (Bi, b̄i) → (A, ā) ∈ H. Since B |= φ, we have B |= ϕ and hence (B, b̄i) |= ψ(x̄). Since

existential-positive formulas are preserved under homomorphisms, we have (A, ā) |= ψ(x̄).

Since ā is arbitrary, we have A |= ϕ, whence A |= φ. Then φ is h-PC(k) over S .

‘Only if’ part of L-GHPT(k): Let φ be an L sentence that is h-PC(k) over S . Let the rank

of φ be m and let p = θ(S,k,L)(m), where θ(S,k,L) is a witness function of h-L-EBSP(S, k).

Let Mod(Sk, φ, p) be the set (upto isomorphism) of all models of φ in Sk that have size

≤ p. For (B, b̄) ∈ Mod(Sk, φ, p), let ξ(B,b̄) be the canonical conjunctive query associated

with (B, b̄). Observe that ξ(B,b̄) is an FO(τk) sentence. Let ξ(B,b̄)[c1 7→ x1; . . . ; ck 7→ xk]

be the formula whose free variables are among x1, . . . , xk, that is obtained by substituting
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xi for the free occurrences of ci in ξ(B,b̄) for i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, where c!, . . . , ck are the con-

stants of τk \ τ . We abuse notation slightly and denote ξ(B,b̄)[c1 7→ x1; . . . ; ck 7→ xk] sim-

ply as ξ(B,b̄)(x1, . . . , xk). Now consider the sentence ϕ = ∀x1 . . . ∀xkα(x1, . . . , xk) where

α(x1, . . . , xk) =
∨

(B,b̄)∈Mod(Sk,φ,p) ξ(B,b̄)(x1, . . . , xk). Clearly ϕ is (∀k∃∗)-positive. We show

below that φ is equivalent to ϕ over S .

• φ→ ϕ: Let A ∈ S be such that A |= φ. Let t = |A|k and let ā1, . . . , āt be an enumeration

of the k-tuples of A. Let I = {1, . . . , t}. Since h-L-EBSP(S, k) is true, we have for each

k-tuple āi from A where i ∈ I , that there exists a structure (Bi, b̄i) ∈ Sk such that (i)

there is a homomorphism hi : (Bi, b̄i) → (A, āi), (ii) |Bi| ≤ θ(S,k,L)(m) = p, and (iii)

tpBi,b̄i,m,L(x̄) = tpA,āi,m,L(x̄). Then Bi ≡m,L A. Since the rank of φ is m, we have Bi |= φ;

then (Bi, b̄i) ∈ Mod(Sk, φ, p). Let ξ(Bi,b̄i) be the canonical conjunctive query associated with

(Bi, b̄i), where i ∈ I . By Theorem 11.3.8, we have for each i ∈ I , that (A, āi) |= ξ(Bi,b̄i)

whereby (A, āi) |= α(x1, . . . , xk). Then A |= ϕ.

• ϕ→ φ: Let A ∈ S be such that A |= ϕ. As before, let I = {1, . . . , t} and ā1, . . . , āt

be an enumeration of the k-tuples of A. Since A |= ϕ, we have, recalling the form of ϕ,

that for each i ∈ I , (A, āi) |= ξ(Bi,b̄i)(x1, . . . , xk) for some (Bi, b̄i) ∈ Mod(Sk, φ, p). By

Theorem 11.3.8, there is a homomorphism hi : (Bi, b̄i) → (A, āi). Then the set {hi | i ∈ I}

is a k-ary homomorphic covering from R to A. Since (Bi, b̄i) ∈ Mod(Sk, φ, p), we have

(Bi, b̄i) |= φ for each i ∈ I . Then since φ is h-PC(k) over S , we have A |= φ.

That the above result holds when h-L-EBSP(S, k) is replaced with L-EBSP(S, k) follows di-

rectly from Lemma 11.3.6.
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Directions for future work

The results seen so far naturally motivate various questions that we propose as future work.

A. Questions regarding L-EBSP(·, k):

1. [Model-theoretic] The Łoś-Tarski theorem and the homomorphism preservation theorem are

true over any class satisfying L-EBSP(·, k) (Theorems 9.1.2 and 11.3.7). What other theo-

rems of classical model theory are true of classes satisfying L-EBSP(·, k)? For instance, are

Lyndon’s positivity theorem and Craig’s interpolation theorem true of L-EBSP(·, k) classes?

2. [Poset-theoretic] Theorem 11.2.2 shows us that w.q.o. under embedding entails L-EBSP(·, 0).

The converse however is not true: Proposition 11.2.4 gives a class that is not w.q.o. under

embedding but for which L-EBSP(·, 0) holds. However, this class is not hereditary. This

motivates the following question: Under what reasonable closure assumptions on a class S

does L-EBSP(S, 0) become equivalent to w.q.o. under embedding? Another natural ques-

tion, given Remark 11.2.3, is the following: what strengthing of the w.q.o. under embedding

property entails L-EBSP(·, 0) with computable witness functions?

3. [Relational structures whose Gaifman graphs are n-partite cographs] Given a τ -structure A

where τ is relational, the Gaifman graph of A is an undirected graph G(A) = (V,E) such

that V is exactly UA, and for a, b ∈ V , the pair (a, b) ∈ E iff for some r-ary relation R ∈ τ

and some r-tuple c̄ ∈ RA, it is the case that c̄ contains a and b as components. We can

now ask whether our results showing L-EBSP(·, k) for graphs (cf. Theorem 10.3.1) can be

lifted to relational structures via the Gaifman graphs of the latter. Specifically, is it the case

under suitable assumptions, that a class of finite relational structures whose Gaifman graphs

form a subclass of n-partite cographs, satisfies L-EBSP(·, k), and further, with a computable

witness function? As a step in this direction, we indeed have been able to show that a
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hereditary class of relational structures whose Gaifman graphs are of bounded tree-depth,

satisfies FO-EBSP(·, k) with a computable witness function (see Theorem 4 of [75]).

4. [Computational] For what classes of structures that satisfy L-EBSP(·, k), is it the case that

there are elementary witness functions (as opposed to just computable witness functions)?

For the case of words, trees and nested words, L-EBSP(·, k) holds with necessarily non-

elementary witness functions. This is because for any class S satisfying L-EBSP(·, k) with

witness function θ(S,k,L), since any structure in the class is (m,L)-similar to a structure of

size ≤ θ(S,k,L)(m), the index of the ≡m,L relation over S is elementary if θ(S,k,L) is elemen-

tary. However over words, the index of the ≡m,FO relation itself is non-elementary [27].

Since the model checking problem for MSO is fixed parameter tractable with elementary

dependence on formula size, over classes of structures of bounded tree-depth or bounded

shrub-depth, we would like to investigate if this elementariness shows up as the elementari-

ness of the witness functions for the L-EBSP(·, k) properties of the aforementioned classes.

If so, this would also show that the index of the ≡m,L relation is elementary over these

classes, as reasoned above.

5. [Concerning closure under operations] Is there a syntactic characterization of operations

that are quantifier-free, monotone and ≡m,L-preserving? (cf. Theorem 10.4.11) Also, can

Theorem 10.4.11 be generalized to k > 0?

6. [Structural] Is there a structural characterization of posets/graphs that satisfy L-EBSP(·, k)?

If not in general, then under reasonable closure assumptions on the classes (like say hered-

itariness)? As a step in this direction, Theorem 8.2.2 shows that any hereditary class S of

directed graphs for which L-EBSP(·, k) holds for any k ≥ 2 (and hence over which GLT(k)

holds by Theorem 9.1.2) must be such that the underlying undirected graphs of the graphs

of S must have bounded induced path lengths. The converse of this statement is a techni-

cal challenging question, that we wish to investigate. Given the “empirical evidence” that

many interesting classes of structures of interest in computer science satisfy L-EBSP(·, ·), a

structural characterization of the latter, even under reasonable assumptions (like hereditari-

ness), might “give back” notions/new classes of structures of use and relevance to computer

science. (As a very successful recent example of such a “give back”, a structural charac-

terization under the assumption of hereditariness, of the notion of quasi-wideness that was

introduced in [6] in the context of the homomorphism preservation theorem, yielded the no-

tion of nowhere dense graphs [60, 61], and this class of graphs has turned out to be widely
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useful from the combinatorial and algorithmic points of view [17, 22, 30].)

7. [Probabilistic] One can define a “probabilistic version” of L-EBSP(S, 0) in which, instead

of asserting that for any structure in S , a bounded (m,L)-similar substructure of it that is in

S , exists with probability 1, one asserts the same “with high probability”. One can define an

analogous probabilistic version of L-EBSP(S, k). It would be interesting to investigate what

classes of graphs satisfy this version of L-EBSP(·, k).

B. Questions regarding FO-GHPT(k):

1. Using techniques very similar to those presented in Section 4.1, and using special models

(see Chp. 5 of [12]) instead of λ-saturated models, we can show the following result. Ob-

serve that FO-GHPT(0) is exactly HPT.

Theorem 12.1 (The generalized HPT). Let S be a class of arbitrary structures, that is ele-

mentary. Then FO-GHPT(k) holds over S for each k ∈ N.

Over all finite structures, we know that FO-GHPT(0), which is HPT, is true by the results of

Rossman [70]. Given that the HPT is amongst the very rare theorems from classical model

theory to hold over all finite structures, it would be interesting to investigate if FO-GHPT(k)

holds over all finite structures for k > 0.

C. Questions concerning GLT(k):

1. As Proposition 8.2.3 demonstrates, each of the classes of structures that are acyclic, or of

bounded degree (more generally, wide), or of bounded tree-width fails to satisfy GLT(k) for

k ≥ 2. A natural question to investigate is the case of k = 1.

2. Proposition 8.1.1 shows for each l ≥ 0, that PSC(l) sentences cannot be equivalent to ∃k∀∗

sentences for any fixed k ≥ 0. In particular, for each k ≥ 0, Proposition 8.1.1 gives a

sentence ψk that is PS, and hence PSC(l) for each l ≥ 0, over all finite structures, but that

is not equivalent in the finite, to any ∃k∀∗ sentence. However, ψk is itself an ∃k+1∀∗ sentence,

i.e. a Σ0
2 sentence (cf. Remark 8.1.2).

This raises the following question: Is it the case that for each l ≥ 0, any sentence that

is PSC(l) in the finite is equivalent in the finite, to a Σ0
2 sentence? Recall that PSC =

∨

l≥0 PSC(l), and that every Σ0
2 sentence is PSC over any class of structures. We can then

reframe the aforesaid question as: Over all finite structures, is it the case that a sentence is

PSC iff it is equivalent to a Σ0
2 sentence? We conjecture that this is indeed the case.
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Conjecture 12.2. Over the class of all finite structures, a sentence is PSC if, and only if, it

is equivalent to a Σ0
2 sentence.

Over arbitrary structures, PSC is characterized by Σ0
2 as shown by Corollary 4.1.2. Then

proving Conjecture 12.2 in the affirmative would give us a preservation theorem that is not

only true over arbitrary structures but also true over all finite structures. It would be in-

teresting to investigate (the relativized version of) this conjecture over the special classes

of structures mentioned in the previous point, and also over the classes considered in the

context of the homomorphism preservation theorem (such as nowhere dense classes).
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A summary of our contributions

We conclude by summarizing the contributions of this thesis in the classical and finite model

theory settings. In each of these settings, our contributions are of three kinds: notions, results

and techniques.

Classical model theory:

A. Notions: We introduce the properties of preservation under substructures modulo k-cruxes

(PSC(k)) and preservation under k-ary convered extensions (PCE(k)) as natural param-

eterized generalizations of the classical properties of preservation under substructures and

preservation under extensions (Definitions 3.1.1 and 3.2.4). Our properties are finitary and

combinatorial, and are non-trivial both over arbitrary structures as well as over finite struc-

tures.

B. Results:

(a) The generalized Łoś-Tarski theorem for sentences (GLT(k)): This result provides se-

mantic characterizations of the ∃k∀∗ and ∀k∃∗ classes of sentences (Theorem 4.1.1).

Whereby, we get finer characterizations of the Σ0
2 and Π0

2 fragments of FO sentences

than those in the literature, which are via notions like unions of ascending chains, inter-

sections of descending chains, Keisler’s 1-sandwiches, etc. None of the latter notions

relates the count of quantifiers to any model-theoretic properties. As a consequence

of GLT(k), we obtain new semantic characterizations of the Σ0
2 and Π0

2 classes of FO

sentences (Corollary 4.1.2).

(b) New semantic characterizations of the Σ0
2 and Π0

2 classes of FO theories: These charac-

terizations are obtained via “infinitary” variants of PSC(k) and PCE(k), namely, the

notions of preservation under substructures modulo λ-cruxes and preservation under λ-
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ary covered extensions respectively, for infinite cardinals λ > ℵ0 (Theorems 5.2.1(1)

and 5.1.1(2)).

(c) Applications in proving inexpressibility results in FO: We give new and simple proofs

of well-known inexpressibility results in FO, such as inexpressibility of acyclicity, con-

nectedness, bipartiteness, etc., using our preservation theorems (Section 4.2.1).

C. Techniques: We introduce a novel technique of getting a syntactically defined FO theory

equivalent to a given FO theory satisfying a semantic property, by going outside of FO

(Lemma 5.2.15 and Proposition 5.2.16). The idea is to first express the semantic property

in a syntactically defined fragment of an infinitary logic , and then use a “compiler-result”

to translate the aforementioned infinitary sentences to equivalent FO theories, when these

sentences are known to be equivalent to FO theories. The latter FO theories are obtained

from suitable finite approximations of the infinitary sentences, that are defined syntactically

in terms of the latter. We believe this technique of accessing the descriptive power of an

infinitary logic followed by accessing the translation power of a compiler result, may have

other applications.

Finite model theory:

A. Notions: We define a new logic based combinatorial property of finite structures that we call

the L-Equivalent Bounded Substructure Property L-EBSP(S, k) (Definition 9.1).

B. Results:

(a) A strengthening of the classical result showing the failure of the Łoś-Tarski theorem in

the finite: We show that there is a vocabulary τ such that for each k, there is an FO(τ)

sentence that is preserved under substructures over the class S of all finite structures but

that is not equivalent over S , to any ∃k∀∗ sentence (Theorem 8.1.1). The case of k = 0

of this result is the classical failure of the Łoś-Tarski theorem in the finite.

(b) A preservation theorem that imposes structural restrictions: We show that under the

assumption that a given class S of graphs is hereditary, if GLT(k) holds over S , then S

must have bounded induced path lengths (Theorem 8.2.2).

(c) Characterizing prenex FO sentences with two blocks of quantifiers: The preservation

theorems studied over well-behaved classes, namely the Łoś-Tarski theorem and the

homomorphism preservation theorem, characterize Σ0
1 and Π0

1 sentences – sentences

that contain only one block of quantifiers – or subclasses of these. We characterize over

various interesting classes of finite structures, Σ0
2 and Π0

2 sentences – sentences which
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contain two blocks of quantifiers.

(d) Strong connections of L-EBSP(S, k) with classical model theory: The property of

L-EBSP(S, k) entails GLT(k) (and hence the Łoś-Tarski theorem) as well as a gen-

eralization of the homomorphism preservation theorem, and even “effective” versions

of all these theorems if the witness function for L-EBSP(S, k) is computable (Theo-

rems 9.1.2 and 11.3.7). Furthermore, from the very close resemblance of its definition

to that of the downward Löwenheim-Skolem property, L-EBSP(S, k) can very well be

regarded as a finitary analogue of the latter (Section 9.2). To the best of our knowledge,

finitary analogues of intrinsically infinitary properties from classical model theory have

rarely been studied earlier.

(e) Strong connections of L-EBSP(S, k) with computer science: We show that a variety

of classes of interest in computer science satisfy L-EBSP(·, k), and further, with com-

putable witness functions. These include the classes of words, trees (unordered, or-

dered, or ranked), nested words, cographs, graphs of bounded tree-depth, graph classes

of bounded shrub-depth and n-partite cographs (Theorems 10.2.2 and 10.3.1). We show

that L-EBSP(·, ·) remains preserved under finite unions and finite intersections, and

under taking subclasses that are hereditary or L-definable (Lemma 10.4.1). Again,

L-EBSP(·, ·) remains preserved under various well-studied operations from the liter-

ature that are implementable using quantifier-free translation schemes; these include

unary operations like complementation, transpose and the line-graph operation, binary

“sum-like” operations like disjoint union, join and pointed substitution, and binary

“product-like” operations that include various kinds of products like cartesian, tensor,

lexicographic and strong products (Corollary 10.4.7). While it follows that L-EBSP(·, ·)

remains preserved under finite unions of classes obtained by finite compositions of the

above operations, we show that L-EBSP(·, 0) remains preserved even infinite unions

of such classes, provided these unions are “regular” (Theorem 10.4.11). These various

closure properties enables us to construct a wide spectrum of classes of finite structures

that satisfy L-EBSP(·, ·), and that are hence “well-behaved” model-theoretically. All

of these classes are different from the well-behaved classes considered in the litera-

ture [6, 7, 38], and were earlier not known to enjoy the many model-theoretic properties

that they do.

(f) New composition results for nested words and n-partite cographs: Composition results
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allow inferring the formulas that are satisfied in a structure that is built up from smaller

structures, from the formulas satisfied in the latter structures [57]. Composition re-

sults for FO and MSO have traditionally been known for words. These have natural

extensions to (unordered, ordered and ranked) trees. (We prove these extensions in

this thesis.) We provide new FO and MSO composition results for nested words and

n-partite cographs by defining the operations of “insert” and “merge” for these classes

respectively, and showing that these operations possess the FO and MSO composition

properties (Lemmas 10.2.6 and 10.3.2).

(g) A new connection between well-quasi-ordering and logic: We show that any class of

structures that is well-quasi-ordered (w.q.o.) under embedding satisfies L-EBSP(·, 0)

(Theorem 11.2.2). In contrapositive form, this result gives a logic-based tool to show

that a class of structures is not w.q.o. under embedding. This result also shows that

classes that are w.q.o. under embedding satisfy the Łoś-Tarski preservation theorem.

This fact does not seem to be well-known [32].

C. Techniques: We prove an abstract result concerning tree representations (Theorem 10.1.1),

that takes as input a tree-representation of a structure and produces as output, a small sub-

tree that represents a small and logically similar substructure of the original structure. The

output structure is obtained by iteratively performing appropriate “prunings” of, and “graft-

ings” within, the input tree representation, in a manner that preserves the substructure and

“(m,L)-similarity” relations between the structures represented by the trees before and after

the pruning and grafting operations. Two key technical elements that are employed to per-

form the aforementioned operations are the finiteness of the index of the “(m,L)-similarity”

relation and the type-transfer property of the tree-representation. We utilize our abstract

result in showing the L-EBSP(·, ·) property for the variety of classes of structures that we

mentioned earlier. Given that many interesting classes of finite structures have natural rep-

resentations using trees, it is possible that our abstract result has more applications than the

ones indicated in this thesis.
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